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About this guide

The Administration Guide contains the procedures and information you need to configure and 
manage the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) system. 

This section defines the types of activities required to configure and manage OSM and the role 
to which each activity applies. Some installations might assign these roles to a single 
development group, while in other sites, the roles could be assigned to several departments.

Audience
This guide targets the following OSM roles:

Configuration Manager - Deploys OSM configuration versions to development, test, and 
production environments. Manages the configuration repository. Rolls back configuration 
versions from a production environment.
OSM Modeler - Creates, updates, and tests OSM models to solve part of a service 
fulfillment problem.
Process Engineer - Defines the business processes applicable to business units within the 
company. Works with the OSM Modeler to define these processes in the system.
Cartridge Developer - Develops OSM cartridges. Develops and packages OSM model(s), 
plug-ins, configuration, and documentation for deployment to customers and partners. 
Solution Developer - Combines domain cartridges from two or more products into domain 
solutions. Technical lead for the development of solutions.

Table 1: Types of Roles for OSM 

Chapter Roles Targeted

1 - Introduction All

2 - Managing Cartridges OSM Modeler, Process Engineer

3 - Defining Tasks and Processes OSM Modeler, Process Engineer

4 - Creating Order Templates OSM Modeler, Process Engineer

5 - Defining State Policies OSM Modeler, Process Engineer
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Assumptions
Regardless of your role, before you begin working with the OSM Administrator, you should 
have a working knowledge of the OSM architecture. Depending on your role, you should also 
have intermediate to advanced familiarity with:

XML and all its related technologies (schemas, XSLT, XPath, editing XML documents, 
and so on).
The OSM Web Client as installed at your site.
Windows NT client and server administration.
UNIX administration.
Database concepts.
Security administration.
Network and system administration.
Distributed systems management.

To further your understanding, Oracle offers the following courses:

Using OSM (targeted to end users of the OSM Web Client)
Administering OSM (targeted to the user roles shown in Table 1 on page vii.)

6 - Associating Orders With Processes OSM Modeler, Process Engineer

7 - Administering Workgroups OSM Modeler

8 - Managing Views OSM Modeler

9 - Managing Notifications OSM Modeler

10 - Managing System Events OSM Modeler

11 - Creating Reports OSM Modeler

12 - Defining Rules OSM Modeler

13 - Automatically Assigning Tasks OSM Modeler

14 - Installing and Configuring the XML 
Import/Export Tool

OSM Modeler

15 - Developing and Deploying Cartridges Configuration Manager

Table 1: Types of Roles for OSM 

Chapter Roles Targeted
viii Oracle Corporation



Additional information and help
Additional information and help
To get additional information or help for OSM, refer to the following resources:

Oracle E-Delivery—Provides access to product software and documentation.
Visit the E-Delivery Web site at http://edelivery.oracle.com.
Software and product documentation are contained in the Oracle Communications 
Order and Service Management 6.3 Media Pack.
Developer documentation is contained in the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer Documentation Pack. Access to developer 
documentation requires a password.

Oracle MetaLink—Provides access to software patches and a searchable Knowledge 
Base.

Visit the MetaLink Web site at https://metalink.oracle.com/, and log on using your 
User Name and Password.
Click the Patches & Updates tab to search for patches (efixes).
Click the Knowledge tab to search for technical bulletins, fixed issues, and additional 
product information. To narrow your search, click the Communication Apps link 
under Product Categories on the left side of the page.

Oracle Support
The preferred method of reporting service requests (SRs) is through MetaLink. MetaLink is 
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Although it is Oracle’s preference that you use MetaLink to log SRs electronically, you can 
also contact Support by telephone. If you choose to contact Support by phone, a support 
engineer will gather all the information regarding your technical issue into a new SR. After the 
SR is assigned to a technical engineer, that person will contact you.

For urgent, Severity 1 technical issues, you can either use MetaLink or you can call Support. 
Oracle Support can be reached locally in each country. To find the contact information for 
your country, go to http://www.oracle.com/support/contact.html. 
Administration Guide ix
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1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the Oracle Communications Order and Service 
Management (OSM) Administrator. The sections included in this chapter are:

Overview
OSM components
Typical flow for using the OSM Administrator
Starting the OSM Administrator

Overview
OSM manages the life cycle associated with the fulfillment of a customer's service order. This 
includes managing information from peer Operation Support System (OSS) applications 
required for provisioning, as well as managing the tasks to other OSS applications to complete 
the service order. OSM interfaces with each of these systems.

OSM is the framework within which the internal functions related to an order (either from a 
customer or network planning perspective) are managed. The framework allows a system 
administrator to define the process and tasks, data requirements, and system interface 
requirements to fulfill an order. The tasks in the business process can be either automatic or 
manual.

You can use any service order entry system (either a customer care or an order entry system) 
to collect the basic service order information and provide it to the OSM system. OSM also 
provides a web-based order entry application to enable you to directly enter orders. 

The OSM Administrator and the BEA WebLogic Server provide the interface to configure and 
manage the OSM system. You use the OSM Administrator to construct the process 
definitions, order data requirements, workgroups, and notifications that OSM requires. You 
use the BEA WebLogic Server to establish user IDs and passwords, application access, and 
security preferences. For more information on BEA WebLogic, refer to the Oracle 
Communications Order and Service Management Setup Guide.

You use the OSM Administrator to define the following:

Cartridges (a cartridge contains a full OSM metadata model as well as other components 
such as plug-ins, and automatic task assignment algorithms).
Processes and related tasks
Administration Guide 1



Chapter 1: Introduction
Sub-processes
Data elements and order templates
Order types and sources and their appropriate relationships to process definitions
Data views for order types and tasks
Workgroups and their associated properties
User-to-workgroup relationships
Workgroup calendars, schedules, and time zones

You also use the OSM Administrator to manage system events and configure notifications for 
jeopardy conditions (meaning an order is in danger of not being complete by the promised 
date).

OSM components
The major components of the OSM system are described below. 

You can annotate each of these entities as you create or modify them. The annotation 
has no exposure in runtime and is only intended to be used during model design.

Table 2:  OSM Components

Component Description

OSM Administrator A GUI-based application you use to define the processes and 
data used by OSM. You can also configure other aspects of the 
system, such as notifications and user workgroups. The 
Administrator also includes a Database Viewer you can use to 
create SQL statements that can be used in a third-party reporting 
tool.

Web Client A GUI-based application that enables users to create, view, edit, 
track, and report on service orders in OSM using a web browser. 
The Web Client is accessible via the Internet or Intranet.

Custom Applications External applications written to interact with OSM in either the 
HP-UX or Windows environments, or by using the XML API 
client.

Oracle Database Server The relational database management system used to store all 
data.

OSM Server Provides primary database services to the OSM applications. 
The server implements guaranteed message delivery, 
processing, and response.
2 Oracle Corporation



OSM components
These components are shown in the following figure:

BEA WebLogic Server Hosts the OSM server, OSM integration, and related interfaces. 
It provides Java J2EE services to the hosted components and 
provides availability, scalability, manageability, and 
performance features using clustering.

Database Utilities Includes the following:

Data Manager. Provides the ability to import and export 
OSM order data and process definitions. 
Oracle Scripter. A GUI program used to create or load 
objects to the OSM database.

XML Import/Export Tool A command line based tool that enables you to import and 
export metadata (definitions for processes, tasks, states, statuses, 
rules, and orders). It also allows you to add separate 
configurations into a single environment and update these 
entities.

XML API Client A single access point located at an HTTP address in the form: 
http://server:port/XMLAPI/. All requests consist of an HTTP 
response.

Configuration 
Management Tool

A command line based tool that enables you to assemble, 
register, deploy, undeploy, and unregister cartridges.

Table 2:  OSM Components

Component Description
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Figure 1: OSM structural architecture

Typical flow for using the OSM Administrator
The tabs in the OSM Administrator (see Figure 2 on page 7) reflect the flow for configuring 
the system. The following steps explain the process:

To configure the system

1. Create and define users and user roles in the BEA WebLogic Server.

For more information on defining user roles, refer to the Oracle Communications Order 
and Service Management Setup Guide.

2. Select or define a new cartridge to work with.

3. Define rules and tasks (including tasks that will be automatically assigned).

4. Define processes and sub-processes using the tasks.

5. Define process exceptions.

6. Define data elements for the system and build a master order template based on the data 
elements.

7. Define order types and sources for these orders.

8. Create an order template for each order type from the master order template.

9. Create views.
4 Oracle Corporation



Starting the OSM Administrator
10. Associate an order type and source with the appropriate rule and process definition.

11. Define workgroups and assign them functions and tasks.

12. Assign users to workgroups.

13. Configure filters and flexible headers for workgroups.

14. Associate views for processes, tasks, and workgroups with appropriate order type/source.

15. Define notifications.

Starting the OSM Administrator
Before you start the system, be sure that:

The Oracle Client is installed on the same machine as the OSM Administrator.
The BEA WebLogic Server is running.
You know the host and server/port for the instance of the OSM Administrator you are 
configuring.

The list of available OSM servers the Administrator can connect to is contained in the 
omscfg.xml file. You can edit this file to add a server to the list. This file is located in the 
/bin directory of the OSM installation.

The <Alias> attribute is the name that appears in the drop-down list.
The <Address> attribute should contain either the host name or the IP address.
The <Port> attribute is the server's HTTP port number.
The <ContextRoot> indicates the base URL. For example, in case of http://
myserver:7001/oms/, oms is the ContextRoot. The default value is oms.

If you are using an SSL connection with a specific server, you add an <SSL>tag for that 
server in the omscfg.xml file.

For example:
<Server>

<Alias>Alias Name Given For Web Server Optional</Alias>

<Address>Web Server Name</Address>

<Port>Port Number</Port>

<ContextRoot>Base URL</ContextRoot>

<SSL></SSL>
</Server>
Administration Guide 5



Chapter 1: Introduction
You are assigned to at least one of the following groups:

To log in to the OSM Administrator

1. From the Start menu, choose Programs, OSM, and then Administrator.

2. Enter your user name and password. 

3. In the Host list, choose the appropriate host. 

4. In the Server/Port list, choose the appropriate Server/Port and click OK. 

The OSM Administrator window 
The OSM Administrator window contains the following tabs (as shown in Figure 2 on page 7).

Process Design—creates the tasks and the structure of the processes.
Order Templates—creates the data elements, master order template, order type and 
source, order templates, and the view layouts.
State Policies—defines which transactions can be performed in a particular order state 
and by which workgroups.
Order-Process Associations—associates the order type and source with one or more of 
the process definitions based on the evaluation of a rule.
Workgroup Administration—is where the workgroups are created and the filters, 
flexible headers, the calendar, and tasks associated with the workgroup are assigned.
Associate Views—associates views for processes, tasks, and workgroups with the 
appropriate order type and source.
Notifications—defines notification events that allow order process or order data to be 
checked for the presence of a specific condition. This implements jeopardy monitoring.

OMS_designer Can perform all process, order modeling, and 
system maintenance. Cannot create or modify 
workgroups, or assign users to workgroups.

OMS_workgroup_manager Can create and modify workgroups using the OSM 
Administrator. Cannot add users to workgroups.

OMS_user_assigner Can add users to workgroups from the OSM 
Administrator.

OMS_client Can access the OSM Web Client.
6 Oracle Corporation



Starting the OSM Administrator
System Events—generates a list of any orders in which system exceptions are noted 
during processing. This includes database errors, system interruptions, and any other 
problems that occur.

Figure 2: The main OSM Administrator window
Administration Guide 7
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2

Managing Cartridges

This chapter describes the features and functions you can use to build and modify cartridges. 
The following sections are included:

Overview
Creating a new cartridge
Working with a different cartridge
Modifying a cartridge
Deleting a cartridge

Overview
Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) provides predefined software 
components called cartridges that you can customize to fit your company’s operational needs. 
A cartridge contains everything required to implement a type of service (such as DSL, 
SONET, or POTS) and can be composed of one or all of the following components:

Data model (required for all cartridges)
Automation plug-ins (optional)
Customized assignment algorithms (optional)

Figure 3 on page 10, shows the relationship between a cartridge and its components. 
Administration Guide 9



Chapter 2: Managing Cartridges
Figure 3: Three cartridges and their components

The process of creating a cartridge entails coordination among the development team, 
configuration management or operations group, and OSM administrators.

When you log on to the OSM Administrator, you immediately choose the cartridge you want 
to work with using the dialog box shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Select a Cartridge dialog box

SONET 
Cartridge DSL Cartridge

ATM 
Cartridge

Model
JSP
Plug-in

Model
JSP
Assignment 
Algorithm

Model
Plug-in

Select the Version check 
box to indicate that this is 
the default version for this 
namespace.

New

Modify Delete

Namespaces are shown by 
their mnemonic.
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Selecting a new cartridge
After you click OK, the main OSM window, shown in Figure 5, opens. This window shows 
the metadata related to the selected namespace.

Figure 5: The main OSM Administrator window

Selecting a new cartridge
You can select a cartridge any time during your session. If you select one when initially 
logging in, the Select a Cartridge dialog box is already open.

To select a new cartridge

1. On the Select a Cartridge dialog box, click the New tool in the upper left corner. 

2. Enter the Namespace, Mnemonic, and Version of the cartridge.

A mnemonic is a short version of the cartridge name that the system uses to identify the 
cartridge. The combination of the Mnemonic and Version must be unique. If this is the 
first version for this mnemonic, the cartridge is created as the default cartridge. Every 
namespace must have a default version. See “Creating a task” on page 16 for more 
information.

3. If you do not want this version to be the default version for the namespace, clear the as 
Default check box.

The cartridge name and version are 
shown in the title bar.
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Chapter 2: Managing Cartridges
4. Click OK.

Working with a different cartridge 
You can change the cartridge you want to work with any time during your session.

To work with a different cartridge

1. Click the Cartridge tool in the upper-left corner of the main OSM Administrator window.

2. On the Select a Cartridge dialog box, select the desired cartridge and click OK.

Modifying a cartridge
You can change the namespace, mnemonic, or version of a cartridge, or change the contents of 
the cartridge itself.

To modify a cartridge

1. Click the Cartridge tool in the upper-left corner of the main OSM Administrator window.

2. On the Select a Cartridge dialog box, do one of the following:

To change the Namespace, Mnemonic, or Version, double-click the desired 
namespace and change the appropriate item on the Modify Cartridge dialog box.
To change the content of the cartridge itself, create or select tasks and processes as 
noted in Chapters 3 through 9.

Deleting a cartridge
You cannot delete a cartridge if there are active orders against it. When you delete a cartridge, 
all completed orders, processes, tasks, models, plug-ins, and custom task assignment 
algorithms are permanently removed from the system.

To delete a cartridge

1. Click the Cartridge tool in the upper-left corner of the main OSM Administrator window.

2. On the Select a Cartridge dialog box, right-click the desired cartridge and select Delete.
12 Oracle Corporation



3

Defining Tasks and Processes

This chapter describes how to create and manage tasks and processes. It also provides 
background and conceptual information. We strongly suggest that you read and understand all 
of the information on tasks and processes before you start creating them.

Task
A task is one step in a process (see Process, below). There are several different types of tasks 
that you can create or modify to suit your business needs. For more information, see “Tasks” 
on page 14.

Process
A process is a sequence of tasks that Oracle Communications Order and Service Management 
(OSM) executes either consecutively or concurrently to fulfill an order, or part of an order. 
There are two types of processes, standard and workstream. For more information, see 
“Processes” on page 28.

Example
In Figure 6 below, the first task in the process is Order Local Loop and Send Order to 
Provider.

Figure 6: Tasks in a process 
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Tasks
This section discusses the various type of tasks, how to create them, and how to manage them.

Types of tasks
There are six types of tasks: 

Automated—tasks that are carried out by an external interface. Automated tasks are 
primarily used to provide interfaces to other systems. Before entering an automated task, 
you must develop an application using the API.
Creation—tasks used to enter an order into the system. This task is automatically 
maintained in the system and is created when you define a new order type and source. 
Delay—tasks that prevent an order from advancing to the next task until a specified 
condition exists (for example, a date or time). When you create a delay task, OSM 
automatically assigns the task default states and statuses that you cannot modify. 

A delay task must evaluate to a true status. If it evaluates to a false status, the order 
remains at its current position.

Manual—tasks that require your input or action to an order in a worklist. For example, 
order entry could be described as a manual task if the order information is manually 
entered into OSM rather than transferred automatically via the API.
Rule—tasks that evaluate data to determine if a specified condition exists. Rule tasks are 
evaluated by the system and have completion statuses of true or false.

Sub-Process—a task that represents a previously defined process.You can reuse a process 
by using sub-process tasks. The process associated with the sub-process task is based on 
the evaluation of a rule. Sub-process tasks have a completion status of N/A that you 
cannot modify. You can use a sub-process task in a process or it can be executed on its 
own.

How rule tasks and delay tasks are handled
Rule tasks and delay tasks are handled slightly differently than manual and automated tasks. 
Like manual and automated tasks, rule and delay tasks require a description and assigned 
states and statuses; however, they rely on a rule or delay definition. The definition is the code 
you enter to enable the rule or delay tasks. You can view, create, delete, or modify existing 
rules. Rules have descriptions, comments, and a section where you define the code using either 
a user interface (UI) based rule or text based rule: 

User Interface based rules automatically generate the code used for the rule. You can 
switch from a UI based rule to a text based rule to view the code, but you cannot switch 
back.

Before you create a rule task, you must first define the data elements on the Order 
Templates tab. 
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Text based rules use a PL/SQL statement that can be executed by the rule engine and 
which returns a constant value defined in OSM.

A delay task prevents an order from moving through the process until a specified condition 
exists, such as the date or time. If the rule evaluates to false, the order remains at its current 
position unchanged. If the rule evaluates to true, the order moves through the process. If the 
rule tries to evaluate a condition for which the data does not exist, the rule evaluates to false.

If the rule engine is running and the rule cannot be evaluated, the order thread against which 
the rule was being evaluated is marked as broken. The system generates this information 
internally and writes an event notification into the system audit log. The following conditions 
can cause an order thread to be broken.

The rule contains invalid code.
The rule references a field that does not exist in the order template.
The Oracle database raises an exception.

Order threads are marked as broken to prevent the rule engine from attempting to re-evaluate 
them. After the source of the problem is fixed, the event notification is cleared and the broken 
state is removed. The rule is then automatically re-evaluated by the system for the given order 
thread.

What is a mnemonic?
The concept of a mnemonic is important throughout OSM. It is a unique identifier for an OSM 
entity, such as a workgroup, task, rule, or process. All objects referenced through the OSM 
API must be referred to by their mnemonics. 

You can allow OSM to auto-generate the mnemonic for entities that you create by selecting 
Auto Generate Mnemonic from the Options menu. This is the default setting. After entering 
the description for an entity, simply click or tab in the Mnemonic field to populate it based on 
the description. 

You can enter mnemonics manually by turning the Auto Generate Mnemonic option off. If 
you are using a multi-byte language, we recommend you turn this option off.

Constraints for mnemonics are:
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The first character may be uppercase, lowercase, or an underscore. If you auto generate 
the mnemonic, special characters, numerics, or spaces in the first position are converted to 
underscores.

[a-zA-Z_]

The second and subsequent characters may be uppercase, lowercase, or numeric. Periods, 
dashes, and underscores are allowed. Spaces and special characters (other than .-_) will be 
converted to underscores.

[a-zA-Z0-9.-_]*

May be up to 254 characters long.

Mnemonics must be unique for any given entity type. For instance, there may be only one 
"canceled" mnemonic defined for statuses; however, the same mnemonic may be used to 
define a state.

In the Master Order Template, nodes are identified by their mnemonic path. (See “Creating the 
Master Order Template” on page 58 for more information on the Master Order Template.) 
This value is derived by joining the mnemonics for each node from the root of the master order 
template to the given node, and separating these by slashes. For example, if nodes are in the 
hierarchy shown below, the mnemonic path for the node street is customer/address/street:

customer

   address

       street

Creating a task
You define all tasks associated with each process in the left column of the Process Design tab. 
After you create the tasks, you create the process by dragging and dropping the tasks in the 
appropriate sequence to complete the life cycle of an order (see “Creating processes” on 
page 33 for information on how to create a process).

Use this procedure to create tasks for both standard and workstream processes.

To create a task

1. In the Tasks section of the Process Design tab, right-click and choose New.

2. In the Description field on the New Task dialog box, type a name for the task.

3. Click in the Mnemonic field. If the Auto Generate Mnemonic option is on, the field is 
automatically populated with an entry based on the description; otherwise type the 
mnemonic text.
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4. Under Type, select the appropriate task type.

5. Follow the steps in “Task type creation” on page 18 to create the specific type of task you 
want: chose from either; “Manual and Automated tasks”, “Rule tasks”, “Delay tasks”, or 
“Sub-process tasks”.

6. Click System Based or Schedule Based.

For schedule-based tasks, OSM calculates the expected completion of a task based on 
your working calendar schedule. For example, if you have more than one workgroup with 
different calendars all responsible for the same task, OSM chooses the first available 
workgroup that has access to the task. For more information on schedules, see “Creating a 
schedule” on page 99.

For system-based tasks, OSM calculates the expected completion of a task based on the 
system’s calendar. It does not calculate your actual working hours.

7. If you are creating an automated task, you can define a priority offset by choosing a value 
between 9 and -9 from the Order Priority Offset list. This allows you to differentiate 
automated task priority within an order.

For example, if you had an order that was created at priority 6, but have assigned a task 
with a priority offset of -2, then that task would run at priority 4 while other tasks in the 
order would run at priority 6. Similarly, you could assign a task a priority offset of +2 
which would mean that task would run at a slightly higher priority than other tasks in the 
order.

8. Choose the appropriate responsibility from the Responsibility list, or click the ellipsis 
button and create a new one.

Use the Responsibility field to classify tasks for reporting purposes. For example, the task 
being created may be the responsibility of Customer Billing, Accounting, or 
Administration.

If you are creating tasks for a workstream process, you can only select Automated, 
Manual, Sub-Process, or Rule task types. See “Workstream Processes” on page 31 for 
more information.

The effect of the priority offset may be dampened by the minimum and maximum 
priority range specified for the order type/source. After taking into account the 
priority offset, the effective priority of the task cannot be outside the minimum and 
maximum range specified in the order definition. If it is, the value is rounded up or 
down as required. For information on setting the order priority range for an order 
type/source, see “Creating an order type and source” on page 61.

You cannot delete a responsibility if it is associated with a task. If more than one 
task is associated with a responsibility, you must reassign a new responsibility to all 
tasks before you can delete it.
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9. If this task is to be automatically assigned, select an assignment algorithm from the 
Assignment Algorithm list, or click the ellipsis button and create a new one.

10. Select a state and status that applies to this task and click OK. 

Task type creation

This sub-section of “Creating a task” (above), describes in detail how to create each type of 
task: Manual, Automated, Rule, Delay, and Sub-Process.

Manual and Automated tasks
In the Expected Duration field, select the appropriate duration it will take to complete the 
task.

Go to Step 6 on page 17.

Rule tasks
Do one of the following:

Choose the appropriate rule from the Rule list, then go to Step 6 on page 17.
Click the ellipsis button and create a new one, then go to Step 6 on page 17.

Delay tasks
1. Choose the appropriate rule from the Rule list, or click the ellipsis button and create a new 

one.

2. Select the appropriate item from the Evaluation Frequency list. Options are:

Periodically. With periodic evaluation, the delay task rule is evaluated at the end of 
each poller interval. The poller interval is defined in the oms.war deployment 
descriptor in the Event Dispatcher Poller servlet Interval parameter. The default 
interval is two seconds. 
When order events are triggered. The delay task rule is only evaluated when an 
order event has occurred. This occurs whenever an order has changed.

3. Configure the rate at which OSM evaluates delay tasks. See “Configuring delay task 
evaluation rates” on page 20.

4. Go to Step 6 on page 17.

If you are creating the task for a workstream process, you may use an assignment 
algorithm. If, however, you use an assignment algorithm, the user is returned to the 
worklist after OSM reassigns the task.

If you are creating a task for a standard process, you may also select any of the 
workstream process related statuses (Back, Rollback, Next, Cancel, and Finish). If you 
do, however, OSM does not display their corresponding buttons. See “Workstream 
Processes” on page 31 for more information on workstream statuses.
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Sub-process tasks
1. Click the New Association tool icon. This activates the Rule list, which allows you to 

indicate which rule triggers the sub-process. Select the appropriate rule.

2. In the Process list, choose the appropriate process to associate with this rule.

3. Use the Continue if Rule Fails check-box to indicate whether the sub-process should 
continue if the rule fails.

4. If you are creating a multi-instance task, click the Task Instance tab. Otherwise, click OK 
to finish the sub-process task creation.

5. Click the New Instance button, to activate the drop-down lists in this tab.

6. From the Type/Source list, select the appropriate type/source for the sub-process you are 
creating.

7. From the Data Element drop-down list, select the data element on which OSM will spawn 
the individual instances. For example, if you select a node called City, an instance is 
spawned for each city. If you select a group node in this step, you must later complete Step 
9, below.

8. If you want all instances of the task to appear in the Worklist at the same time, select None 
from the Sequential drop-down list, then click OK to complete the sub-process creation. 
If, however, there is a potentially large number of task instances and you want OSM to 
display them in the Worklist one at a time, select one of the following:

Ascending—to have the instances appear in the Worklist in ascending order, based on 
the attribute (date, alpha, or numeric) of the data element you selected above. 
Descending—to have the instances appear in the Worklist in descending order, based 
on the attribute (date, alpha, or numeric) of the data element you selected above. 
No Sorting—to have the instances appear in the Worklist in the order in which they are 
created. 

This causes OSM to execute the task instances sequentially, instead of in parallel, and to 
display the individual instances in the Worklist one at a time, in the specified order.

As you complete each task instance, OSM spawns the next instance. 

You cannot change the State and Status for sub-processes.

No Sorting requires the least processing overhead and is, therefore, the quickest of 
these three to process.

The use of sequential sub-processing can have a small impact on the overall 
performance of the process. If, however, you experience a significant reduction in 
performance, contact your Oracle Global Customer Care representative, so that 
Oracle Corporation can analyze your model and suggest tuning strategies specific to 
your environment.
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If you selected a group element from the Data Element drop-down list, then go to the next 
step, otherwise click OK to complete the sub-process creation.

9. Select one of the data elements shown in the Sort Element drop-down list, then click OK 
to complete the sub-process creation. If you selected a group element from the Data 
Element list in Step 7, above, OSM uses the selection you make here as the criteria on 
which to determine the order in which it display the individual task instances.

10. Go to Step 6 on page 17.

Configuring delay task evaluation rates

There are two schema parameters that allow you to configure the rate at which OSM evaluates 
delay task processing, rule_to_delay_eval_frequency_ratio and 
rule_delay_task_interval.You must configure these parameters to ensure the OSM 
rule evaluation engine can handle large numbers of periodic delay tasks effectively. 

rule_to_delay_eval_frequency_ratio
The reciprocal of the rule_to_delay_eval_frequency_ratio determines the 
portion of delay tasks that OSM evaluates during each iteration. 

Examples 

1. If you set rule_to_delay_eval_frequency_ratio to two, OSM evaluates half 
of the delay tasks during each iteration. 

2. If you set this value to four, OSM evaluates one quarter of the delay tasks during each 
iteration.

rule_delay_task_interval
This parameter ensures delay tasks are not evaluated too frequently, which would cause 
unnecessary CPU usage. The value of the parameter determines the minimal interval in 
seconds that elapses between iterations of delay task processing.

Configuring the Parameters

To configure these parameters, use the Oracle Scripter to execute the following script: 
reset_ratio_interval.txt. 

The optimal values for these parameters are data dependant.

The reset_ratio_interval.txt script resides under the following directory:

<installation root>\Database\osm\maintenance\rule_eng\reset ratio interval 

Each delay task is evaluated once before any delay task is evaluated twice. Delay task 
evaluation is evenly distributed.

Do not configure these parameters manually. Use the Oracle scripter.
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Understanding parent and child tasks
A task automatically becomes a parent when you associate its completion status with another 
task in the process. The other task, to which the parent task’s completion status is associated, is 
the child task. For example, in Figure 6, the Order Local Loop & Send Order to ILEC task is 
the parent task (with a parent status of true). The Perform OE Assignment task is the child task.

Figure 7: The Order Local Loop & Send Order to ILEC task
is the parent of the Perform OW Assignment task

Parent Task

Child Task
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Managing automatically assigned tasks
OSM can automatically assign tasks to a user based on pre-defined rules. These task 
assignment rules are composed of an algorithm that references OSM order data and user 
information such as work history, current load, and so on. Automated task assignment applies 
only to manual tasks. The system offers three types of task assignment rules:

Round robin task assignment – assigns tasks to users in alphabetical order by user name.
Load Balancing task assignment – assigns tasks based on the user’s load. For example, if 
one user has three tasks assigned, and another has one task assigned, the latter user is 
assigned the task. The algorithm does not consider task duration.
User-defined task assignment – assigns tasks to users based on a custom algorithm your 
developers define. In such an algorithm, you can customize the order in which tasks are 
assigned for a given task assignment rule. For example, you can specify that the first task 
received is the first one assigned (FIFO) or that the last task received is the first one 
assigned (LIFO). You could also specify that certain tasks have a higher priority or are 
more difficult than others. 

Adding an algorithm
You can add as many user-defined algorithms as you like; there is no limit on the number of 
algorithms that can be defined. After the code for the user-defined task assignment rule is 
complete, you link it to a specific task via the Java Naming and Directory Interface™ (JNDI).

Prerequisites

Workgroups are created and workers have been associated with them.
A process has been assigned to the order.

To add a user-defined algorithm

1. In the Tasks section of the Process Design tab, right-click and choose New. 

2. On the New Task dialog box, click the ellipsis button beside the Assignment Algorithm 
field.

3. On the Task Assignment dialog box, click the New tool in the tool bar.

4. On the New Task Assignment Algorithm dialog box, enter or change the Description, 
Mnemonic, JNDI, and Process Point.
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Changing an algorithm
You cannot change any characteristics of the system-defined algorithms (load balancing and 
round robin).

To change a user-defined algorithm

1. In the Tasks section of the Process Design tab, right-click and choose Modify. 

2. On the Modify Task dialog box, click the ellipsis button beside the Assignment 
Algorithm field.

3. On the Task Assignment dialog box, right-click the desired algorithm and choose Modify.

4. On the New Task Assignment Algorithm dialog box, change the Description, Mnemonic, 
JNDI, or Process Point as needed.

Splitting orders into separate sub-tasks
You can split orders into sub-tasks by using a task instance. When you define a task instance, 
you are specifying that an order should be separated into multiple tasks based on the number 
of instances of an order data element for a specific order type and source. For example, if an 
order has a list of services to provision, each service could produce a separate task. When 
viewing the order, each task uses only the service assigned to it. After all task instances are 
complete, the process continues to the next task and all service elements become visible.

Use the Task Instance tab of the New Task dialog box to specify how to split the order into 
multiple tasks. For each order type and source that arrives at the task, you can specify the data 
element used to create the sub-tasks. This data element must have multiple instances when it 
arrives at the task. If it only has one data element, only one task is created. Refer to “Creating 
data elements” on page 55for more information.

To split an order into sub-tasks

1. On the Task Instance tab of the New Task dialog box, click the New tool.

2. Choose the appropriate order type/source from the Type/Source list.

3. Choose the appropriate data element from the Data Element list.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each order type and source you want use with this task.

You cannot delete system-defined algorithms (load balancing and round robin) or 
algorithms that have incomplete orders associated with them.
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Task states and statuses
A state determines the behavior of a task in a process. For manual and automated tasks the 
predefined states are:

Received—the task has been received in the system and is waiting to be accepted.
Accepted—the assigned user has accepted the task.
Assigned—the task has been assigned to a person in the workgroup.
Completed—the task is finished.

You cannot remove these states. 

You can define additional suspended states that indicate work on the task has stopped for some 
reason. By suspending a task, OSM can provide more accurate statistics on the actual work 
time used to complete it. Use a descriptive name (such as Waiting For Client Confirmation) 
for these states. 

A status describes how a task was completed and determines the next task in the process. The 
predefined statuses for standard processes are shown below, but you can also define your own.

True—the task executed and completed with a result that allows the process to continue to 
the next task or end.
False—the task executed and completed with a result that prevents the process from 
continuing to the next task. 
Submit—the task is currently being executed.

The statuses for a workstream task are the same as those that you find in most wizard-like 
environments, and allow you to navigate through the workstream task editor. The following 
predefined statuses appear as buttons in the interface. 

Back—click this to return to a previous task.
Rollback—click this to roll back the order data to the condition it was in before you 
entered the current task. See “Understanding the rollback status” on page 32 for a 
description of how the data rollback works.

Next—click this to advance to the next task.
Cancel—click this to cancel the operation.

You can use these statuses in standard processes, too, but OSM does not display the 
corresponding buttons in the interface.

The Back and Rollback statuses both display the Back button. How this button 
behaves depends on which statuses you select, back or rollback, while creating the 
task and how you define the process. We do not recommend that you use both Back 
and Rollback statuses in the same task.
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Finish—click this to finish the operation.   

When you change the state or status, OSM tracks the change and provides a complete audit 
history. You can view the order history in the OSM Web Client.

To create a state/status

1. In the Tasks section of the Process Design tab, right-click and choose New.

2. On the New Task dialog box, click Select State (or Select Status).

3. On the Select States (or Statuses) dialog box, click the New State (or New Status) tool.

4. In the Description field, type a name for the state/status. 

5. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic.

6. Click OK. 

The new state/status appears in the Available States (or Statuses) list.

7. In the Available States (or Statuses) list, double-click the new state/status to move it to 
the Selected States (or Statuses) list.

8. Click OK twice. 

User-defined states are used as suspend states (states indicating that no one is currently 
working on the order). For example, for a task that requires approval you can create a new 
state called Waiting for Approval.

To modify a state/status

1. In the Tasks section of the Process Design tab, right-click and choose Modify.

2. On the Modify Task dialog box, click Select State (or Status).

3. In the Available States (or Statuses) list on the Select States (or Statuses) dialog box, 
select the appropriate state/status.

These predefined statuses are rendered in a fixed order on a separate line. User-defined 
statuses may be rendered on the same line or on the line below, as defined by the OSM 
modeler.

The behavior of these statuses is not automatic, you must still define their behavior when 
designing the process.

If you are upgrading from a version that is older than OMS 2.6.1 and in the older version 
created a custom status that uses either back, next, cancel, or finish as the associated 
mnemonic, you must change the mnemonic before you run the upgrade database-
migration script. This is because OSM now uses back, next, cancel, and finish as key 
words.
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4. Click the modify button. This displays the Modify State (or Statuses) dialog box.

5. On the Modify State (or Statuses) dialog box, enter the appropriate changes and click OK 
twice. If you need to change the status severity level, go to Step 6.

6. Click the Allowable Constraint Violation Severity drop-down menu, then select the 
severity level according to the criteria provided, below.

CRITICAL — the system allows transitioning for all constraint violations
ERROR — the system allows transitioning for all constraint violations except Critical
WARNING — (the default value), the system allows transitioning for all constraint 
violations except Critical and Error violations
VALID — the system allows transitioning only for a Valid constraint rule evaluation
NONE — the system prevents transitioning for all constraint violations

7. Click the up down arrows above the Statuses list to specify the order in which the Status 
buttons are to appear in the Order Editor. 

Compensation strategy
An OSM task executes in one of three possible execution modes: Do, Undo, or Redo. “Do” is 
the default mode for a task that executes under normal processing. With the introduction of 
amendment order processing, two new types of operations can be modeled and associated with 
each Do task. 

Undo—Reverses the effects of the associated Do operation. An Undo operation has 
access to the same inputs and outputs as the Do operation and has visibility to both the 
original and amended data. 
Redo—Combines both Undo and Do operations in a single operation. A Redo operation 
has access to the same inputs and outputs as the original Do operation as well as the new 
amended data inputs.

While OSM automatically determines which tasks require compensation as a result of an 
amendment, it is up to the modeler to define the appropriate compensation strategy for each 
task. 

Restrictions on deleting states and statuses:
You cannot delete a status that is being used in a process. The dependent tasks must be 
removed first. 
You can delete user-defined states only if no orders in the system are dependent on that state. 
By deleting a state, you are deleting it from OSM.
You can delete only user-defined statuses that are not being used in a task
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Compensation strategy options

The Compensation Strategy tab of the New Task dialog box tells the system how to 
compensate a given task when it is affected by an amendment. The tab is divided into two 
sections. Each section represents a scenario you need to consider in order to model a strategy 
for the task. The system provides a default compensation strategy (shown below).

The following sections provide more detail on each scenario.

When this task is no longer required

A task is no longer required under the following conditions:

Order cancelled—When an order is cancelled, all of the completed tasks are undone and 
the order is returned to the creation task. The tasks associated with the order are no longer 
required because the order itself has been cancelled.
Obsolete branch—In this case, the redo processing of a particular task causes that task to 
exit with a different completion status and start a new branch. Since the tasks in the 
obsolete branch are no longer required, they are undone, one task at a time, starting with 
the last complete task in the branch. 

Both options for this scenario achieve the same end goal, which is to roll back the order 
changes. The difference between them is the creation of a compensation undo task. “Undoing 
the task and rolling back order changes” creates an undo task while “Automatically rolling 
back order changes” does not. Undo compensation tasks created for manual tasks appear in the 
Web Client Worklist and must be acknowledged in order to be rolled back. 

When this task needs to be re-evaluated

A task is re-evaluated by the system if it has visibility to any of the changed order data from an 
amendment. In order to compensate for the change, the task may need to be redone or undone, 
as necessary. The default option, which is simply to redo the task, applies to tasks that are 
linear in nature and have the same completion status (no branching).

You may also choose to “ignore the compensation request”. With this option you are 
instructing the system to bypass updating the affected task knowing, for example, that a 

Default settings
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similar task further on in the process will be compensated. In this way, you are optimizing the 
compensation plan.

Although compensation strategies are defined on an individual task basis, they must be 
analyzed within the context of the workflow to ensure all possible situations have been 
covered.

To specify a compensation strategy

1. On the Compensation Strategy tab of the New Task dialog box, do one of the following:

Accept the default compensation strategy
Choose other compensation options appropriate for the task

2. In the Documentation field, annotate the strategy (optional). If you require more space, 
click the ellipsis button to open a new window.

3. Click OK.

Processes
After you create a series of tasks, you create the process that contains them. Processes have a 
single entry point and one or more exit points. For best results, design your processes using a 
flow chart. 

When you create the process structure, you must place the tasks in the order in which the 
process is to complete them. You create the structure of the process by dragging and dropping 
the tasks listed in the left column of the Process Design tab, onto a completion status (such as 
Circuit Available) in the Process Definition tab. After you drop the task on the completion 
status, the icon changes from a stop sign to a link. Statuses with a stop sign icon indicate the 
end of the order process. For a detailed description of how to create a process, see “To create a 
process” on page 33.

There are two types of processes, Standard and Workstream. See Standard Processes, below 
and Workstream Processes on page 31 for information on each type of process.

Standard Processes
The following section describes a standard process. Much of this information also applies to 
workstream processes.

The compensation strategy that you define here is reflected in the task’s execution 
mode setting (Do, Redo, Undo) on the Workgroup Administration tab. You can 
enable or disable certain execution modes for tasks assigned to workgroups. For 
more information, see “To override a task’s execution modes at the workgroup level” 
on page 88.
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Reading the process structure

The process flow is a tree structure that flows from top (first task) to bottom (last task). Like 
most Windows-based tree structures, you click a plus sign or minus sign to the left of a task to 
expand or contract the tree. Each task has a graphic next to it that indicates something about 
the task (as shown in Table 3)..

For example, in Figure 8, the process begins when a work order arrives at the Check Inventory 
task. When the Check Inventory task is complete, the exit status from the task is either Circuit 
Available or Circuit Not Available. If the exit status is Circuit Available, the work order stops. 
If the exit status is Circuit Not Available and any of the preceding tasks are complete, the 

Table 3: Graphics in processes

Graphic Description

First task in a process.

All previous tasks must be complete before this task is complete.

Any previous task can be completed before this task is complete.

This task links to another task in the process.

This task loops back to a previous parent task.

Removed link between tasks.

End of process.
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work order advances to the Design Equipment task. When the Design Equipment task’s status 
is Design Complete, the work order stops.

Figure 8: Simplified Check Inventory process

In Figure 9, below, the process begins with the Order Local Loop task. The first task under the 
Loop Ordered task is Test Loop. Its icon indicates that all previous tasks must be complete 
before this task can be complete. The exit status from this task is either Loop Test Failed or 
Loop Test Successful. If the exit status is Loop Test Failed, the process continues to the 
Contact Provider task. Its exit status is Provider Informed. After the Provider is informed, the 
process loops back to the top and the local loop is ordered again. If the exit status is Loop Test 
Successful, the Send Update to NPAC task is performed, then the process ends with the 
Update Sent to NPAC exit status. 

Figure 9: Simplified Order Local Loop process
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Workstream Processes
This section discusses workstream processes. Many of the principals described in Standard 
Processes above, also apply to workstreams. Ensure you read and understand the section on 
standard processes before you continue.

A workstream process lets you execute a series of sequenced order tasks seamlessly through a 
wizard-like interface. When a process, or sub-process, is defined as a workstream in the OSM 
Administrator, the system flows from task to task after each transition without returning you to 
the worklist to initiate the next task transition. Instead, OSM invokes the next task 
automatically, eliminating the need for you to manually navigate through the worklist to 
retrieve the next process-related task. As soon as you select a workstream related task from the 
worklist, OSM initiates the workstream. 

Automated tasks in a workstream
Automated tasks can be interspersed throughout the workstream. If the task following a 
manual task is an automated one, the system displays a message indicating that processing is 
taking place. After the automated task completes its transition, and the following manual task 
becomes available, OSM accepts the task and displays it in the order editor. While automated 
processing is occurring, you can stop the workstream and navigate to the worklist. When the 
automated task finishes, and the next task becomes available, you, or anyone in your 
workgroup, can pick up the workstream from that point. When the final task in a workstream 
completes, OSM returns you to the worklist 

Restrictions
Not all tasks are candidates for workstreaming. Keep the following in mind while creating a 
workstream process:

Only manual, automatic, rule, and sub-process task types are allowed in a workstream. 
Parallel task processing and delay tasks cannot be used in a workstream process.
Pivot-node functionality is not supported for multi-instance tasks. 
The Task Type (as defined when creating the process, see below) must by Any.

Creating the process
Workstreams are created by an OSM modeler, using the OSM Administrator. Modelers create 
a workstream processes much the same way that they create a standard processes. For 
instructions on how to create a workstream process, refer to “To create a process” on page 33, 
which describes how to create both standard and a workstream processes.

If you create a workstream process, you can later convert it to a standard process. Refer to 
“Converting process types” on page 43 for instructions on how to do this.

Before you create workstream processes, you must be familiar with the process creation 
concepts described in Standard Processes on page 28.
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Configuring a workstream without default statuses

If you do not assign one of the workstream process task statuses (Back, Rollback, Next, 
Finish, or Cancel), OSM does not generate the corresponding buttons in the default, 
workstream order editor. It does, however, generate buttons for the standard completion 
statuses.

If you configure a workstream process without the workstream statuses, you can still complete 
the task and move on to the next one by using the standard process completion status buttons. 
You can also update the task status from the drop-down list located next to the Update button 
in the upper right-hand corner of the order editor. 

For more information about statuses, see “Task states and statuses” on page 24.

Understanding the rollback status

When you execute a rollback from within a given task, it executes an update that restores the 
order to the state it was in when the previous task finished. It does this by deleting the new 
nodes, inserting the removed nodes and restoring the updated nodes with the data they held 
before the current state. 

If you are within a sub-process, you can only roll-back to previous sub-process tasks. You 
cannot roll-back from the first sub-process task to the previous parent task. This means that if 
you want to roll-back an entire sub-process task, you must complete the sub-process, proceed 
to the next task in the main process, then roll-back to the parent process task that spawned the 
sub-process in question.

Because the rollback executes when the web client user clicks the Back button, the order 
advances according to how you define the Rollback status in the process.

Modifying, copying, and deleting a workstream process

You modify, copy, and delete a workstream process the same way that you do a standard 
process. See Copying or deleting processes, Deleting tasks from a process, Removing links 
from a process, Reattaching removed links, Referencing existing tasks, and Setting a task to 
the start of a process, starting on page 36.

The Back and Rollback statuses both display the Back button. How this button behaves 
depends on which statuses you select, back or rollback, while creating the task and how 
you define the process. We do not recommend that you use both Back and Rollback 
statuses in the same task.

If a task is at the rollback status, Mandatory Checking is disabled for that task.
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Creating processes
After you create the tasks for a given process, you create the process. 

You can use the following procedure to create both standard and workstream processes. This 
procedure notes where a step is specific to one type or the other.

When you create the process structure, you must place the tasks in the order in which the 
process is to complete them. You create the structure of the process by dragging and dropping 
the tasks listed in the left column of the Process Design tab, onto a completion status (such as 
Circuit Available) in the Process Definition tab. After you drop the task on the completion 
status, the icon changes from a stop sign to a link. Statuses with a stop sign icon indicate the 
end of the order process. 

To create a process

1. In the Process Design tab, click the New Process tool.

2. In the Description field, enter the name of the process.

3. In the Expected Duration fields, specify the length of time it takes to complete the 
process, then click OK. 

4. If you are creating a workstream process, click the Workstream check box.

5. Drag and drop a task from the Task column of the Process Design tab to the Process 
Definition tab. If you are creating a workstream process, ensure the tasks meet the 
restrictions described in “Restrictions” on page 31.

6. In the Position Description field on the Process Task/Link Properties dialog box, type the 
description.

Perform the following step only if you are creating a workstream process. 

You can later convert a process from one type to another. That is, if you define the 
process as a workstream you can convert it to a standard process, or, you can covert a 
standard to a workstream process. There are, however, some restrictions. Refer to 
“Converting process types” on page 43 for a discussion of the restrictions and for 
instructions on how to perform the conversion.

The following step is optional.
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Use this field to enter a description of a task to help differentiate between tasks used more 
than once in the same process flow. The position description appears beside the name of 
the task on the Process Definition tab.

Figure 10: Process Task/Link Dialog

7. In the Position Mnemonic field, enter a unique identifier for the task. 

This field helps differentiate tasks in the source cartridge from those in the target cartridge 
when you are migrating orders.

8. From the Input Type list, choose All or Any.

Any—indicates that the completion of any previous task allows the current task to 
proceed. You must select this if creating a workstream process.
All—if a task has multiple inputs, all previous tasks must be complete before 
continuing the process.

9. To have the system verify that mandatory fields were entered in the OSM Web Client 
when completing a task, select Mandatory Check.

You can create mandatory fields when you create a View Layout on the Order Templates 
tab. Mandatory checking only occurs on the transition from one task to another. To enable 

This field is not available for the first task of a process structure.
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mandatory checking on the completion of the last task, you must add a task that uses the 
null rule at the end of the process and select the Mandatory Check check box.

10. You may do one of the following:

Choose the appropriate status from the Process Status list. If you are creating a 
standard process, you may select any of the workstream statuses (Back, Rollback, 
Next, Cancel, and Finish). See “Workstream Processes” on page 31 for more 
information on workstream statuses.
Click New and create a new status.

Use this field to monitor the stage of an order. You can query on this information using the 
Notification, Query Results and Worklist views in the OSM Web Client.

For example, you can set the first process link to In Progress and the last link to 
Complete. In between the two links you may want to set the process status to 
Coordination or Provisioning.

11. If you want to use a transition rule instead of a rule task to determine whether the process 
moves to the next task, you may either select an existing rule from the drop-down list, or 
create a new one. 

To create a new transition rule, click New to open the Rules dialog. Use this dialog as you 
would to create a rule task. See Chapter 12, “Defining Rules”, for information related to 
creating rules.

12. If you want this task to appear in the Process History - Summary Table window in the 
OSM Web Client, select the Show in Process History Summary checkbox.

The Mandatory Check and Input Type fields are not available for the first task being 
added to the process structure. Also, if the task is at the rollback status, Mandatory Check 
is disabled.

The following step is optional.

The following step is optional and applies only to creating workstream processes.

You can only use transition rules to evaluate manual or automated tasks. You cannot use 
them with rule tasks or sub-processes.

The following step is optional.
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13. Click OK. 

14. Drag and drop the next task from the Task column of the Process Design tab to the desired 
completion status (not the task itself) of the first task.

15. Repeat Step 5 through Step 14 for each task until the process is created.

Managing processes
This section describes various procedures used to manage processes.

Copying or deleting processes

After you create a process, you can copy it and create a new process based on the existing 
information. This is helpful if you are creating a similar process with minor modifications. 
You can also print the process if it is too long to view on your screen.

To copy a process

1. Choose the appropriate process from the Process list on the Process Design tab.

2. Click the Save As tool.

3. Type a description for the new process and click OK.

When deleting a process, you are deleting the process name, its duration, and the complete 
structure of the process (for example, all of the tasks associated with it).

To delete a process

1. Choose the appropriate process from the Process list on the Process Design tab.

2. Click the Delete Process tool. 

3. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

Deleting tasks from a process

You can delete a task from a process only if it does not have child tasks. If it does have child 
tasks, you must first delete or detach them. If an order is at a specific task, that task cannot be 
deleted until the order is complete.

You can also cut and paste tasks in a process, but you cannot paste a parent task onto its child 
task.

You cannot delete a process that is currently in use in the OSM system.
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To delete tasks from a process

1. On the Process Definition tab, right-click the appropriate task in the process.and choose 
Delete. 

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

Removing links from a process

After you create a process, you may want to change or rearrange the tasks. When you 
removing a link, you to move a task to the beginning of a process or detach a task without 
deleting it. However, the task still appears with the letter X beside its name. After you remove 
a link, the process is stopped from that point forward until you reattach the link onto the status 
of a task.

To remove a link from a process

1. On the Process Definition tab, choose the appropriate task in the process.

2. Right-click and choose Remove Link. 

A red X appears beside the task indicating that the link was removed.

Reattaching removed links

A removed link is a task that is not being used in a process. This is indicated with an X beside 
the description of the task. You can reattach a removed link to a process by cutting and pasting 
it onto the status of another task. You can not attach a link to a child task.

To reattach removed links

1. On the Process Definition tab, right-click the appropriate task and select Cut.
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The task appears until you paste it onto the appropriate status.

2. Right-click on the appropriate task and select Paste.

Branching to multiple tasks

You can make a process branch to multiple tasks by dropping more than one task on a 
completion status. For example, in Figure 11 on page 39, the Loop Cross Connected task has 
three output tasks—Send Activate Transaction to NPAC/SMS, Send 911 Address Update, and 
Test Loop (see the illustration on the following page).

Removed 
link

Reattached 
link
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Figure 11: Loop Cross Connected task and its child tasks in a flowchart
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Each task was dragged and dropped onto the completion status (True) of the Loop Cross 
Connected task, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Loop Cross Connected task branching to three tasks

Note that the branching tasks make use of the null rule, which is a predefined rule that always 
evaluates to true. You can use it in a process flow where multiple branches are merged. 

Referencing existing tasks

For best results when creating multiple links to the same task, create references to avoid 
adding multiple unrelated copies of the same task. You can create references to existing tasks 
in a process by dragging and dropping a status onto an existing task.
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For example, in the following flowchart, the Loop Confirmation Received task can either be 
true or false. If it is false, it goes to the Wait for Loop Confirmation task. When the Wait for 
Loop Confirmation is true, it references back to the existing task, Loop Confirmation 
Received, before moving through the process.

In this example, the true status of the Wait For Loop Confirmation task was dragged and 
dropped onto the Loop Confirmation Received task. The icon changes to a blue arrow 
reference icon.

To reference an existing task

1. On the Process Definition tab, click the appropriate status of a task.

2. Drag and drop the status onto a task that you want it to reference. 
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A blue arrow appears along with the name of the referencing tasks, as shown in the 
following figure.

Figure 13: Reference task

Setting a task to the start of a process

Before you set a task to the start of a process, you must first remove the link. When you 
remove a link from a process, you are detaching a task from the process. The task is no longer 
used in the process, but still appears with an X beside its name.

To set a task to the start of a process

1. On the Process Definition tab, choose the appropriate task in the process.

2. Right-click and choose Remove Link. 

An X appears beside the task indicating that the link was removed.

3. With the same task selected, right-click and choose Set as Start Task. 

The task appears at the start of the process and the previous start task becomes a removed 
link.

Referenced 
task
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Converting process types
You can convert a process from one type to another (that is, convert a standard to a 
workstream process or a workstream to a standard process).

Restrictions

Before you convert a process from one type to another, the tasks within the process must 
satisfy the restrictions of the process type to which you are converting. See below.

Converting a standard to a workstream process
When you convert a standard to a workstream process, all of the tasks in the process must 
satisfy the limitations listed under Restrictions, on page 31. If one of the tasks violates a 
restriction, you must modify or remove the task from the process before you continue.

Converting a workstream to a standard process
When you convert a workstream to a standard process, none of the tasks may contain a rule 
evaluation. If any of the tasks in the process does have a rule evaluation, you must remove 
either the rule evaluation from the task, or remove the task from the process before you 
continue.

To convert a process type

1. From the Process list under the Process Design tab, select the process you want to convert.

2. Click the Modify Process icon. This displays the Modify Process dialog.

3. Do one of the following:

If you are converting to a workstream process, select the Workstream check box.
If you are converting to a standard process, deselect the Workstream check box.

4. Click OK.

If you receive an error message when you click OK, it means that one of the tasks 
violates a restriction, as noted above. If this happens, you must open each of the tasks in 
the process to find the violation, then either remove the illegal task from the process or 
modify it to satisfy the restriction.
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Process exceptions
Process exceptions let you stop or cancel work orders in mid-process or redirect them to other 
processes. 

Using the Process Exception option, which you access from the Process Design tab, you can 
define a number of statuses that allow you to alter the normal process flow. By default, you 
can do this from anywhere within a process (or sub-process) or at any time during the process 
execution. You can also model the process exception with restrictions that only allow 
exceptions to be thrown by activities, order type/sources, or workgroups that you specify. You 
can specify these restriction criteria singularly or in combination with one another.

Defining process exceptions

There are two types of exceptions: 

Stop Order—stops the work order from continuing.
Redirect Order— redirects the work order to an alternative task in the same process or to 
another OSM process.

When you define an exception, OSM displays the selected status in the Process Exception 
section of the OSM Web Client. OSM uses the process status as a reporting status, which is 
displayed in the Web Client’s OSM History.

You can only use each status once for a given process.

To define an exception

1. On the Process Exception tab, right click and choose New.

2. On the Processes dialog box, do one of the following:

In the Status list, choose the appropriate status and go to step 6.
Select New to create a new status.

3. In the Description field on the New Status dialog box, type a name for the new status.

4. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic.

5. Click OK. 

6. Do one of the following:

In the Process Status list, choose a status indicating how you want to report the 
exception.
Select New to create a new process status.

Do not use hyphens in any naming field. The XML Import/Export Tool does not 
recognize them. You may use underscores (_) or spaces.
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7. Repeat steps 3 and 4, then click OK. 

8. Do one of the following:

To stop or cancel the order, click Stop the order, then click OK. If you need to place 
a restriction on the process exception, go to Step 11.Otherwise, you are finished.
To redirect the order, click Redirect the order. Perform steps 9 and 10.

9. Click the plus sign (+) to expand the list of tasks in each process.

10. Select the appropriate task, then:

if you are finished, click OK to close the Process Exception window.
if you want to create a process exception restriction, click the Restriction tab.

11. Select who or which activity, or order type/source, you want to be able to raise the 
exception. If you select:

activities—only those selected activities have the ability to raise the exception.
order type/sources—only those selected order type/sources are permitted to raise the 
exception.
workgroups—only the members of those selected workgroups are allowed to raise the 
exception. 

You can also create restrictions by combining one or more of these. In the illustration 
below, for example, only members of the MandatoryCheckWG and Rules workgroups can 

Only perform Step 11 if you want to place a restriction on who or how this exception can 
be raised.
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raise the exception while executing task3. Note, if you use combinations like this, all 
elements of the combination must be true to raise the exception.

12. Click OK. This closes the Process Exception creation window and returns you to the 
Process Exception tab. Notice, the exception now has a "Y" displayed in the Restriction 
column.

Modifying process exceptions

You can modify an exception at any time in a process. 
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To modify a process exception

1. In the Process Exception tab right-click the process exception you need to modify, then 
select Modify from the resulting pop-up menu. This displays the Process Exception 
window. 

2. Use the Process Exception window to change any of the exception’s attributes, including 
adding exception restrictions, as described in “To define an exception”, above.

Deleting process exceptions

You can delete an exception at any time in a process. If you have redirected an order to another 
task in the OSM Web Client and you delete that exception from the OSM Administrator, the 
order automatically returns to its original process path.

Defining how sub-processes handle exceptions

When you use a sub-process task in a process, you can define how the sub-process task 
handles process exceptions. You can map sub-process exceptions to the completion statuses of 
the sub-process task, or to exceptions on the parent process. Using the sub-process mappings, 
a parent process can raise a process exception or complete the sub-process task. It can also set 
the exception status, terminate the sub-processes, and set the process status.

The list of sub-process mappings is ordered by priority. If a lower priority sub-process 
exception occurs after a higher priority exception, the lower priority exception is ignored. The 
sub-process task does not complete until all sub-process tasks are completed or terminated.

The following table describes the fields and their descriptions.

If you add a restriction to an existing process-exception that also has sub-process 
exceptions mapped to it, OSM displays an information dialog that contains a list of the 
sub-process exceptions. When this happens, review the sub-process exceptions to ensure 
they are set-up correctly, then click OK to close the dialog.

Table 4: Sub-process fields

Field Description

Action Determines what action the sub-process task should take.

Raise parent process exception—raise an exception status defined in the 
parent process.

Complete sub-process task—consider the sub-process as completed.

Exception 
Status

Sets the status with which the sub-process task will complete in the parent 
process, or the exception status to raise in the parent process.
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To map a sub-process exception

1. Drag and drop a sub-process task from the left column of the Process Design tab into the 
Process Definition tab.

2. On the Process Task/Link Properties dialog box, click the Sub-Process Exception 
Mappings tab.

3. Define the required actions for order threads to perform when an exception occurs. Click 
OK. The sub-process task appears in the Process Definition window.

Terminate Allows the sub-process task to decide how all sub-processes are affected by one 
sub-process raising an exception. This would allow the failure of one sub-process 
to terminate other sub-processes.

All—Terminate all sub-processes.

One—Terminate only the sub-processes that raised the process exception.

None—Do not terminate any sub-processes.

Process 
Status

When a sub-process exception occurs, you can set the overall process status.

Table 4: Sub-process fields

Field Description
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The table on the following pages defines the fields of the Sub-Process Exception Mappings 
window.

Field Description

Exception Status Sets the status with which the sub-process task will complete in the parent process, or the 
exception status to raise in the parent process.

Action Determines what action the sub-process task should take.

Raise parent process exception:  Raise an exception status defined in the parent process. 
From the Parent Status pick list you will see the parent process exception options.

-OR-

Complete sub-process task.  Consider the sub-process as completed.

Parent Status From the Parent Status pick list you will see the sub-process task statuses. 

Terminate Allows the sub-process task to decide how all sub-processes are affected by one sub-
process raising an exception. This would allow the failure of one sub-process to 
terminate other sub-processes.

All - Terminate all sub-processes.

One - Terminate only the sub-processes that raised the process exception.

None - Do not terminate any sub-processes.

Process Status When a sub-process exception occurs, you can set the overall process status.
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Creating Order Templates

This chapter describes the features and functions you can use to create order templates. The 
following sections are included:

About order templates
Creating data elements
Creating the Master Order Template
Creating an order template
Populating order templates

About order templates
Use the Order Templates tab in the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management 
(OSM) Administrator to:

Create data elements
Create a master order template
Create an order type/source
Create order templates
Create and define order views
Define how data elements are arranged in the view layout

Creating data elements
Data elements are the fundamental building blocks you use to create the master order 
template, order templates, and views. For example, an order requesting long distance may 
consist of the following data elements:

Customer
Name
Address
Billing
Due Date

Work Order ID
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Service Options

Figure 14 shows some data elements as shown in the Data Element pane on the Order 
Templates tab.

Figure 14: Data elements

Types of data elements
You can create the following types of data elements in the OSM Administrator. These data 
elements are displayed as fields in the OSM Web Client. The two letters in parentheses, such 
as (GR) or (TX), represent the type of data element.

Table 5: 

Data type What is displayed

Boolean (YN) A field with a choice of Yes or No.

Currency (CY) A field with a currency amount.

Date (DT) A field with a calendar where you specify the date.

Date/Time (DT) A field with a calendar where you specify the date and a field 
to specify the time. You define the date format under 
regional settings.
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If you change the mnemonic of a data element that was previously used in a rule or rules, the 
change does not happen automatically. You must also change the rule(s) to which the data 
element refers for the data element changes to be reflected.

Masks
Masks are strings of characters used to define the format of the data in the field of the OSM 
Web Client.The Mask field is available when you create Numeric and Text data elements. 
You can use masks when user input for a field is restricted to a particular format. For example, 
Figure 15 shows a mask used for entering a phone number.

Figure 15: Telephone number mask

Group (GR) A field that serves as a heading for related fields. For 
example, Customer may be a group containing the data 
elements Name, Address, etc.

Lookup (LK) A list of values.

Numeric (NM) A numeric field with a length up to 11 digits

Phone (PH) A field with a 10-digit phone number.

The phone field is based on the North American keypad 
configuration. For any other number standard, you must 
create a mask.

Text (TX) A text field with a length that is specified in a length field.

Table 5: 

Data type What is displayed
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When you use a mandatory mask character, it creates a field where you must enter information 
in the appropriate format for the task to be completed.

Text fields

The following table describes the mask characters you can use for text fields.

Mask characters are placeholders in a field of the OSM Web Client. For Text type fields only, 
all non-mask characters appear in the fields; you cannot edit them. For example, if you enter 
TEXT in the Mask field, it appears in the field of the OSM Web Client as TEXT. To use 
mask characters as literals, you must enter “\” in front of the character.

Numeric fields

The following table describes the mask characters that you can use for numeric fields. 

Table 6: Mask characters available for text fields

Mask Character Description

# Digit (mandatory).

9 Digit (optional).

A Alpha-numeric (mandatory).

a Alpha-numeric (optional).

? Alpha (mandatory).

z Alpha (optional).

You must include at least one numeric mask character for the field to be valid.
You cannot use quotation marks (“ ”) for numeric masks.

Table 7: Mask characters available for numeric fields

Mask Character Description

9 Digit (optional).

0 Use to the right of the decimal. Displays zero 
(0) if no value is entered.

. Decimal placeholder.

, Numeric placeholder.
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Table 8 shows some examples of numeric mask characters.

Creating data elements
1. In the Data Elements list on the Order Templates tab, right-click and choose New. 

2. In the Business Name field on the New Data Element dialog box, type the name of the 
data element you want displayed in the OSM Web Client. 

3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic for the data element.

4. In the Type list, choose the type of data element. 

Depending on the type of data element you choose, the Length field becomes unavailable.

5. In the Length list, specify the character length of the field. 

The Length field is only available for the Text or Numeric type data elements and when 
no mask is defined.

6. In the Mask field, type the appropriate characters or choose a previously defined mask 
from the list. (This field is optional.)

7. If the data element is not significant for amendment processing, set the Significant value 
to false. By default, all order data is considered significant (set to true).

8. In the Documentation field, annotate the data element (optional). If you require more 
space, click the ellipsis button to open a new window.

9. Click OK. 

Table 8: Sample numeric mask characters

Mask Character 
Administrator

Entered into the field 
of the Editor

Displayed in the 
field of the Editor

9,999 1234 1,234

99.99 34.12345 34.12

99.00 12 12.00

99.00 34.1256 34.13

Data elements are categorized as significant or not for the purpose of identifying 
affected task instances during amendment processing. Only task instances that use 
significant data elements as inputs are compensated for. If the data element is not 
significant, the system updates the order with the changed data and no compensation 
is required. Data significance is supported at the data dictionary, master order 
template, order template, and view levels.
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The data element appears in the Data Elements list on the Order Templates tab.

The two letters in brackets in the Data Elements list are the abbreviation of the data 
element type created. See “Types of data elements” on page 52.

Creating a Lookup data element
A Lookup data element is a field with a list that is displayed in the OSM Web Client. For 
example, you can create a field called Service Type that lists available types of services. 

Figure 16: Lookup data element in the Web Client

When you create a Lookup data element, the Code field can be an abbreviation of the 
Description field. For example, if the description is New York, the code may be “NY.” The 
code is a unique, mandatory value and is stored internally in the order. The description field is 
displayed in the OSM Web Client.

For more information about internal alphanumeric code, refer to 
“OMGETNODEINSTANCE” in the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management 
Developer Reference.

To create a Lookup data element

1. In the Data Elements list on the Order Templates tab, right-click and choose New.

2. In the Business Name field of the New Data Element dialog box, type the name of the 
data element you want displayed in the OSM Web Client.

3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic for the data element.

4. In the Type list, choose Lookup.
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5. Click the ellipsis button next to the Type list.

6. On the Edit lookups dialog box, right-click and choose New.

7. In the Code field of the Lookup Entry dialog box, type an abbreviation of the description. 
If required, you may use trailing spaces in the code.

8. In the Description field, type the information you want to appear in the list of the data 
element and click OK. 

The information appears in the Edit lookups dialog box.

9. Click OK. 

10. If the data element is not significant for amendment processing, set the Significant value 
to false. By default, all order data is considered significant (set to true).

11. In the Documentation field, annotate the data element (optional). If you require more 
space, click the ellipsis button to open a new window.

12. Click OK. 

When running a sequential sub-process, OSM sorts, then displays the data element's 
descriptions in the worklist alphabetically, based on the content of the Code field, 
not the Description field (discussed below). If, therefore, you want the elements to 
display in the worklist in a particular order, you must draft the code entries 
accordingly.

Data elements are categorized as significant or not for the purpose of identifying 
affected task instances during amendment processing. Only task instances that use 
significant data elements as inputs are compensated for. If the data element is not 
significant, the system updates the order with the changed data and no compensation 
is required. Data significance is supported at the data dictionary, master order 
template, order template, and view levels.
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The data element appears in the Data Elements list.

Modifying data elements
You can modify data elements after they have been entered in the Data Elements list on the 
Order Templates tab, but you should not modify a data element after it has gone through an 
order process.

To modify data elements

1. In the Data Elements list, right-click on the appropriate data element and choose Modify.

2. On the Modify Data Element dialog box, enter the necessary changes and click OK.

Deleting data elements
You can delete data elements if they are not used in the Master Order Template.

To delete a data element

1. In the Data Elements list, right-click on the appropriate data element and choose Delete.

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

Creating the Master Order Template
Use the Master Order Template to create templates that define common elements between 
different types of orders. When you drag and drop the data elements into the Master Order 
Template, they become nodes that you arrange into a hierarchical format. OSM automatically 

Modifying data element mnemonics affects rules. You must reconfigure the rules using 
this data element. All references must be updated to reflect the new values.
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assigns a node ID when you create a node in the Master Order Template and refers to these 
node IDs when you define rules or notifications.

Each data element has a unique mnemonic and each node has a unique mnemonic path. The 
mnemonic path is derived by joining the mnemonics for each node (which must be traversed 
from the root to the given node) and separating them with slashes. For example, in the 
following hierarchy, the mnemonic path for the Name node is customer/name.

Figure 17: Mnemonic path for the Name node

A Group node serves as a parent for related nodes and is denoted on the Data Element pane as 
(GR). For example, Customer may be a parent containing the data elements, Name, Address, 
and so on. 

You can only use Group (G) nodes as parent nodes for other nodes. For example, Customer, 
was created as a Group (GR) node type in the Data Elements list. This makes it a parent node 
for other nodes, such as Name and Address.

To create a Master Order Template

In the Data Elements list, drag and drop the required nodes to the Master Order Template. 
There is no specific sequence except when you are creating a Group node.
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If you are creating a Group (GR) node, drag and drop the nodes onto the node specified 
with a (G). For example, in the Customer node, you may want to define Name, Address, 
Provinces, and the Phone Number. 

The letters in parentheses are (G) for Group or (V) for Value.

Deleting nodes
You can delete nodes from the Master Order Template on the Order Templates tab if they are 
not being used in Order Templates or Views.

To delete nodes

1. In the Master Order Template section, right-click on the appropriate node and choose 
Delete. 

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message box.

Viewing/modifying node information
To view/modify node information

1. In the Master Order Template section, right-click the appropriate node and choose 
View/Modify.

2. If required, edit the text in the Mnemonic Path field.

3. By default, a node inherits significance from its parent and is set to blank. You can 
explicitly set the Significance value to true to use this node during amendment processing, 
or false to not use the node during amendment processing.

4. If this node is a multi-instance node, you can specify one or more data keys in the Key 
Definition box to uniquely match the data instance from an amendment order to a data 
instance on the OSM order. 

The data key of a node must be an XPath that points to data within its scope. If the 
node is a group node, the XPath must point to its children nodes; if the node is a 
value node, it can only point to itself. If no keys are defined, the relative position of 
the changed data is used during delta analysis.
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5. In the Documentation field, annotate the node (optional). If you require more space, click 
the ellipsis button to open a new window.

Rearranging nodes in a Master Order Template
After you create the Master Order Template, you can rearrange the order of the nodes in the 
template. If a user is working on an order with that view in the OSM Web Client, the updates 
are displayed after the order is closed and then reopened.

To rearrange the order of nodes

In the Master Order Template section, select the appropriate node and drag and drop it 
where you want it to appear in the list.

Creating an order template
After you define the Master Order Template, you can create order templates using the data 
elements you defined in the Master Order Template. First, you define the type/source 
combinations, then you fill in the data elements for the template.

Creating an order type and source
The order type is a description of a specific type of order. The order source describes the 
origin of the order type. For example, an order type may be “Request for Long Distance” and 
the source for this order type may be Client Care. 

The Type field is used for reporting purposes and allows order types to be grouped together. 
For example, if the Type is “Request for Long Distance,” the order Type Category may be 
Service.

To create a new order type/source

1. In the Type/Source section, right-click and choose New.

2. On the New Type/Source dialog box, do one of the following:

Choose an order type from the Type list and go to Step 12.
Click the ellipsis button to create a new one.

3. On the Order Type dialog box, click the New tool.

4. In the Description field of the New Order Type dialog box, enter the order type.

5. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic.

6. Do one of the following:

Choose a category from the Category list and go to Step 12.
Click the ellipsis button to create a new order type.
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7. On the Order Type Category dialog box, click the New tool.

8. In the Description field of the New Order Type Category dialog box, type a category and 
click OK.

9. Click OK again.

10. On the New Order Type dialog box, choose the appropriate category from the Category 
list, and click OK.

11. Click OK.

12. On the New Type / Source dialog box, do one of the following:

Choose an order source from the Source list and go to Step 18.
Click the ellipsis button to create a new order source.

13. On the Order Source dialog box, click the New tool.

14. In the Description field on the New Order Source dialog box, type the order source.

15. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic.

16. Click OK. 

The Order Source dialog box appears displaying the new source.

17. Click OK. 

The New Type / Source dialog box reappears displaying the new type/source.

18. Choose an order state policy from the State Policy list to associate with orders of this type 
and source.

19. If you want to allow amendment processing for this order type/source, enable the 
Amendable check box. By default, the check box is disabled and amendment processing 
is not allowed.

20. If the order type/source is amendable, you must define an order key. In the Order Key 
section, click the New tool.

21. In the New Key dialog box, specify an XPath to a single node in the order data that will 
uniquely match an amendment order to its corresponding OSM order.

22. Choose one or more Order Events to be published at run time for this order type and 
source. If no events are selected, none are published.

OSM events are sent to the JMS destination oms_events queue and are published as 
topics. Anyone interested in these events can listen to the OMS event topic. For more 

If you enable amendment processing, the selected state policy must support the 
Amending state.
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information on JMS queues and topics, see the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Setup Guide.

23. In the Version field, specify an XPath that returns a numeric value representing the 
version of the amendment order. 

Amendments with a higher version number are considered to be more recent than 
amendments with a lower version. If there are multiple queued amendment orders for the 
same original order, OSM processes only the most recent amendment version. When 
amendment processing completes, the original order’s version number is updated with the 
version number of the processed amendment.

24. To narrow the allowable range of order priorities for the new type/source, specify an 
Order Priority Range by choosing appropriate values from the Min and Max lists.

For example, if you specify a priority range of 5-7 and the order is created with a priority 
of less than 5, the priority value will be rounded up to 5. If the order is created with a 
priority of more than 7, the priority value will be rounded down to 7.

25. Click OK. 

The new order type and source are added to the Type / Source list.

Deleting an order type or source
To delete an order type and source, you must delete it from the Type/Source list as well as 
deleting the order type and source separately. Therefore, you must delete:

The Order type/source from the Type/Source list on the Order Templates tab.
The selected order type.
The selected order source.

To delete an order type/source from the Type/Source list

1. In the Type/Source list on the Order Templates tab, right-click on the appropriate type/
source and choose Delete. 

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message box.

To delete an order type

1. In the Type/Source list, right-click and choose New.

2. On the New Type / Source dialog box, click the ellipsis button beside the Type list.

3. On the Order Type dialog box select the appropriate order type and click the Delete tool.

4. Click Yes on the confirmation message box.

To delete an order source

1. In the Type/Source list, right-click and choose New.
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2. On the New Type / Source dialog box, click the ellipsis button beside the Source list.

3. On the Order Source dialog box select the appropriate order type and click the Delete tool.

4. Click Yes on the confirmation message box.

Creating order templates
Order templates are a subset of the Master Order Template and define specific fields used by a 
particular order type and source. After you define the order type/source combination, you can 
create the order template.

To create an order template

1. In the Type / Source list on the Order Templates tab, click the appropriate type and 
source. 

The description appears in the Order Template section.

2. On the Master Order Template, drag and drop the appropriate nodes onto the type/
source name in the Order Template. 
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The nodes appear in the Order Template section.
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Rearranging nodes in an order template
After you populate an order template, you can rearrange the order of the nodes in the template 
at any time. 

To rearrange the order of nodes

1. Select the appropriate order type and source from the Type/Source section. 

The order type/source appears in the Order Template section.

2. In the Order Template section, drag and drop the node to where you want it to appear in 
the list.
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For example, the positions of the nodes Type of Service and Carrier Name were 
rearranged by dragging Type of Service and dropping it onto Carrier Name.

Deleting order template nodes
When you delete an order template node from the Order Template section, it is deleted from 
the order view displayed in the OSM Web Client.

To delete Group (GR) type nodes, you must first delete the nodes associated with that parent 
group.

To delete order template nodes

1. In the Type / Source section, click the appropriate Type and Source.

When deleting Group (GR) type nodes, you no longer need to delete the nodes associated 
with that parent group first.
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2. In the Order Template section, click the appropriate node.

3. Right-click and choose Delete. 

4. Click Yes on the confirmation message box.

Viewing/modifying order template nodes
To view/modify order template nodes

1. In the Order Template section, right-click the appropriate node and choose View/
Modify.

2. If required, edit the text in the Mnemonic Path field.

3. By default, a node inherits significance from its parent and is set to blank. You can 
explicitly set the Significance value to true to use this node during amendment processing, 
or false to not use the node during amendment processing.

4. If this node is a multi-instance node, you can define one or more keys in the Key 
Definition box to uniquely match the data instance from an amendment order to a data 
instance on the OSM order. 

5. Click OK

The data key of a node must be an XPath that points to data within its scope. If the 
node is a group node, the XPath must point to its children nodes; if the node is a 
value node, it can only point to itself. If no keys are defined, the relative position of 
the changed data is used during delta analysis.
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Defining Order State Policies

This chapter provides conceptual and background information on order state policies and 
describes the features and functions you can use to define them. The following sections are 
included:

About order states
About order state policies
Elements of order state policies
Working with order state policies

About order states
An order’s progress is tracked by its state at various stages of its life cycle. Oracle 
Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) supports the following order states, 
described below.

Table 9: Order states

State Description

Not Started The order has been created but has not started provisioning. 
There are no live tasks other than the creation task.

In Progress The order is being provisioned. There is at least one live task 
running on the order.

Suspended The order has been suspended and all processing on the order 
has been halted. No task can be updated or transitioned.

Cancelled The order has been cancelled. All tasks have been undone 
back to the creation task (same as Not Started).

Amending The order is processing an amendment. The process is 
compensating for the amended data by identifying which 
tasks are affected by the changed data, and undoing or 
redoing them as necessary.
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The following figure illustrates the most basic flow for an order as it progresses through the 
provisioning life cycle:

Figure 18: Basic flow for an order

1. Create order—The order enters the system either through the OSM XML API or the Web 
Client order entry interface and is initiated with the state Not Started 
(open.not_running.not_started).

2. Submit order—The creation task completes and the workflow begins. The order 
transitions to the In Progress state (open.running.in_progress).

3. Complete tasks—Complete any number of tasks in the workflow. The order remains in the 
In Progress state (open.running.in_progress).

4. Complete last task—Complete the last task in the workflow. The order transitions to the 
Completed state (closed.completed).

5. Delete order—The order is removed from the system.

Cancelling The order is processing a cancellation. At least one live task 
is running in undo compensation mode. The process is 
undoing all completed tasks and will return the order to the 
creation task.

Completed The order has completed provisioning. There are no live 
tasks and processing is complete.

Table 9: Order states

State Description
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Superstates are conceptual states that do not exist in the 
implementation. They are used to help categorize and organize the 
concrete states

superstate

[3] complete tasks
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Order state transactions and transitions
Transitions from one order state to another are achieved through transactions. Some 
transactions, for example Update Order, operate on an order without changing the order state. 
Other transactions, such as Suspend Order or Cancel Order, transition an order from one state 
to another. 

The following is a list of commonly executed transactions and the operations they perform. 
These transactions can be executed through the OSM XML API or Web Client interface.

Table 10: Order state transactions

Transaction Description

Cancel Order Initiates a transition to the Cancelling order state. 
After cancelling, the order transitions to the 
Cancelled order state.

Delete Order Causes an order to be removed from the system.

Process Amendment Initiates a transition to the Amending order state.

Process Task Allows tasks to be processed normally, including 
updating of order data within the task context, 
changing the task state, adding/removing/updating 
remarks, and changing the task status.

Raise Exception Allows process exceptions to be raised.

Resume Order Initiates a transition to the In Progress order state.

Submit Amendment Submits an amendment (but does not change the 
order state) and is subsequently followed by Process 
Amendment (which does change the order state).

Suspend Order Initiates a transition to the Suspended order state.

Update Order Allows changes to order data and management of 
remarks outside the context of a task.
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Figure 19, below, illustrates all possible order states and their transitions: 

Figure 19: All order state transactions and transitions

About order state policies
An order state policy controls which transactions can be performed while in a particular order 
state, and by whom. Every order type/source must be associated with a state policy to define 
its life cycle.

A policy includes:

Restrictions on which transactions can be called from orders in a particular state
Boolean XPath conditions against order data to validate:

whether a transaction is allowed to execute on an order in a particular state
whether a particular workgroup is allowed to execute a transaction on an order in a 
particular state

Grace period configuration
condition to wait for before executing a Suspend Order, Cancel Order, or Process 
Amendment transaction
maximum and minimum wait duration before executing a Suspend Order, Cancel 
Order, or Process Amendment transaction
time interval between publishing jeopardy events
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They are used to help categorize and organize the concrete states
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Default state policy

You define order state policies using the State Policies tab on the OSM Administrator. A 
default policy is provided as a starting point

Elements of state policies
This section describes the elements and sub-elements of an order state policy. For additional 
information, refer to the Order Model XML schema definition.

Order states and transactions
Order states and transactions are the building blocks of a state policy. Each order state is 
associated with a set of transactions that can be performed while an order is in that particular 
state. 
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Conditions
Conditions are Boolean XPath expressions used to determine whether or not a transaction is 
enabled and whether or not a permission is granted at the time the transaction is performed. 
The condition statement is always set to true() by default.

If the condition for a particular transaction evaluates to false, then the transaction is disabled 
while the order is in the surrounding order state. 

The condition for a permission is evaluated when the transaction is attempted. If it evaluates to 
true, the workgroups listed are able to perform the transaction. If it evaluates to false, the 
workgroups listed are not able to perform the transaction. 

Workgroup permissions
A workgroup is granted permission to perform a transaction if the condition for that 
transaction is satisfied. 

Grace period
The grace period configuration describes the pre-conditions that must be satisfied before 
transitioning an order to a suspended, cancelling, or amending state. Three transactions in the 
order state policy are affected: Suspend Order, Cancel Order, and Process Amendment.

A grace period is defined by two elements: wait duration and a time interval for publishing 
jeopardy events. 
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Wait Duration
Indefinitely—Wait indefinitely until all tasks complete. This is the default setting.

Min—The minimum time the system will wait for the condition to be satisfied, after which the 
transition is forced. The default is zero.

Max—The maximum time the system will wait for the condition to be satisfied, after which 
the transition is forced. The default is zero.

Generate an Event every ...
As long as the wait duration is not satisfied, the system will generate a jeopardy event at the 
defined interval. If no value is supplied, the system will generate an event every hour.

Working with order state policies
To create a new state policy

1. In the State Policies panel of the State Policies tab, right-click and choose New.

2. In the Description field of the New State Policy dialog box, type the name of the policy.

3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic.

4. In the Documentation field, annotate the state policy (optional). If you require more 
space, click the ellipsis button to open a new window.

5. Click OK.

The state policy name appears highlighted in the State Policies list.

To add order states and transactions

1. In the Order States & Transactions panel, click the New Tool icon or right-click to display 
the context menu.

2. Do one of the following:

Choose Add All... to add all possible order states and transactions 

The grace period configured in the Administrator can be overridden at the XML API 
level or Web Client interface.
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Choose a particular state and Add All... to add all transactions for that particular state
Choose a particular state and a particular transaction for that state

To add workgroup permissions

3. If you chose Add All... , the Workgroups to Perform Transactions dialog box appears. 
Select one or more workgroups, or enable the Select All Workgroup check box, and then 
click OK.

If you are adding a particular state and transaction, right-click and choose Add 
Permission. (dialog allows you to add conditions at same time)

The selected workgroup(s) appear under the Permissions heading for the transactions you 
have added.
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To add conditions

1. Add conditions for transactions and workgroup permissions.

2. If you are adding a particular order state/transaction, you can add the condition when you 
add the workgroup permissions, or right-click and choose Add Condition.

To modify a state policy

1. In the State Policies panel, right-click the appropriate policy and choose Modify.

The Modify State Policy dialog box appears.

2. In the Order States & Transactions panel, perform any or all of the following:

Modify Documentation—right-click the transaction to display the Modify 
Documentation window, or click once to activate the Modify Documentation panel; 
click OK or Save after your changes.
Modify Condition—double-click the condition to display the Modify Condition 
window, or click once to activate the Modify Condition panel; click OK or Save after 
your changes.
Modify Selected Workgroups—click the Workgroups heading to display the Modify 
Selected Workgroups panel; select or de-select as required, and then click Save.
Modify Grace Period—double-click the grace period to display the Modify Grace 
Period window, or click once to activate the Modify Grace Period panel; click OK or 
Save after your changes.

To delete elements in a state policy

You can delete the following elements by right-clicking the element and choosing the Delete 
... function (or select the element and click the Delete button).

Delete all transactions for selected state
Delete transaction
Delete all conditions

You cannot change the name and mnemonic of a state policy that is currently in use 
(associated with an order type/source for which orders have been created); however, 
you can create a new policy, then change the order type/source association, which 
will take effect when new orders are created in the system.
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Delete all permissions

To delete a state policy

You can only delete a state policy that is not being referenced.
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Associating Orders With Processes

This chapter describes how order type/source combinations are associated with a process. The 
following sections are included:

Overview
Associating an order type/source combination with a process

Overview
Use the Order-Process Associations tab to associate the order type/source combinations with 
one or more processes.

When an order is created, you must select its order type/source. The order entry task 
associated with the type/source is not part of any process, but is used to enter the order into 
Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM). The decision regarding 
order-process association is made after the order is submitted. The system determines this 
from the information you enter into the Order-Process Associations tab. 

Each row in the tab contains a rule and a process. The rules are evaluated in the order 
presented until one evaluates to true. The order is then submitted to the process associated with 
the rule. If none of the rules evaluate to true, the order cannot be submitted and the OSM Web 
Client displays an error message. If you have more than one association, the null rule should 
be the last entry in the list. Because the null rule always returns true, orders are always 
submitted to a process.

Figure 20: Order-Process Associations tab

The Order-Process Associations tab consists of the following sections:
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Type/Source Combination—a list of type/source combinations that were created on the 
Order Templates tab.
Rule/Process—a list of the rules and processes that are evaluated to determine the process 
to which the order will be submitted.

Associating an order type/source with a process
For each order type/source combination, the list of rules is in the sequence in which they are 
evaluated. If a rule evaluates to true, the associated process is selected. If a rule evaluates to 
false, the system evaluates the next rule in the list.

If all of the rules evaluate to false, the order is not submitted to a process. You can avoid this 
by using the null rule as the last rule in the list which always evaluates to true. You must have 
at least one association to the null rule for an order type to be processed.

To associate an order type/source combination with a process

1. In the Type/Source list, select a type/source combination.

2. In the Rule or Process columns, right-click and choose New. 

A list appears under the Rule and Process columns displaying the previously configured 
rules and processes.

3. In the Rule list, choose the appropriate rule.

4. In the Process list, choose the appropriate process.

5. Continue this procedure for each type/source combination.

Deleting an associated rule and process
You can delete an associated rule and process from the order type/source combination, but you 
must have at least one association defined rule for an order/type combination to be processed.

To delete a rule and process

1. In the Type/Source list, choose the appropriate type/source.

2. In the Rule or Process column, right-click on the rule or process and choose Delete.

3. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

Rearranging an associated rule and process
If an order type/source combination has more than one association, you can rearrange a rule 
and process to evaluate in a specific order. When you select a Rule or Process row, a list 
appears for both the rule and process.
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To rearrange an associated rule and process

1. In the Rule and Process columns, click a rule/process you want to move.

2. Click the up arrow or down arrow. 
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Administering User Workgroups

This chapter describes how to create workgroups and calendars, and assign specific privileges 
to them. The following sections are included:

Overview
Creating workgroups
Filtering worklists
Managing workgroups
Managing calendars

Overview
Use the Workgroup Administration tab to create workgroups and their calendar schedules and 
assign to them the specific functions, tasks, customized columns, users, and filtered worklists 
that are displayed in the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) Web 
Client.

Figure 21: The Workgroup Administration tab

You can assign the following to each workgroup:

Filters/Flexible Header—a list of data elements in the Master Order Template.
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Functions—a list of functions that can be assigned to specific workgroups. OSM Web 
Client users can then access these functions.
Tasks—a list of all manual and automated tasks.
Users—where you assign the users to the appropriate workgroups.

Rule and delay tasks are executed by the system and not by a user. Therefore, neither rule 
tasks nor delay tasks can be assigned to a workgroup.

Creating workgroups
Workgroups consist of a group of users with specific privileges. In a workgroup you define the 
privileges for users, such as access to specific functions, tasks, columns, and filtered worklists.

For information on creating users, refer to the Oracle Communications Order and Service 
Management Setup Guide.

When you create a new workgroup, the OSM Administrator automatically creates the 
subheadings Filters/Flexible Headers, Functions, Tasks, Tasks (by Type) and Users. Each 
workgroup is assigned specific privileges according to these subheadings.

For example, in the OSM Web Client, you can set up a Finance workgroup where you can 
view specific functions, such as payroll, accounts receivable, and accounts payable. You can 
also set up a finance workgroup where specific tasks are assigned, such as Trigger Additional 
Billing and Trigger Local Billing. You may want to assign a workgroup the privilege to view a 
column not included as a default column or the ability to view all orders for a specific region 
only. Table 11 shows the high-level process for creating workgroups.

Table 11: The high-level process for creating workgroups

Step Purpose

1. Create the workgroup. Establishes the workgroup in the OSM system.

2. Assign functions to the 
workgroup.

Enables users to access functions through the OSM Web 
Client.

3. Assign tasks to the 
workgroup.

Enables users to access tasks in their OSM Web Client 
Worklist.

4. Assign users to the 
workgroup.

Enables users to access specific functions and tasks assigned 
to the workgroup.

5. Create a calendar. Enables you to schedule and manage tasks in a process more 
effectively.

6. Add user-defined 
columns.

Enables users to view them in the OSM Web Client’s 
Worklist, Notification, and Query views.
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To create a workgroup

1. On the Workgroup Administration tab, click the New tool.

2. In the Description field on the New Workgroup dialog box, type a name for the 
workgroup.

3. Edit the Mnemonic field if necessary, then click OK. 

The name of the new workgroup appears alphabetically in the workgroups section, along 
with the subheadings Filters, Flexible Headers, Functions, Tasks, and Users. You can 
now assign functions to a workgroup,.

Assigning functions to a workgroup
When you assign a function to a workgroup, you give the users in that workgroup access to the 
function in the OSM Web Client. The functions include:

Exception Processing—alters the flow of a process by applying exception statuses at any 
time throughout the process.
Online Reports—accesses the System Overview.
Order Priority Modification—gives users access to modify the priority of a task in an 
order.
Reference Number Modification—gives users access to modify the reference number.
Search Viewer—accesses the order query.
Task Assignment—assigns tasks to other users.
Worklist Viewer—accesses the worklist.
Create Versioned Orders—enables users with this privilege to create orders for different 
versions of cartridges. Users can only create orders for the default version of the cartridge 
if not granted with the privilege.

7. Define filters. Enables users to see only those orders that pertain to them.

Table 11: The high-level process for creating workgroups

Step Purpose
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To assign functions to a workgroup

1. In the list of workgroup items, select Functions. The list of functions appears.

2. Drag and drop a function to either the target workgroup or the Functions subheading of 
the target workgroup.

3. Repeat step 2 for each workgroup to which you want to assign this function.

You can select more than one function at a time. To select consecutive functions, 
click the first function, press and hold down SHIFT, and then click the last function. 
To select non-consecutive functions, press and hold down CTRL, and then click the 
functions you want)

If you select a group of functions but the target workgroup already contains one of 
the selected functions, OSM recognizes this and does not add the function twice.

If you want to add functions
to the Demo workgroup,
drop the selected functions here

Example
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Assigning tasks to a workgroup
When you assign a task to a workgroup, all users in that workgroup can access the task in their 
OSM Web Client worklist.

To assign tasks to a workgroup

1. From the list of workgroup items, select either Tasks or Tasks (by Type). 

Tasks—displays all tasks alphabetically (task type and assigned execution modes 
appear in brackets to the right of the task name). Select this if you want to assign a 
number of tasks from various task types.

Tasks (by Type)—displays all tasks organized by type: Automated, Creation, and 
Manual (assigned execution modes appear in brackets to the right of the task name). 
Select this if you want to assign one or more tasks of a single type.

The selected list of tasks appears.

2. Drag and drop the task to either the target workgroup or the Tasks subheading of the 
target workgroup.

If working in the Tasks list—but not the Tasks (by Type) list—you can select more 
than one task at a time. To select consecutive tasks, click the first task, press and hold 
down SHIFT, and then click the last task. To select nonconsecutive tasks, press and 
hold down CTRL, and then click the tasks you want.
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3. Repeat step 2 for each available workgroup.

To override a task’s execution modes at the workgroup level

Execution modes are set, either explicitly or by default, as part of the task definition. You can 
override previously set execution modes when the task is assigned to a workgroup. For 
example, a workgroup can be restricted from performing an undo on a particular task.

Execution modes can be modified either prior to, or after, assigning the task to the workgroup.

Prior to task assignment

1. In the Tasks or Tasks (by Type) list, select the task to be modified.

Execution modes that were set during task definition appear checked. 

2. Enable or disable the Do, Redo, and Undo check boxes as required.

3. Drag and drop the task to either the target workgroup or the Tasks subheading of the 
target workgroup.

The task appears in the workgroup’s task list with the modified execution mode setting.

If you multi-select tasks of different types and your selection includes a Creation 
task, the minimum privilege (Do) in effect for the Creation task applies to all 
selected tasks when you assign them to the workgroup. This behavior is inherent in 
the drag and drop function; therefore, we recommend that you select Creation tasks 
separately from any other task type when assigning them to workgroups.

If you select a group of tasks but the target workgroup already contains one of the 
selected task, OSM recognizes this and does not add the task twice.

Only the Do mode is allowed for Creation type tasks.

If you want to add tasks
to the Demo workgroup, you
can drop the selected tasks
here

Example
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After task assignment

1. In the Workgroups pane under the Tasks subheading of the target workgroup, right-click 
the appropriate task and choose Modify.

The Execution Mode dialog box displays the current execution mode setting.

2. Enable or disable the Do, Redo, and Undo check boxes as required and click OK.

The system updates the task’s execution mode setting (to the right of the task name).

Assigning users to a workgroup
When you assign users to a workgroup, they have access to the functions and tasks in that 
workgroup. You can also add email addresses of the users to receive notifications by email.

To assign a user to a workgroup

1. In the list of workgroup items, select Users.

2. Drag and drop a user to either the target workgroup or the Users subheading of the target 
workgroup.

.

The modified setting applies only to the task at the workgroup level; it does not change in 
the task definition.

You can select more than one user at a time. To select consecutive users, click the 
first user, press and hold down SHIFT, and then click the last user. To select 
nonconsecutive users, press and hold down CTRL, and then click the users you want 
to add to the workgroup.

to the Demo workgroup, you
can drop the selected users
here

Example
If you want to add users
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3. Repeat step 2 for each available workgroup.

If you select a group of users but the target workgroup already contains one of the 
selected users, OSM recognizes this and does not add the user twice.
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Adding columns to workgroups
You may require more data in additional columns for certain workgroups. You define 
additional order data to be displayed in the Filter and Flexible Headers sections. The column 
name you enter appears in the column header of the OSM Web Client’s Worklist, Notification, 
and Query views. After you add columns to workgroups, users can view them on the OSM 
Web Client Worklist, Notification, and Query views.

The path displayed above the field is the mnemonic path OSM automatically generates when 
the data elements are created.

To add a column to one workgroup

1. In the list of workgroup items, select Filters/Flexible Headers.

2. Drag and drop a column name to the Flexible Headers subheading of a workgroup.

3. On the Enter Column Name dialog box, type a name for the column and click OK. 
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The column name appears under the Flexible Headers subheading of the selected 
workgroup when the data elements are created.

To add a column to multiple workgroups

1. In the list of workgroup items, select Filters/Flexible Headers.

2. Right-click anywhere in the Workgroups section and select Add Flexible Header to 
Workgroups.

3. On the Add to Workgroups... dialog box, select the desired workgroups, then click OK.

4. On the Enter Column Name dialog box, type a name for the column and click OK. 

The column name appears under the Flexible Headers subheading of the selected 
workgroups when the data elements are created.

Default columns for the OSM Web Client

You cannot delete default columns from any view.

Press Ctrl+click or Shift+ click to select multiple workgroups.
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Worklist and Query views

Notification view

Filtering worklists
You can filter a worklist that is displayed in the OSM Web Client to enable workgroups to 
view specific orders only. For example, if you want a workgroup to view orders from North 
Carolina, you can filter their worklist to display only those orders. You can also filter using 
AND/OR combinations. For example, if you want a workgroup to view orders from either 
North Carolina or New York, you add both nodes to the Filter subheading of the workgroup 
with the second node giving you the option of the AND/OR combinations. 

If the node is a Lookup type, you can choose the associated values from a list in the Filter 
dialog box as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Selecting a filter expression

If a user belongs to two workgroups that each have filters, the orders displayed in their 
worklist include the combination of the filtered information from each workgroup.

You cannot apply a filter to a node or a parent node with a multiple-instance field. 

Order Creation Date Expected Grace Period Completion
Expected Order Completion Date Started
Source Priority
Version Expected Task Completion Date
Ref. # State
Task Process
Target Order State Order State
Process Status Order ID
User Execution Mode
Type Namespace

Notification Description Notification Type
Notification Timestamp Priority
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To filter a worklist

When you create a node as a filter in the Master Order Template section of the Order 
Templates tab, the arrow beside the node turns blue. The same arrows appear in the Filters/
Flexible Headers section of the Workgroup Administration tab.

1. In the Order Templates tab, right-click on the appropriate node in the Master Order 
Template section and choose As Filter. 

The arrow beside the node turns blue.

2. On the Workgroup Administration tab, select Filters/Flexible Headers from the list of 
workgroup items. 

3. Drag and drop the node that was created as a filter from the Filters/Flexible Headers 
section to the Filter subheading of a workgroup. 

The Relation to Other Expressions area is not available for the first filter in each 
workgroup.
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4. On the Filter dialog box, choose the appropriate expression and click OK. 

The filtered node appears under the Filters subheading of the selected workgroup.

Managing workgroups
After you create workgroups and assign the appropriate privileges, you can delete or rename a 
workgroup and delete its functions, tasks, customized columns, and filtered nodes at any time. 

You can change information in the OSM Administrator while users are working in the OSM 
Web Client. However, users do not see changes until they exit the OSM Web Client and log on 
again.

To delete a workgroup

1. In the workgroups section, right-click on the appropriate workgroup and choose Delete.

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

When you delete a workgroup, all associations, users, and calendars referring to that 
workgroup are also deleted.

To modify a workgroup

1. In the workgroups section, right-click on the appropriate workgroup and choose Modify.

2. In the Description field on the Modify Workgroup dialog box, type the new name.

3. Edit the Mnemonic field if necessary, then click OK.

Functions and users added to or deleted from a workgroup affect all cartridges. The 
Filters, Flexible Headers, and Tasks belong to a specific cartridge.
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To delete a function or task from a workgroup

1. In the Workgroups section, right-click on the appropriate task or function and choose 
Delete.

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

You can delete a function or task that has been assigned to a specific workgroup by using the 
following procedure.

To delete a column from a workgroup

1. In the Flexible Headers subheading, right-click on the appropriate column and choose 
Delete.

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

You can delete columns from workgroups, but you cannot delete the system default columns.

To rename a column

1. In the Flexible Headers subheading, right-click on the appropriate column and choose 
Modify.

2. On the Enter Column Name dialog box, type the new name and click OK. 

You can rename a customized column after it has been added to the workgroup, but you 
cannot change the mnemonic.

To modify a filtered node

1. In the Filter subheading, right-click on the appropriate node and choose Modify.

2. Enter the appropriate changes on the Filter dialog box and click OK.

To delete a filtered node from a workgroup

1. In the Filter subheading, right-click on the appropriate node and choose Delete.

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

To delete users from workgroups

1. In the Users subheading of a workgroup, right-click on the appropriate user and choose 
Delete. 

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

Managing calendars
Before creating a calendar, you must define the specific holidays, work hours, exception days, 
and regional time zones for each workgroup.

Do not use hyphens in any naming field. The XML Import/Export Tool does not 
recognize them. You may use underscores (_) or spaces.
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Creating regional holidays
Regional holidays are days in the year that are considered “non-working” days that are 
exceptions to the normal work hours. Each holiday is associated with a specific region. 
Regions can be grouped into a hierarch of regions. For example, California is a sub-region of 
the USA. A sub-region automatically includes the holidays defined in any of its higher 
regions. This enables you to define global holidays. For example, all holidays associated with 
the USA automatically apply to regional holidays. 

You can create a list of holidays for each region and hierarchy of regions as shown in Figure 
23.

Figure 23: Hierarchy for regional holidays

If a workgroup selects England as a region, it includes holidays in the UK and Europe. Each 
workgroup must be associated with one region only.

To create regional holidays

1. In the Workgroup Administration tab, right-click the appropriate workgroup and choose 
Modify.

2. On the Modify Workgroup dialog box, click Create Calendar.

3. On the Modify Calendar dialog box, click the ellipsis button beside the Regional 
Holidays field.

4. On the Regional Holidays dialog box, click the New tool.

5. In the Description field on the New Regional Holidays dialog box, type a name for the 
region (such as Europe).

6. Edit the Mnemonic field if necessary.

7. Click the New tool. 

8. In the Name field, enter the name for the holiday.

9. In the Date list, choose the appropriate date for the holiday chosen.

10. To add more holidays repeat steps 7 through 9.

11. Click OK. 
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12. Click OK again.

The new region is added to the Regional Holidays field on the Modify Calendar dialog 
box.

Entering weekly work hours
The weekly work hours consist of your regular working shift for each day of the week from 
Monday to Sunday. For example, you may work on a project from Monday to Friday, from 
9:00am to 5:00pm for three months. Enter any exception days (such as a Saturday) in the 
Schedule Exceptions section. Each workgroup can be associated with one defined work hour 
schedule. Multiple shifts can be specified in the same day as long as the hours do not overlap.

To enter weekly work hours

1. In the Workgroup Administration tab, right-click on the appropriate workgroup and 
choose Modify.

2. On the Modify Workgroup dialog box, click Create Calendar.

3. On the Modify Calendar dialog box, click the ellipsis button beside the Weekly Work 
Hours field.

4. Click the New tool on the Weekly Schedule List dialog box.

5. In the Description field on the New Schedule dialog box, type a name for the schedule.

6. Edit the Mnemonic field if necessary.

7. Click the New tool. 

8. Choose the appropriate Day, Start Time, and Stop Time.

9. To add more work hours, repeat steps 7 through 9.

10. Click OK. 

11. Click OK again.

The schedule is added to the Weekly Work Hours field of the Modify Calendar dialog 
box.
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Creating a calendar
The calendar represents actual working hours for every day of the year based on the settings in 
a schedule. You can generate a calendar by taking a schedule's settings for work hours, 
regional holidays, schedule exceptions, and time zone settings and calculating all the working 
hours of the schedule for a time period. It is internally stored in one specific time, usually 
(GMT), or time specified during the installation (upgrade) of the schema in the parameter 
OMS server tz offset seconds.

When you schedule the hours and days of a work week, holidays, and time zones, different 
workgroups in any region of the world can work on orders. You can calculate the expected 
duration of orders and tasks, as well as when raising notifications based on expected during of 
an order. When you make changes to the schedule, only new orders that arrive at the task are 
affected. 

Modifying a calendar
You may want to modify a calendar after it has been created.

To modify a calendar

1. In the Workgroups section, right-click on the appropriate workgroup and choose Modify.

2. On the Modify Workgroup dialog box, click Create Calendar.

3. On the Modify Calendar dialog box, change information as necessary and click Next.

4. Click Finish.

Creating a schedule
The schedule consists of regional holidays, weekly work hours, and schedule exceptions. 

When defining regional holidays you can choose a specific region, such as North America, 
and the particular holidays for that region. 

Schedule exceptions are optional. Exceptions are the extra days and hours that you would not 
normally work (for example, a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday). Also, if your regular work hours 
are Monday to Friday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm and you work a Wednesday from 9:00 am to 
7:00 pm, Wednesday is an exception. You can specify more work hours on the same day. For 
example, on Thursday you can work from 9:00 am to 11:00 am and then from 1:00 pm to 6:00 
pm, but you cannot overlap hours.

Schedule exceptions override holidays that, in turn, override work hours. The actual working 
hours for a particular day of the year are taken from the schedule exceptions if there is one for 
that day. Otherwise, it is taken as a holiday if there is one for that day. If there are no 
exceptions or holidays, actual work hours are taken from the normal work hours.

For more information on OMS server tz offset seconds, see the Oracle Communications 
Order and Service Management Setup Guide.
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To create your schedule

1. In the Workgroup Administration tab, right-click on the appropriate workgroup and 
choose Modify.

2. On the Modify Workgroup dialog box, click Create Calendar.

3. In the Weekly Work Hours list on the Modify Calendar dialog box, choose your 
appropriate work hour schedule.

4. In the Regional Holidays list, choose a region with the appropriate holiday schedule.

5. Click the New tool under Schedule Exceptions.

6. Choose the appropriate Date, Start Time, and Stop Time.

7. For each new exception date, follow steps 5 and 6.

8. Click Next to enter the time zone.

Entering time zones
The Time Zone section is optional. Before you can enter the time zone, you must enter the 
regional holidays and weekly work hours; otherwise, the daylight savings time (DST) is 
unavailable.

To enter the time zone

1. In the Standard Offset from GMT list, choose the appropriate standard offset of your 
time zone from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

You can find this information in the Date/Time Properties dialog box of your Windows 
control panel.

2. If applicable, select Daylight Savings Time.

3. In the Offset from GMT list, choose the appropriate time offset in the summer with DST 
in effect. 

For example, for Ontario the STD Offset is -5 and the Daylight Savings Time is one hour 
ahead (+1), therefore, the DST Offset is -5+1=-4.

4. In the Start list, choose the Month, Week, Day, and Time that the Daylight Savings Time 
moves ahead.

5. In the End list, choose the Month, Week, Day, and Time that the Daylight Savings Time 
reverts back to standard time.

6. Click Next to enter the dates for generating the calendar.
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Setting the calendar date range
You can enter the dates you want to start and stop the calendar. The dates become available 
after the calendar is generated. If an order contains a schedule-based task, the calendar for a 
specific workgroup must be generated to allow the user to move the order from task to task. To 
keep the calendar dates consistent, the calendar’s start date is changed internally in the 
following cases:

If a calendar is being generated for the first time, for a specific workgroup, and there are 
pending orders in OSM, the calendar start date is internally changed to the date when the 
first pending order entered the system.
If there are no pending orders in OSM and a calendar is generated for the first time, for a 
specific workgroup, the user-defined start date is used to create the calendar.
If a calendar is regenerated, for a specific workgroup, and the calendar start date is greater 
than the last calendar stop date generated, the calendar start date is internally changed to 
the last calendar stop date generated, in order to keep the continuity of the calendar time.
If a calendar is regenerated for a specific workgroup, and the calendar start date is less 
than the last calendar stop date generated, the calendar will be regenerated from the user-
defined calendar start date.

To set the calendar date range

1. In the Start Date field, choose the calendar’s start date.

2. In the Stop Date field, choose the calendar’s stop date.

3. Click Finish.

Generating the calendar for all workgroups
You must create a calendar for more than one workgroup before you can generate the calendar 
for all workgroups. You can generate each workgroup calendar at one time by defining the 
schedule start and stop date.

To generate the calendar for all workgroups

1. In the Workgroups section of the Workgroup Administration tab, click the Generate 
Calendar for all workgroups tool (clock).

2. In the Start Date field of the Define Schedule Start/Stop Date dialog box, choose the 
appropriate start date.

3. In the Stop Date field, choose the appropriate stop date.

The date in which the first workgroup calendar expires appears in the Current Calendar 
Expires On field. The mnemonic for the first workgroup to expire appears in the 
Workgroup field.

4. Click OK.
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Managing Views

This chapter describes how to associate views and the appropriate tasks in a process. The 
following sections are included:

Creating Order Views and Layouts
Customizing Order Views
Associating views with tasks and workgroups

Overview
A view is a representation of an order’s data that displays the order in the Oracle 
Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) Web Client. You define views 
independently of tasks, workgroups, and order templates, although they are based on order 
templates. Views are the only way users can access the order data in the OSM Web Client

Use the Order Views section of the Order Templates tab to create the view layout and to 
duplicate order views. Use the View Layout section to add and arrange the nodes as they will 
appear in the Order Editor of the OSM Web Client.

Only the common nodes between an order template and a view layout are displayed in the 
Order Editor. For example, in Figure 24 on page 104, the field Carrier Name is displayed in 
the View Layout section but not in the Order Template section. Therefore, the view 
displayed in the OSM Web Client Order Editor does not include the Carrier Name field.
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Figure 24: Carrier Name field is shown in the View Layout section 
but not the Order Template section

When you create a view, you can enter a default value for each node in that view. The default 
value automatically appears in the field of the view displayed in the OSM Web Client Order 
Editor. For example, Figure 25 displays the node Type of Service with a default value of Long 
Distance.

Figure 25: Default type for the Type of Service node is Long Distance
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The node is added to the view.

Figure 26: Type of Service Node in the View Layout

The node appears in the editor of the OSM Web Client with the default value Long Distance 
appearing in the Type of Service field (as shown in Figure 27).

Figure 27: Long Distance as the default in the Type of Service field in the Order Editor
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You cannot apply default values to read-only nodes. 

Min/Max field values
Values you enter in the Min Instances and Max Instances fields determine if the field 
displayed in the OSM Web Client is optional, mandatory, or is a list of values.

Creating Order Views and Layouts
You must first create the Order View, then the View Layout.

When you add Group (G) type nodes to the View Layout, the associated child nodes are also 
selected. To add only the parent node and not the children, press CTRL while dragging the 
parent node to the View Layout.

To create an Order View and View Layout

1. In the Order Views section, right-click and choose New.

2. In the Description field on the New View dialog box, type a name for the view. 

3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic for the view.

4. If applicable, provide Style Sheet information.

5. Click OK.

The new order view name appears in the Order Views and View Layout sections.

6. Drag and drop the appropriate node from the Order Template list onto a node in the View 
Layout section. 

The Create View Node dialog box appears with the name displayed in the Name field.

7. By default, a node inherits significance from its parent and is set to blank. You can 
explicitly set the Significance value to false to override any inherited value.

View level significance is used when determining whether to compensate a task during 
amending. A task that has visibility to non-significant data is not compensated.

8. To view the node as read only, select Read Only.

Table 12: Field values in Min and Max Instances fields 

Field Value

Optional 0 in the Min Instance field.

Mandatory 1 (or greater) in the Min Instance field.

List of Values 2 (or greater) in the Max Instance field.
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9. In the Min. and Max. fields, choose the appropriate number of instances.

10. To enter a default value for the node, select Use Default and enter the default value. 

11. If you drag and drop a Group node (G) and its associated child tasks, you can also:

Apply the same options to each of the child tasks by selecting Apply To Children.
Apply the same options to each of the child tasks and their dependents by selecting 
Recursive.

12. Click OK.

To add a node to multiple views

1. In the Order Template, right-click on the selected node and choose Add to Views....

2. On the Add to Views... dialog box, select the desired views, then click OK.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each workgroup.

To delete an Order View

In the Order Views section, right-click the appropriate view and choose Delete.

You cannot delete an order view if it is associated with a task or workgroup.

To duplicate an Order View

1. In the Order Views section, right-click the appropriate view and choose Save As.

2. Type the name of the view and click OK. 

You must define the View Layout before you can duplicate an order view.

To modify a View Layout

1. In the Order Views section, click the appropriate order layout. 

2. In the View Layout section, right-click the appropriate node and choose Modify. 

3. On the Modify View Node dialog box, change information as necessary.

4. If you are modifying a Group node (G), you can also:

Apply the same options to each child task by selecting Apply to Children.
Apply the same options to each child task and its dependents by selecting Recursive.

5. Click OK.

Press Ctrl+click or Shift+ click to select multiple views.

If you delete an order view from the Order Views section, the information defined in the 
View Layout is also deleted.
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To rearrange the order of nodes

1. In the Order Views section, select the appropriate order layout.

2. In the View Layout section, drag and drop the node where you want it to appear in the list.

If a user is working on an order in the OSM Web Client that contains the view you moved, the 
updates are displayed after the user closes then reopens the order.

To delete data in a View Layout

1. In the Order Views section, click the appropriate order layout. 

2. In the View Layout section, right-click on the appropriate node and choose Delete. 

3. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

Associating views with tasks and workgroups
Use the Associate Views tab to associate the order views for all tasks in the process or for 
workgroups. All manual or automated tasks that require data to be displayed also must have a 
view associated with them.

Figure 28: Partial view of Associate Views tab

The Associate Views tab includes the following sections:

Type / Source—a list of available Types and Sources previously defined on the Order 
Templates tab.
Processes and Tasks—all tasks defined in each process that were created for the order 
Type/Source.
Views—a list of available order views previously defined on the Order Templates tab.
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Workgroups—all available workgroups that were created on the Workgroup 
Administration tab.

Associating a view with a task
When you associate a view with a task, the view is displayed when you enter an order task in 
the Order Editor of the OSM Web Client. The view contains the fields required to complete an 
order task. Certain fields in a view may be read only, mandatory, or optional. 

You can assign only one view to a task for each order type/source.

To associate a view with a task

1. In the Associate Views tab, select the appropriate order Type/Source.

2. Drag and drop a view onto a task. 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each order type and source.
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Associating a view with a workgroup
When you associate a view with a workgroup, the view is displayed to that workgroup in the 
Notification and Query views of the OSM Web Client. You can assign only one view to a 
workgroup for each order type and source.

For more information on the Notification and Query views, see the Oracle Communications 
Order and Service Management Web Client User Guide.

To associate a view with a workgroup

1. On the Associate Views tab, select the appropriate view.

2. Drag and drop the view onto a workgroup.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each workgroup.
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Managing Notifications

This chapter describes the features you can use to manage notifications in detail. The 
following sections are included:

Overview
Setting up email notifications
Types of notifications
Defining notifications
Enabling or disabling notifications

Overview
Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) can send event notifications 
by way of email to user groups once, periodically, or when certain conditions arise in a service 
order or task. Notifications can be used to notify you of processes or tasks in jeopardy. You 
can define notification events using the Notifications tab of the OSM Administrator.

When a notification event occurs, specific users or entire workgroups of users can be notified 
through email. For a user to receive an email notification, you must enter the appropriate email 
address when assigning the user to workgroups. For each notification event, users can enter 
remarks.
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Figure 29: Notifications Tab

The following table describes the columns on the Notifications tab.

Table 13: Columns on the Notifications tab

Column Description

Description The description of the notification.

Interval The time interval between which the system checks for the 
notification event.

Priority The priority of the notification between 1 and 255, with 1 being the 
highest priority.

Next Start The next time the system will evaluate the notification.

Last Start The last time the system evaluated the notification.

Last Finish The last time the notification evaluation was completed.

Execution Time The total time in which it took to complete/start the evaluation of the 
notification.

Author The user who created the notification.

Enabled Whether or not the notification is enabled.

Count The number of active notifications against that specific notification 
definition.
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Setting up e-mail notifications
When you assign users to a workgroup, you can set up OSM to notify users by email. When a 
notification occurs, the system sends a notification ID number through email.

To assign email notification access

1. In the list of workgroup items on the Workgroup Administration tab, select Users. 

2. Double-click a user. 

The User Properties dialog opens displaying the user and the workgroups to which he or 
she belongs.

3. In the Email field, type the user’s email address and click OK.

You can modify or delete a user’s email address at any time. If you delete a user’s email 
address, he or she will not receive email notifications.

Email Email address of user to be notified. 

Table 13: Columns on the Notifications tab

Column Description
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Figure 30: Setting up e-mail notifications
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Types of notifications
There are two types of notifications: polled and transitional. Polled notifications are based on 
rules that are evaluated at regular intervals as defined in the OSM Administrator. Transitional 
notifications are based on rules that are evaluated when an order moves to a specific step, 
state, status, or exception in a process. 

Three types of rules can be associated with a notification:

Order-thread-based
Order-based 
System-based 

Order-thread-based rules
Order-thread-based rules evaluate against the contents of an order in the context of an order 
thread.

The order-thread-based rule contains the parameters order_seq_id and hist_seq_id and 
coord_set_id. The combination of order_seq_id and hist_seq_id parameters uniquely identifies 
the order-thread. The coord_set_id parameter defines which part of the order data is related to 
a specific thread. All the parameters are automatically passed to the rule associated with the 
order-thread-based notification by the notification engine.

Order-based rules
Order-based rules evaluate against the contents of an order. They are created using the UI-
based rule as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Sample order based rule
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The following is an example of an order-based rule:
declare

val1    varchar2(1000);

begin

val1:= 
om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(:order_seq_id,10012,:coord_set_id);

if ( val1='Yes' ) then 

:rule_result := 'true';

else 

:rule_result := 'false';

end if;

end;

This rule was generated by the UI-based rule builder. An order-based rule contains the 
parameter order_seq_id which represents the order sequence ID. This parameter is 
automatically passed to the rule by the notification engine.

System-based rules
System-based rules are rules that are not dependent on a specific order. The null rule is an 
example of a system-based rule. 

Defining notifications
The following order-specific options are available when you define a polled notification. On 
the Order Specific tab you can choose one or more of these options to check a condition 
against an order:

To define a polled notification

1. On the Notifications tab, right-click in the columns and choose New. 

2. On the General tab of the Notification Definition dialog box, enter a description for the 
notification in the Description field.

3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic for the notification.

4. In the Rule list, choose the appropriate rule or click New to create a new rule.

5. In the Priority list, choose a priority from 1 to 255 (1 is the highest priority). 

The notification with the highest priority is evaluated first.

6. Select E-Mail to send email notifications.
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7. Click the Notify tab.

8. In the Workgroup list, choose the workgroup(s) you want to receive the notification.

9. If desired, select the appropriate user(s) you want to receive the notification from the User 
list.

10. Click the Type tab. 

11. Under Interval, choose the appropriate time interval. 

For example, if you want the system to check for the condition only once, click Once. The 
system checks the condition one time only. (In this case, you disregard the Next Start 
field.)

If you want the system to check for the condition every two days, select Daily and select 2 
from the list.

After importing or exporting a cartridge, you must re-map notifications that were 
associated with individual users. Because user names differ between environments, for
best results, associate notifications only with workgroups.
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If you select Hourly, choose the appropriate hour and minutes.

12. In the Next Start list, choose the time you want the notification to begin checking.

13. Click the Order Specific tab.

14. Select Order Specific and Order Thread Based.

To check against a pending or completed order, choose Pending or Completed from 
the Order list.
To check against a specific order type, choose the appropriate Order Type(s) from 
the Order list.
To narrow down the search on a specific order type, choose the appropriate Source(s) 
from the Order Source list.
To limit the number of orders that the notification is checking against, choose the 
appropriate Task(s) from the Task list.
To be notified when the order exceeds the expected duration of the task, select Task 
Duration. You can also specify your own time period. You determine the duration 
when creating a manual or automated task. 
To be notified if the order has exceeded the expected duration of the process, select 
Process Duration. You determine the duration when adding a process.
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To restrict the notifications to orders that have been received in a certain number of 
days, select Order Received Within.
To limit the notifications to orders that have been completed within a certain number 
of days, select Order Completed Within.

15. Choose the appropriate order-specific information and click OK. 

The information appears on the Notifications tab of the main OSM window.

To define a transitional notification

1. On the Notifications tab, right-click in any column and choose New. 

The Notification Definition dialog box appears displaying the General tab.

2. In the Description field, type a description for the notification.

3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic for the notification.

4. In the Rule list, choose the appropriate rule.

5. Click the Notify tab.

6. In the Workgroup list, choose the workgroup that you want to receive the notification.

7. In the User list, select the specific user(s) that will receive the notification.

8. Click the Type tab.

9. Select Transitional. 

10. On the Transitional view, right-click in any column and choose New. 

11. On the Transitional Notification dialog box, choose the appropriate process from the 
Process list. 

The process tasks, rules, and defined exceptions appear below, along with their defined 
states and statuses.

12. Click the appropriate task and select its state or status.
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13. Click OK.

14. On the Type tab of the Notification Definition dialog box, click OK. 

The information appears on the Notifications tab of the main OSM window.

15. To define more than one transition for the same notification definition, repeat steps 10 to 
13.

Enabling or disabling notifications
You can enable, disable, or delete a notification. If you do not want to delete a notification, 
you can disable it, which leaves it in the system for future use.

Filtering notifications
You can filter the notifications to view the list of enabled, disabled, or all notifications defined 
in the OSM Administrator. The Enabled column of the Notifications tab describes whether or 
not the notification is Enabled (Yes) or Disabled (No).

To filter notifications

In the Filtered By list of the Notifications tab, choose All, Enabled, or Disabled.

To enable or disable a notification

1. In the Filtered By list in the Notifications tab, choose All. 

2. Right-click the appropriate notification and choose Enable or Disable as appropriate.

To delete a notification

1. Right-click appropriate notification on the Notifications tab and choose Delete.

2. Click Yes on the confirmation message.

When you define transitional notifications, the Priority and the Order Specific tabs are 
disabled.
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Managing System Events

This chapter describes the features you can use to view system events in detail. The following 
sections are included:

Overview
Managing system events
Configuring the rule engine

Overview
On the System Events tab, the system automatically generates a list of orders in which 
exceptions are noted during processing. This includes database errors, system interruptions, 
and any other problems that occur.

Figure 32: System Events tab
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The following table outlines the column names and their definitions.

Managing system events
Two types of system events can occur—notification and rule. These events can occur if the 
rule syntax is invalid or cannot be checked by the system. For each system event, a description 
of the error is displayed at the bottom of the System Events tab. You can use this information 
to help fix the error and recheck and clear the rule.

Filtering system events
You can use the filter option to display only the system events that you specify (for instance, 
view all system events or just the events that have not been solved and cleared).

To filter system events

1. In the Event Type list of the System Events tab, choose one of the following:

All
Rule
Notification

2. Click the Refresh tool. 

Table 14: System Events tab column names and definitions

Column Definition

Sequence ID  ID assigned with each event.

Event Type Type of event—Rule or Notification.

User Name Oracle database name.

Cleared Status (cleared or not cleared) of the system event. (Y)es or (N)o.

Text 1 Description of the first additional parameter of the event.

ID1 Value of the first additional parameter of the event.

Type1 Type of the first additional parameter of the event.

Text2 Description of the second additional parameter of the event.

ID2 Value of the second additional parameter of the event.

Type2 Type of the second additional parameter of the event.

TimeStamp Date and time of when the system event occurred.
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The filtered information is displayed in the System Events tab along with a description of 
the error for the selected event.

Clearing system events
After you fix a system event error, you must clear the event. This action allows it to re-
evaluate and continue.

To clear a system event

On the System Events tab, right-click the appropriate event and choose Clear Event.

Configuring the rule engine
The rule engine is the mechanism responsible for processing order threads in the rule and 
delay tasks. 

In most cases you can use the default configuration for the rule engine. However you may 
want to change the rule engine behavior to satisfy your special needs. Your Oracle DBA 
should enter such configuration changes.

The following parameters are in the OM_PARAMETER table in the Oracle Communications 
Order and Service Management (OSM) schema: 

The first two parameters enable you to change the behavior of the rule engine when an Oracle 
internal error (ORA-00600) occurs. When that error occurs during the rule execution, the rule 
engine immediately tries to re-execute the current rule. If the rule executes, the rule engine 
continues processing. If the rule does not execute, the rule engine tries to re-execute the 

Table 15: Rule engine parameters

Parameter Description

rule_delay Specifies the delay between retries when an Oracle internal error 
(ORA-00600) occurs. 

rule_retries Determines how many times you want the rule engine to retry 
executing a rule before generating an event.

order_rule_threshold Specifies how the rule engine is to handle tasks. Possible values are:

0 - Unlimited retries without invalidation of rule/delay task 
(this option can waste CPU if errors constantly occur).
1 - Immediately invalidates the rule after an error occurs.
2..n - Specifies how many uncleared error occurrences should 
disable the rule/delay task. Error occurrences are counted in 
Total column on the System Events tab in the OSM 
Administrator.
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current rule (the number of retries is dictated by the value you specify in the rule_retries 
parameter). If it fails, the rule engine generates an error message. You can clear the error 
message using the System Events tab in the OSM Administrator.

When an error occurs during the rule or delay task processing, a message is recorded as a 
system event and the rule or delay task is marked as invalid by default. The client has an 
option not to invalidate the task immediately when an error occurs during the task processing, 
but after a specific number of retries. Number of retries is defined by the 
order_rule_threshold parameter.

To change value of a parameter

1. Connect to the OSM schema using SQL*PLUS.

2. Execute:
update om_parameter

set value = '5'

where mnemonic = 'rule_delay';

commit;
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Creating Reports

This chapter describes how to create SQL reports that can be used in a third-party reporting 
tool. The following sections are included:

Overview
Creating SQL statements

Overview
The Database Viewer is an interface used to create SQL statements which can be used in a 
third-party reporting tool such as, Access, SQL Plus, etc. The reporting tools use the SQL 
statements to extract the requested data. For example, you may want to create a SQL statement 
on all order types in Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM). You 
also have the option of filtering the criteria by choosing a specific condition.

OSM is built to provide a high level of performance to both manual and automated clients. 
OSM does not include a built-in report writer.

Creating SQL statements
The Database Viewer contains the following tabs:

Columns—a list of default columns and all data elements created in OSM.
Criteria—an optional tab where you can filter the information chosen from Step 1: 
Columns.
SQL—the SQL statement created from the chosen criteria.

When the Database Viewer creates SQL statements, it automatically adds an underscore to the 
alias created for any column representing a field in an order. This prevents syntax problems 
due to conflicts with Oracle keywords.
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Example
SELECT

header.ORDER_SEQ_ID  order_seq_id,

instShowOnly1.NODE_VALUE_TEXT test_text_

FROM OM_ORDER_HEADER header ,

( SELECT ORDER_SEQ_ID,

ORDER_SOURCE_ID,

ORDER_TYPE_ID,

ORDER_NODE_ID,

ORDER_NODE_TYPE,

NODE_VALUE_TEXT

FROM OM_ORDER_INSTANCE

WHERE ORDER_NODE_ID = 10043 AND

ORDER_NODE_TYPE = 'V' )  instShowOnly1

WHERE instShowOnly1.ORDER_SEQ_ID(+) = header.ORDER_SEQ_ID AND

instShowOnly1.ORDER_SOURCE_ID(+) = header.ORDER_SOURCE_ID AND

instShowOnly1.ORDER_TYPE_ID(+) = header.ORDER_TYPE_ID

The field with mnemonic test_text appears as the alias test_text_

To create a SQL statement

If you create a SQL statement containing the date format and run it in Oracle's SQLPLUS, an 
error report is generated. To avoid this, use the following command prior to the execution of 
the SQL statement: alter session set nls_date_format='yyyy.mm.dd.hh24.mi'

1. From the File menu, choose Database Viewer.

2. On the Columns tab on the Database Viewer dialog box, select one or more columns and 
click Next.

You must enable at least one column to continue to the next step.

3. If desired, on the Criteria tab, select the appropriate criterion (or criteria) from the 
Available criteria list, and click Add.

4. Select the appropriate criteria from the Selected criteria list. 

Depending on the type of criteria you choose, the Condition and Value fields are filled 
with the associated values.

5. In the Condition list, choose the appropriate condition.

If you choose Between, the Value field changes to the Lower Limit field and the Upper 
Limit field becomes available. Choose the appropriate range.
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6. In the Value field, enter the appropriate value or choose from the list.

7. Click Next. 

The SQL tab appears displaying the generated SQL report.

8. Click Save As, locate the directory where you want to save the file, and click Save.
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Defining Rules

This chapter describes how to define rules for tasks. The following sections are included:

Introduction
Exception handling
Defining rules for tasks
Transition Rules
Rule functions
Rule examples
Function examples
Creating View Framework rules from Administrator

Introduction
Rules are used for rule and delay tasks, notifications, and to associate an order with a process. 
For a rule in a task to be successfully evaluated, the following conditions must be met:

The rule must comply with the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management 
(OSM) rule format.
The rule engine must be running.
The order must contain the data expected by the rule.

After you create a rule, you can validate its syntax. If the rule engine is not running, rule or 
delay tasks are not evaluated. Since orders do not appear on any user’s worklist while located 
at a rule task, they may seem to “disappear.” You can find these orders using the Query 
Results in the OSM Web Client.

For more information on how to query orders, see the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Web Client User Guide.

Exception handling
If the rule engine is running and the rule cannot be evaluated, the task associated with the rule 
is marked as “broken.” A system event is then written into the system event log. 

The following conditions may cause an order thread to be broken.
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The rule contains invalid syntax.
The rule returns a result which is not a defined status.
Oracle raises an exception.

Tasks are marked as “broken” to prevent the rule engine from attempting to reevaluate order 
threads. After you fix the source of the problem, the event can be cleared and the “broken” 
state is removed. The system automatically re-evaluates the rule for all order threads at the 
task.

Defining rules for tasks
OSM provides two ways in which to create rules:

UI Based—User-interface based rules automatically generate the code used for the rule. If 
a rule is associated with a multi-instance node, then all of the instance values must be 
evaluated as True for the rule to evaluate as True. 

Text Based—a text based rule is a PL/SQL statement that can be executed by the Rule 
Engine. It returns a constant value defined in the system. For a text based rule, you can 
manually enter the syntax.

After you create a rule, you can validate its syntax. This option is generally used when creating 
a text based rule since you enter the code manually. If the syntax is invalid, you must correct it 
before it can be used, otherwise the rule does not evaluate in the system.

Defining a delay rule
During the provisioning of an order, there may be a requirement to pause an order after it has 
been submitted. OSM supports the pause through the use of a delayed task. The following 
example demonstrates how to create a delay task for an order to wait until it reaches the order 
due date. If the order’s due date is June 1, you can create a delay task that holds the order until 
the current date is greater or equal to June 1. When the order reaches the due date, the delay 
rule evaluates to true and moves the order to the next task(s).

When you create a rule using the date or time, it is recommended you use the symbol “<= 
sysdate” instead of “=”. The rule engine evaluates periodically, therefore the rule may not be 
evaluated at the time specified.

To define a delay rule

1. On the Process Design tab, right-click and choose New.

2. In the Description field on the New Task dialog box, enter a name for the delay task.

You can switch from a UI based rule to a text based rule to view the code, but you 
cannot switch back.

All fields you reference in a rule must be defined in the Master Order Template.
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3. Click in the Mnemonic field to auto-generate a mnemonic based on the description, or 
type the mnemonic for the task.

4. Under Type, select Delay.

5. Click the ellipsis button beside the Rule list.

6. On the Rules dialog box, click the New tool. 

7. In the Description field on the New Rule Description dialog box, type a name for the rule.

8. If necessary, change the text in the Mnemonic field and click OK.

9. In the Comment field, type your comments (optional).

10. With UI Based Rule selected, right-click in the bottom section of the Rules dialog box 
and choose New. 

11. In the Master Order Template list on the Rule dialog box, select Due Date (V).

12. Choose >= and select the Sysdate.

13. Click OK.

The Rules dialog box appears with a UI Based Rule enabled.

14. For each condition you create, repeat steps 11 through 13.

15. Click Save.

16. Click Validate. 

A message asks you to confirm if the syntax is valid or invalid.

17. Click OK. 
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The New Task dialog box reappears with the new rule automatically selected in the Rule 
field.

18. Click OK. 

Comparing Data Elements
When you define a UI based rule you can also create conditions by comparing data elements in 
your Master Order Template. The data elements you choose to compare must be of the same 
data type. For example, you may choose to compare two different Text elements (e.g. Account 
Holder Name with Credit Card Name) or Date elements (e.g. Due Date with Payment Date). 
Once the condition in the rule evaluates to true the order moves to the next task.

To compare data elements in a rule

1. In the Rule dialog box, select the Compare with Data Element check box.

The Rule dialog box displays a duplicate Master Order Template list to the right of the 
first list.

2. From the left Master Order Template list, select the first data element to be used in the 
comparison.

3. Choose the appropriate operator from the drop-down list.

4. From the right Master Order Template list, select the other data element to be compared 
against.

5. Click OK.

The Rules dialog box appears with the condition you have added.

Defining a text based rule
After you create a UI based rule, you can manually alter the code by selecting the text based 
rule. This action automatically displays the code for the rule you created in the UI based rule 
format. You must first validate the rule’s syntax to check for any incorrect entries. If the 
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syntax is invalid, you must correct it before it can be used, otherwise the rule does not 
evaluate.

Node IDs

Node IDs are automatically assigned by the system when you add data elements to the Master 
Order Template. When you define rules or notifications for a UI based rule, the node IDs are 
automatically inserted into the rule and are displayed when you select the Text Based Rule 
button. To manually create a text based rule, you must know the IDs of any nodes you 
reference.

Example 1

The following is the text based rule that was automatically created by the system for the 
procedure “Defining a Delay Rule”. 
declare

val1    varchar2(1000);

begin

  val1 := om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(

           :order_seq_id,110087,:coord_set_id),

  if  ( val1<=sysdate )  then 

    :rule_result := 'true';

  else 

    :rule_result := 'false';

  end if;

end;

Example 2

The following Text Based Rule was created to delay the order until the day before the due 
date. You use the same procedure as, “Defining a Delay Rule”, and when you have defined the 
UI Based Rule you can switch to the Text Based Rule option to alter the code. 
declare

val1    varchar2(1000);

begin

  val1 := om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(

    :order_seq_id,110087,:coord_set_id);

  if  ( val1 - 1 <=sysdate )  then 

    :rule_result := 'true';
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  else 

    :rule_result := 'false';

  end if;

end;

Transition Rules
OSM has the ability to add transition rules to workstream process tasks, which allows data-
driven processing to occur at the point where a task moves from one state to another. This 
capability was traditionally supported through a Rule Task.

To create transition rules from the OSM Administrative Tool, the administrator simply 
populates a new rule attribute in the Process Task/Link Properties window. Rules may be 
associated by:

Selecting from a list of pre-defined rules provided in a cartridge
Modifying an existing rule
Creating a new rule

When a workstream process task (either manual or automated, transition rules are not 
compatible with rule tasks and subprocesses), which has a transition rule associated with it, 
completes, OSM immediately evaluates the rule upon transition from one state to another. If 
the rule identified is true, then OSM executes the specified behavior. OSM will continue to 
support Rule Tasks to provide backwards compatibility and for scenarios where it is important 
to track the state or status of rule evaluation through an order’s history.

Using transition rules provide the following benefits:

Reduced design time—complex processes with significant branching that are modeled 
with transition rules are simpler to create and maintain than processes that only use rule 
tasks
Improved runtime—complex processes with significant branching that are modeled with 
transition rules experience improved responsiveness and throughput at runtime over those 
that only use rule tasks.

If the task that follows an automated task in a workstream process uses a rule on 
transition, and that rule evaluates false, the process displays the wait screen until the rule 
evaluates true. When this happens, however, there is no message displayed on the screen 
to alert the user that the process is waiting for the rule status to change. As a result, the 
process may appear to have stopped. If the rule does not evaluate true within the 
specified timeout period, OSM displays a message indicating the timeout period is 
expired. To clear this message, click OK. OSM returns you to the worklist. The process 
will continue to evaluate the rule, and when it evaluates true, the process continues.

If the rule fails to evaluate true within a reasonable period of time, inform your OSM 
administrator.
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Rule functions
The om_calendar_lib_pkg contains procedures and functions that provide the time 
calculations in OSM. All calculations can be based on the system exact time or workgroup 
working time.

System based task— a task whose duration is calculated on absolute calendar time rather 
than on OSM working time.
Schedule based task— a task that has a duration_type equal to 
om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_schedule. Completion date for this type of duration is 
calculated based on the OSM working time.
Thread—the combination of order_seq_id and order_hist_id defines an order thread in 
OSM. For example, if you have two parallel tasks for the order, each task instance 
represents a different thread. 

The following is the list of rule functions that you can include in a Text Based Rule.

get_business_time
Returns the number of working days for a specific workgroup, based on the start and stop 
dates and times worked by the workgroup.

Hours, minutes, and seconds are returned as a fraction of a day. For example, a result of 1.25 is 
one day and six hours. The result is precise to within one second. The workgroup working 
time is stored in the calendar and defined using the working hours, holidays, exceptions, and 
time-zone settings. It must be generated before using the get_business_time function. If this 
function does not find any working days within the time range specified by the start and stop 
date, a null value is returned.

Syntax
function om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_business_time

( a_workgroup_id integer,

  a_start_date date,

  a_stop_date  date) return number;

Table 16: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_workgroup_Id The ID of the workgroup Number (38) In No

a_start_date The start date for the calculation 
of working days

Date In No
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Exceptions

None

The function returns null in the following cases:

1. If the parameter a_start_date => a_stop_date.

2. If the calendar wasn’t generated for a specific workgroup ID.

3. If the function does not find any working days between the specific start and stop dates.

Example
If you define a workgroup’s working hours from Monday to Friday, from 9:00 a.m. to 17:00 
p.m., and you generate a calendar for this specific workgroup, (workgroup_id = 10000), 
calling the following function returns 0.41666, or (0.41666*24) = ten hours.
Declare

 Working_days number;

Begin

 Working_days := om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_business_time(10000, 

 to_date('07-JAN-2001 08:00:00','DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'),

 to_date('09-JAN-2001 11:00:00','DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'));  

 dbms_output.put_line(Working_days);  -- 0.41666 working days

End;

a_stop_date The stop date for the calculation 
of working days

Date In No

Table 17: Working days

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Day

(Jan 7, 
2001)

(Jan 8, 
2001)

(Jan 9, 
2001)

(Jan 
10, 
2001)

(Jan 
11, 
2001)

(Jan 
12, 
2001)

(Jan 
13, 
2001)

0 

hours

8 
hours

2 
hours

Result

Table 16: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default
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get_expiry_date
Returns the expiration date for a specific workgroup, given the start date and expected 
duration. The expected duration is defined as the workgroup’s working time, in days.

Syntax
function om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_expiry_date

( a_workgroup_id integer,

  a_date_pos_started date,

  a_expected_duration number) return date;

Exceptions

None

The function returns null if the calendar is not generated for a specific workgroup ID.

n/a 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 n/a Work 
Hours

Table 18: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_workgroup_id The ID number of the 
workgroup

Number (38) In No

a_date_pos_started The start date Date In No

a_expected_duration The expected working time 
duration in days

Number In No

Table 17: Working days

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Day

0 

hours

8 
hours

2 
hours

Result
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Example
If the working hours for a specific workgroup are defined from Monday to Friday, from 9:00 
to 17:00, and you generate the calendar for this workgroup, then calling the following function 
will return 08-Jan-2001 10:00:00, which is the date, less nine hours.
Declare

 Expiry_date date;

Begin

 Expiry_date := om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_expiry_date(10000, 

   to_date('07-JAN-2001 08:00:00','DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'), 10/24);

 dbms_output.put_line(to_char(Expiry_date,'DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'));        

 -- Expiry_date = 09-JAN-2001 11:00:00 

End;

get_start_date_by_expire
Returns the required start date, completion date and expected duration for a specific 
workgroup. This is used if a task needs to be completed by a date specified as a second 
parameter. 

Table 19: Working hours

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Day

(Jan 7, 
2001)

(Jan 8, 
2001)

(Jan 9, 
2001)

(Jan 
10, 
2001)

(Jan 
11, 
2001)

(Jan 
12, 
2001)

(Jan 
13, 
2001) 

n/a 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 n/a Work 
Hours

0 8 2 Result

Table 20: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_workgroup_id The ID of the 
workgroup

Number (38) In No

a_completion_date The expected 
completion date 
of the task

Date In No
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Exceptions

None

Example
If a workgroup’s working hours are Monday to Friday, from 9:00 to 17:00, and a calendar is 
generated for this workgroup, then calling the following function will return: 08-Jan-2001 
10:00:00, which is the date, less nine hours.
Declare

 Start_date date;

Begin

 Start_date := om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_start_date_by_expire(10000, 

 to_date('09-JAN-2001 11:00:00','DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'), 9/24);

 dbms_output.put_line(to_char(Start_date,'DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'));        

 -- Start_date = 08-JAN-2001 10:00:00

End;

a_expected_duration The expected 
maximum 
working time 
allocated for the 
task, in days.

Number In No

Table 21: Working hours

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Day

(Jan 7, 
2001)

(Jan 8, 
2001)

(Jan 9, 
2001)

(Jan 
10, 
2001)

(Jan 
11, 
2001)

(Jan 
12, 
2001)

(Jan 
13, 
2001) 

n/a 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 n/a Work 
Hours

0 7 2 Result

Table 20: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default
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get_target_date_by_coord
Returns the expected completion date or start date based on the time worked by a specific 
workgroup. 

This function is normally used internally by other calendar_lib_pkg functions for a given start 
date. The parameter a_target_type decides how calculations will be processed. If 
a_target_type is om_const_pkg.v_target_date_type_start function does not return the expected 
completion date, it will return a start date for a given completion date.

The function retrieves the expected duration and duration type for specific a_task_id and 
a_task_type. 

If the task duration type is system (om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_system), the 
calculation is based on the absolute time of the operating system. 
If the task duration type is schedule (om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_schedule), the 
calculation is based on the working time of the workgroup.
If it is a system type calculation, it returns a_compl_expected_id as 
om_const_pkg.v_no_id = (-1) and a_compl_expected_type as null. 
If it is a schedule type calculation, it calculates the expected date, based on the working 
hours defined in the calendar for a specific workgroup, and sets a_compl_expected_id to 
workgroup id and a_compl_expected_type as 
om_const_pkg.v_compl_exp_type_workgroup.

The parameters a_order_seq_id and a_coord_set_id are used to find a specific workgroup. If 
a_task_order_node_id is not null, it does not calculate an expected duration.

Syntax
function om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_target_date_by_coord

( a_order_seq_idinteger,

  a_source_datedate,

  a_target_typevarchar2,

  a_task_idinteger,

  a_task_typevarchar2,

  a_task_order_node_idinteger,

  a_coord_set_idinteger,

  a_compl_expected_idOUT   integer,
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  a_compl_expected_typeOUT   varchar2) return date;

Exceptions

Table 22: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID. Number (38) In No

a_source_date The date of calculation. Date In No

a_target_type Type of calculation (start or stop 
date).

Varchar2 In No

a_task_id The ID of the task. Number (38) In No

a_task_type The type of task. Varchar2 In No

a_task_order_node
_id

Artificial parent for multiple 
threads (if not null).

Number (38) In No

a_coord_set_id Identifies the thread in the task Number (38) In No

a_compl_expected
_id

For schedule based calculations, 
returns workgroup_id, otherwise 
-1.

Number (38) Out No

a_compl_expected
_type

For schedule based calculations, 
returns ‘W’ otherwise null.

Varchar2 Out No

Table 23: Exceptions

Code Description Solution

-20083 Cannot move to the next task. 

Cannot calculate the expected completion time.

The schedule is too short.

Ask the OSM System Administrator to extend 
the calendar.

Extend the calendar for 
the specific 
workgroup.
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Example
The defined working hours of a workgroup are Monday to Friday, from 9:00 to 17:00, and you 
generate a calendar for this workgroup.

get_target_date_by_coord(

127,

to_date('07-JAN-2001 11:00:00','DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'),

om_const_pkg.v_target_date_type_expiry,

10242,

'M',

NULL,

om_const_pkg.v_no_id, 

a_compl_expected_id        OUT   integer,

a_compl_expected_type      OUT   varchar2)

-20084 Cannot move to the next task. Cannot calculate 
the expected completion time.

Cannot find the schedule.

Set up workgroup 
information such as 
working hours, 
exceptions, and 
holidays, and generate 
the calendar for the 
workgroup.

Table 24: Working hours

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Day

(Jan 7, 
2001)

(Jan 8, 
2001)

(Jan 9, 
2001)

(Jan 
10, 
2001)

(Jan 
11, 
2001)

(Jan 
12, 
2001)

(Jan 
13, 
2001)

n/a 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 n/a Work 
Hours

0 

hours

8 
hours

2 
hours

Result

Table 23: Exceptions

Code Description Solution
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If the duration for task 10242 is 36000 seconds (ten hours) and the duration type is system 
(om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_system), it returns 07-Jan-2001 21:00:00, which is the 
date, adjusted by ten hours. The calculation is based on the exact time of the system. 
Parameter a_compl_expected_id returns om_const_pkg.v_no_id = (-1) and 
a_compl_expected_type will return null.
If the duration for task 10242 is 36000 seconds (ten hours) and the duration type is 
schedule (om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_schedule) it returns 09-Jan-2001 11:00:00 
which is the date, adjusted by ten hours, based on the workgroup working time. Parameter 
a_compl_expected_id will return the workgroup id and a_compl_expected_type returns 
‘W’ (‘workgroup’).
If parameter a_target_type is set to om_const_pkg.v_target_date_type_start, the function 
will calculate the start date based on a_source_date parameter.

get_target_date_by_coord(

127,

to_date('09-JAN-2001 12:00:00','DD-MON-YYYY HH24:MI:SS'),

om_const_pkg.v_target_date_type_start,        

10242,

'M',

NULL,

om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

a_compl_expected_id        OUT   integer,

a_compl_expected_type      OUT   varchar2)

If the duration for task 10242 is 36000 seconds (ten hours) and the duration type is system 
(om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_system), it returns 09-Jan-2001 02:00:00 which is the 
date, less ten hours. The calculation is done based on the exact time of the system. 
Parameter a_compl_expected_id returns om_const_pkg.v_no_id = (-1) and 
a_compl_expected_type returns null.
If the duration for task 10242 is 36000 seconds (ten hours), and the duration type is 
schedule (om_const_pkg.v_task_duration_schedule), it returns 08-Jan-2001 10:00:00, 
which is the date less ten hours, based on the workgroup’s working time. Parameter 
a_compl_expected_id will return workgroup_id and a_compl_expected_type returns ‘W’ 
(‘workgroup’).

get_thread_expiry_date
Returns the expected expiration date.

Syntax
function om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_thread_expiry_date

( a_order_seq_id integer,
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  a_hist_seq_id integer,

  a_compl_expected_id OUT integer,

  a_compl_expected_type OUT varchar2) return date;

Exceptions

Table 25: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_hist_seq_id The order ID coming from 
om_history$order_header table

Number (38) In No

a_compl_expected_
id

Returns workgroup ID for 
schedule based calculations 

Number (38) Out No

a_compl_expected_
type

Returns ‘W’ for schedule based 
calculations

Varchar2 Out No

Table 26: Exceptions

Code Description Solution

-20006 The workflow thread does not exist. The order 
may have been moved by another user. Refresh 
your worklist and try again.

The function is looking for 
the order thread in 
om_order_flow table, based 
on order_seq_id and 
hist_seq_id. Please specify 
the correct order_seq_id and 
hist_seq_id.

-20083 Cannot move to the next task. Cannot calculate 
the expected completion time. The schedule is 
too short. Ask the OSM System Administrator 
to extend the calendar.

Extend the calendar for a 
specific workgroup.

-20084 Cannot move to the next task. Cannot calculate 
the expected completion time. Cannot find the 
schedule.

Set up workgroup 
information such as working 
hours, exceptions, and 
holidays, and generate the 
calendar for this workgroup.
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get_thread_start_by_expiry
Returns the start date for the thread specified by the order and history sequence.

Syntax
function om_calendar_lib_pkg.get_thread_start_by_expiry(

  a_order_seq_idinteger,

  a_hist_seq_idinteger,

  a_completion_datedate,

  a_compl_expected_idOUTinteger,

  a_compl_expected_typeOUTvarchar2) return date;

Table 27: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_hist_seq_id The history of the order thread Number (38) In No

a_completion_
date

The completion date, on which the 
start date is calculated 

Date In No

a_compl_expect
ed_id

For schedule based calculations, it 
returns the workgroup_id

Number (38) Out No

a_compl_expect
ed_type

For schedule based calculations, it 
returns ‘W’.

Varchar2 Out No
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Exceptions

The om_rule_lib_pkg contains procedures and functions for updating data in a specific order, 
checking whether the order is present at a specific task, counting the number of orders sitting 
at a specific task, and returning the order source, process status or order type mnemonic. 

is_order_at_task
Determines whether a specific order is at the given task.

Syntax
function om_rule_lib_pkg.is_order_at_task

( a_order_seq_id IN INTEGER,

a_task_mnemonic IN varchar2) return varchar2;

Exceptions

None

Table 28: Exceptions

Code Description Solution

-20083 Cannot move to the next task. Cannot calculate the 
expected completion time. The schedule is too 
short. Ask the OSM System Administrator to 
extend the calendar.

Extend the calendar for a 
specific workgroup.

-20084 Cannot move to the next task. Cannot calculate the 
expected completion time. Cannot find the 
schedule.

Set up workgroup 
information such as 
working hours, exceptions, 
and holidays, and generate 
the calendar for this 
workgroup.

Table 29: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_Id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_task_mnemonic The mnemonic of the 
task

Varchar2 In No
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num_orders_at_task
Returns the number of orders at the given task.

Syntax
function om_rule_lib_pkg.num_orders_at_task 

( a_task_mnemonic IN varchar2) return INTEGER;

Exceptions

None

num_pending_orders
Returns the number of active or pending orders of the given order type and source (for 
example, the number of orders excluding completed orders).

Syntax
function om_rule_lib_pkg.num_pending_orders

( a_order_source_mnemonicIN varchar2 default null

,a_order_type_mnemonicIN varchar2 default null) return INTEGER;

num_pending_orders gives the number of pending orders for a given order_source_mnemonic 
and/or order_type_mnemonic.

To get the number of pending orders for an order_source_mnemonic and 
order_type_mnemonic, you must specify both parameters.

Table 30: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_task-mnemonic The mnemonic of the task Varchar2 In No

Table 31: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_source_mnemonic The order source of 
the mnemonic

Varchar2 In Yes

a_order_type_mnemonic The order type 
mnemonic

Varchar2 In Yes
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To get the number of pending orders for an order_source_mnemonic and all possible 
types, set a_order_type_mnemonic parameter to NULL.
To get the number of pending orders for a order_type_mnemonic and all possible sources, 
set a_order_source_mnemonic parameter to NULL.
To get total number of all pending orders, set both parameters to NULL.

Exceptions

None

ord_source_mnemonic
Returns the mnemonic for the Order Source of the order given by the parameter 
a_order_seq_id.

Syntax
function om_rule_lib_pkg.ord_source_mnemonic( a_order_seq_id IN INTEGER) 

return varchar2;

Exceptions

None

ord_status_mnemonic
Returns the mnemonic for the process status of the order given by a_order_seq_id.

Syntax
function om_rule_lib_pkg.ord_status_mnemonic( a_order_seq_id IN INTEGER) 

return varchar2;

Table 32: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The ID of the order Number(38) In No

Table 33: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The ID of the order Number(38) In No
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Exceptions

None

ord_type_mnemonic
Returns the mnemonic for the order type of the order given by a_order_seq_id.

Syntax
function om_rule_lib_pkg. ord_type_mnemonic( a_order_seq_idIN INTEGER) 

return varchar2;

Exceptions

None

get_node_lookup_value_like
Returns the lookup value of an order node based on a_order_seq_id, a_order_node_id, 
a_coord_node_id.

The lookup value is a group of possible values for a specific data element. The parameter, 
a_value_like, contains a search string and the parameter, a_case_sensitive =’Y’ or ‘N’, 
specifies if searching should be case sensitive. 

Syntax
function om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_lookup_value_like(

a_order_seq_idINinteger,

a_order_node_idINinteger,

a_coord_set_idINinteger default om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

a_value_likeINvarchar2 default '%',

Table 34: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The ID of the order Number (38) In No
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a_case_sensitiveIN char default 'Y') return varchar2;

Exceptions

None

get_node_number_value_like
Returns a number value of an order node based on given parameters.

Syntax
function om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_number_value_like(

a_order_seq_idINinteger,

a_order_node_idINinteger,

a_coord_set_id          IN      integer default om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

a_value_likeINvarchar2 default '%') return number;

Table 35: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_id The ID node Number (38) In No

a_coord_set_id Specifies the instance 
in database tasks and 
inside data-based 
subprocesses

Number (38) In Yes

a_value_like Search string Varchar2 In Yes

a_case_sensitive Specifies if searching 
is case sensitive.

Char In Yes

Table 36: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_id The node ID Number (38) In No
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Exceptions

None

get_node_text_value_like
Returns the text value of an order node, based on given parameters.

Syntax
function om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_text_value_like(

a_order_seq_idINinteger,

a_order_node_idINinteger,

a_coord_set_id          IN      integer default om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

a_value_likeINvarchar2 default '%',

a_case_sensitive        IN      char     default 'Y') return varchar2;

a_coord_set_id Specifies the instance in 
database tasks and inside 
data-based subprocesses

Number (38) In Yes

a_value_like Search string Varchar2 In Yes

Table 37: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_id The node ID Number (38) In No

a_coord_set_id Specifies the instance in 
database tasks and inside 
data-based subprocesses

Number (38) In Yes

a_value_like Search string Varchar2 In Yes

a_case_sensitive Specifies if searching is case 
sensitive

Char In Yes

Table 36: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default
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Exceptions

None

get_node_value_like
Returns a number value converted to text.

Syntax
function om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(

a_order_seq_idINinteger,

a_order_node_idINinteger,

a_coord_set_id          IN      integer default om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

a_value_likeINvarchar2 default '%',

a_case_sensitive        IN      char     default 'Y') return varchar2;

Exceptions

None

get__value_list_handle
Returns a cursor variable with a specified value that can be used to return all corresponding 
text and number values.

Table 38: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_id The node ID Number (38) In No

a_coord_set_id Specifies the instance in database 
tasks and inside data-based 
subprocesses

Number (38) In Yes

a_value_like Search string Varchar2 In Yes

a_case_sensitive Specifies if searching is case 
sensitive

Char In Yes
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Syntax
procedure om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_value_list_handle(

a_cursorIN OUTOrdValueCursorType,

a_order_seq_idINinteger,

a_order_node_idINinteger,

a_coord_set_id          IN      integer default om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

a_value_likeINvarchar2 default '%',

a_case_sensitive        IN      char     default 'Y');

Exceptions

None

Example
DECLARE

   TYPE MyCurTyp IS REF CURSOR;

   My_cur   MyCurTyp;

        v_node_value_text varchar2(1000);

BEGIN

     Om_ordinst_value_pkg.GET_VALUE_LIST_HANDLE(My_cur, 100, 126, 
om_const_pkg.v_no_id, 'Hi', 'N');

  LOOP

   FETCH My_cur INTO v_node_value_text;  -- fetch row

Table 39: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_cursor PL/SQL cursor variable Ref Cursor In/Out No

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_id The node ID Number (38) In No

a_coord_set_id Specifies the instance in 
database tasks and inside 
data-based subprocesses

Number (38) In Yes

a_value_like Search string Varchar2 In Yes

a_case_sensitive Specifies if searching is 
case sensitive

Char In Yes
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   EXIT WHEN My_cur%NOTFOUND;  -- exit loop when last row is fetched

-- process row

  END LOOP;

  Close My_cur;

END;

om_get_nodes
Returns a table of nodes containing (order_node_index; parent_node_index; node_value_num; 
node_value_text) as defined by a_order_seq_id; a_order_node_id; a_order_node_type; 
a_coord_set_id; and a_parent_node_index.

Syntax
procedure om_ordinst_value_pkg.om_get_nodes 

( a_get_nodesIN OUT NOCOPYom_t_get_nodes,

  a_order_seq_idIN      integer,

  a_order_node_idIN        integer,

  a_order_node_TYPEINvarchar2,

  a_coord_set_id        INinteger default    om_const_pkg.v_no_id,

  a_parent_node_indexIN integer);

Table 40: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default

a_get_nodes PL/SQL table om_t_get_no
des

In/Out No

a_order_seq_id The order ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_id The node ID Number (38) In No

a_order_node_type The type of order Varchar2 In No

a_coord_set_id Specifies the instance 
in database tasks and 
inside data-based 
subprocesses

Number (38) In Yes
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Exceptions

None

Rule examples
The following are some examples of rules you can create in the OSM Administrator. 

Rule task
The simplest rule always returns “True”.
begin 

:rule_result := ‘true’; 

end;

This example checks if the supernet network is included in the order.
declare

v_val varchar2(1000);

begin

v_val :=  om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like (:order_seq_id, 
15898,:coord_set_id);

  if lower(substr(v_val, 1,8 )) = 'supernet' then

      :rule_result := 'true';

  else

      :rule_result := 'false';

  end if;

end;

a_parent_node_index The index ID of the 
parent node

Number (38) In No

Table 40: Parameters

Name Description Type In/Out Default
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Delay task 

Example 1

The order is moved to the next position in the workflow when telco.foc_date is less than five 
days from today’s date. This example also illustrates how to convert an order value to the 
datatype “type”.
declare

v_val varchar2(1000);

begin

   v_val := om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(:order_seq_id, 
1934,:coord_set_id);

   if to_date(v_val, 'yyyy.mm.dd.hh24:mi') <= sysdate +  5 then

      :rule_result := 'true';

   else

      :rule_result := 'false';

   end if;

end;

Example 2

This rule evaluates to “True” when the FOC Date, represented by 10018, is 1 day before the 
actual FOC Date. This could be used to proceed with the processing of an order after a 
predetermined amount of time.
declare

val1    varchar2(1000);

begin

  val1 := om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(

    :order_seq_id,10018,:coord_set_id);

  if  ( val1 <=sysdate + 1 )  then

    :rule_result := 'true';

  else

    :rule_result := 'false';

  end if;

end;
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Notification

Example 1

This rule evaluates to “True” when there are more than four orders at the task 
“review_request”.
declare

v_num_orders_at_task integer;

begin

  v_num_orders_at_task := om_rule_lib_pkg.num_orders_at_task

   'review_request');

  if  (v_num_orders_at_task > 4) then

    :rule_result := 'true';

  else

    :rule_result := 'false';

  end if;

end;

Example 2

This rule evaluates to “True” when there are more than 10 pending orders with a source of 
“installation” and a type of “purchase_request”. The Source or Type may be substituted 
with “Null” if they are not important for the evaluation.

declare

v_num_pending_orders integer;

begin

  v_num_pending_orders 

    := om_rule_lib_pkg.num_pending_orders(

       'installation', ‘purchase_request');

  if  (v_num_pending_orders > 10) then

    :rule_result := 'true';

  else

    :rule_result := 'false';
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  end if;

end;

Function examples
The following example shows the usage of the get_node_value_like function, with and 
without the provided parameter coord_set_id. The parameters passed to functions have the 
following values: order_seq_id = 100, order_node_id = 120, coord_set_id1 = 103, 
coord_set_id2 = 104, coord_set_id3 = 105.

Figure 33: Multiple Instances of Nodes and Explanation of coord_set_id

Parameters, order_seq_id and coord_seq_id, are maintained internally by the rule engine. If 
the rule engine is calling the function get_node_text_value_like and coord_set_id is not 
specified (coord_set_id = om_const_pkg.v_no_id = -1), then the function returns the value of 
the first customer name it finds, as shown in the following example.

Example 1

Returning any single value of multiple instances.
Declare

  Val VARCHAR2(1000);
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Begin

  Val := OM_ORDINST_VALUE_PKG.GET_NODE_TEXT_VALUE_LIKE(

         :order_seq_id, 120 /* ORDER_NODE_ID */, 

         om_const_pkg.v_no_id /* COORD_SET_ID */, 

         '%' /* VALUE_LIKE */, 

         'N' /* CASE SENSITIVE */);

                             -- returns 'John' or 'Ela' or 'Mary' 

                             -- (1-st one it finds)

  If Val in ('John','Ela','Mary') then

     :rule_result := 'true';  

  Else

     :rule_result := 'false';  

  End If;

End;

For thread3, the rule engine passes 105 as the value of coord_set_id and, therefore, 
get_node_text_value_like will return the value ‘Mary’ and the following rule is evaluated to 
True.

Example 2

Returning a related single value of multiple instances, as shown in the example below.
Declare

  Val VARCHAR2(1000);

Begin

  Val := OM_ORDINST_VALUE_PKG.GET_NODE_TEXT_VALUE_LIKE(

         :order_seq_id, 

         120 /*ORDER_NODE_ID*/, 

         :coord_set_id, 

         '%' /* VALUE_LIKE */,

         'N' /* CASE SENSITIVE */);

                             -- returns 'Mary'

  If Val = 'Mary' then

     :rule_result := 'true';  

  Else

     :rule_result := 'false';  

  End If;

End;   
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If the rule engine is calling procedure om_get_nodes and coord_set_id is not specified 
(coord_set_id = om_const_pkg.v_no_id = -1), then the function returns a PL/SQL table of all 
customer name values, as shown in the example below.

Example 3

Returning all values for multiple instances.
DECLARE

        My_table om_t_get_nodes;

        v_node_value_text varchar2(1000);

        

BEGIN

     Om_ordinst_value_pkg.om_get_nodes(My_table, :order_seq_id, 

                                                                    120 /* 
ORDER_NODE_ID */, 

                                                                    'V' /* 
ORDER_NODE_TYPE */,                                                                         

                                                                    
Om_const_pkg.v_no_id /* COORD_SET_ID */,

                                                                    NULL /* 
PARENT_NODE_INDEX*/);   

  For i in 1..My_table.count

  loop

    if My_table(i).m_node_value_text = 'John' then

       :rule_result := 'true';  

       exit;

    elsif My_table(i).m_node_value_text = 'Ela' then

       :rule_result := 'true';  

       exit;

    elsif My_table(i).m_node_value_text = 'Mary' then

       :rule_result := 'true';  

       exit;

    else

       :rule_result := 'false';  

    end if;

  end loop;

END;
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The thread3 rule engine passes 105 as the value of coord_set_id and, therefore, om_get_nodes 
will return values ‘Mary’ and the following rule will be evaluated to True.

Example 4

Returning related single value for multiple instances.
DECLARE

        My_table om_t_get_nodes;

        v_node_value_text varchar2(1000);

        

BEGIN

         Om_ordinst_value_pkg.om_get_nodes(My_table, :order_seq_id,                                                                       
120, /* ORDER_NODE_ID */

                                                                  'V', /* 
ORDER_NODE_TYPE */                                                                         

                             :coord_set_id,

                                                                      NULL /* 
PARENT_NODE_INDEX*/);  

    if My_table(1).m_node_value_text = 'Mary' then

       :rule_result := 'true';      

    else

       :rule_result := 'false';  

    end if;

END;
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Creating View Framework rules from Administrator
This section describes how to create View Framework rules from the OSM Administrator’s 
Order Templates tab.

Overview
View Framework rules give you a way to exercise greater control over data validation and 
presentation by letting you directly declare view rules that:

calculate data values
change UI styles 
create clear, simple, informative error messages 
control the display of fields
provide online help

For a complete list of the view rule types and functionality, refer to Chapter 5 of the Oracle 
Communications Order and Service Management Developer Reference.

From within Administrator, you can create, modify, view, and delete all of the various view 
rule types.

How you create a view rule in the Administrator depends on the type of rule you are creating. 

In each case, you start from the Order Templates tab, where you locate the element for which 
you want to create the rule. You can create view rules for elements located in the Data 
Element, Master Order Template, or View Layout columns. When you find the element you 
want to create a rule for, right-click it, then work through a series of pop-up menus that help 
you define the rule attributes. Some attributes are common to all rule types, while others are 
specific to individual rules. See “Common rule attributes” on page 165 for a description of the 
common rule attributes. Descriptions for creating specific rule types start on page 168. 

To start creating a view rule, go to “Defining view rules” on page 163.

When you finish creating the rule, it applies to the level at which you create it and is inherited 
by all subsequent, more general levels (see “Rule inheritance and evaluation”, in Chapter 5 of 
the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management Developer Reference for a full 
description of how rules are inherited and evaluated). 

Before you use the Administrator to create View Rules, you must be familiar with 
general View Framework concepts. Refer to Chapter 5 and Appendix G of the Oracle 
Communications Order and Service Management Developer Reference for a detailed 
discussion of View Rule creation. You must also be familiar with these procedures 
before you proceed to create a rule. 

For the sake of illustration, the following procedures assume you are applying the rule at 
the Data Element level. You use the same creation procedure, however, at all levels.
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Defining view rules
This section describes the process of defining view rules through the OSM Administrator 
interface. The process consists of two, related procedures that you perform in the order shown:

1. “Getting started”, below. This procedure describes the first part of the process, in which 
you define the attributes common to all view rule types.

2. “Creating specific rule types” on page 168. This is really a set of eight different 
procedures; one each to describe the attributes of a specific rule-type.

Getting started

Use the following procedure, which is common to all rule-type creation procedures, to start the 
rule definition process.

To get started

1. Log into the OSM Administrator.

2. Open the Order Templates tab.

3.Highlight the element you want 
to create the rule for (ensure the 
element is in the column that 
corresponds to the level where you 
want the rule to apply — Data 
Element, Master Order Template, 
or View), then right-click it. This 
opens a pop-up menu of actions 
you can perform on the element. 

4.From the resulting pop-up menu, 
select View Framework Rules ... . This opens another pop-up menu where you select the 
actions to perform on the View Framework rules.

In all cases in the following rule creation windows, if you need a bigger area in which to 
enter a condition or other text element, click the ellipsis button next to the corresponding 
field to open a larger text entry box.
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5. Click the New icon at the 
top of the menu. This 
displays a menu that lets 
you select the type of rule 
you want to create.

6. From the menu, select the 
type of rule you want to 
create. This opens a dialog 
box, specific to the rule you are creating, containing various fields where you define the 
rule’s attributes. Some of these fields are common to all rule types, while others are 
specific to the given rule. 

7. Complete the fields that are common to all rule types (common data attribute fields) in a 
manner appropriate to the rule you are creating. See “Common rule attributes”, below. 
When you finish entering the common rule attributes, go to “Creating specific rule types” 
on page 168.

The list of rule-
types is sorted in 
the same order that 
View Framework 
evaluates the rules.

The common rule attributes are all optional. Unless you need the functionality they 
provide, you can skip this sub-section.
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Common rule attributes
There are certain data attributes that appear in all of the rule-type creation dialogs. These 
attributes, which are optional, are described, below.

Modifiers — For each of these attributes, the default boolean condition is False, that is, they 
do not apply:

Disabled — when selected, the targeted rule does not apply. Use this to temporarily 
disable a rule.
Final — when selected, the targeted rule cannot be overridden (see “Rule inheritance 
and evaluation” in Chapter 5 of the Oracle Communications Order and Service 
Management Developer Reference for more information about the Final attribute)
Override — when selected, the targeted rule will override some rules (see “Rule 
inheritance and evaluation” in Chapter 5 of the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer Reference for more information about the Override 
attribute)

Description — Use this field to provide a brief description of what the rule does. This field 
does not display to the end-user at any time.

Instances — This element defines a named XML instance document that can be referenced by 
any view rule XPath expression. This is highly useful for combining OSM order data with 
other XML documents. To create an instance, go to “Creating instances”, below.

Documentation — Third party applications can annotate the model with documentation. This 
element accommodates any XML schema compliant content. Third parties must make proper 
use of XML namespaces and XML schema. The information is meant to be humanly readable.

Modifiers

Description
Instances

Documentation
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Creating instances
Use the following procedures to create instances. There are three types of instances:

Inline
Xquery
External

Start with “To create instances”, then go to the procedure that describes the specific type of 
instance you are creating.

To create instances

1. Click the ellipsis button at the right-hand side of the Instances field to open the Instances 
dialog.

2. Click the New button. This opens a drop-down 
menu containing a list of the different instance 
types you can create.

3. Select the type of instance you want to create.

If you select External, a dialog box 
appears that lets you define this specific 
type of instance — go to “Creating an 
external instance”, following.
If you select Inline or Xquery, a dialog 
box appears that lets you define theses 
types of instances — go to “Creating 
inline and Xquery instances”, below.

Creating an external instance

1. Complete the fields in the dialog as follows:

Name — (mandatory field) The 
name you want to give to the 
instance.
Language — Select the appropriate 
human language.
Country — Select the appropriate 
country.
Adapter — Specifies the name of a 
Java class that implements the 
com.mslv.oms.view.rule.
ExternalInstanceAdapter 
interface. This class must be 
accessible via the OMS classpath at runtime.
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Parameters — To define the parameters, you must click the ellipsis button to the right 
of the field. This opens a secondary, Parameters dialog box. Click the New button. 
This opens a dialog that lets you define the new parameters. Complete the fields in the 
dialog.

Name — (mandatory field) The name of the parameter whose value is used to 
retrieve the external instance at runtime (for example, Customer Name).
Type — The type of expression you are defining in the Expression field, 
discussed below. Choices are either XPath (default) or XQuery. Typically, you 
use xPath expressions for simple strings and numeric expressions, and use xQuery 
when you need to perform data transformations.
Expression — (mandatory field) This XPath or XQuery expression determines the 
parameter’s value at runtime.

Scope — The cache level to use; None (not recommended), Node, or System.

Time out (in milliseconds) — The number of milliseconds for which a cached 
external instance is valid. The default Time out value is 15000 (or, 15 seconds).
Max Size — The maximum number of actual entries in the cache that will be 
maintained at any one time for this defined external instance. The default Max Size 
value is 50.

2. When you finish, click OK to close the secondary dialog, then click OK to save the 
instance. 

Creating inline and Xquery instances

1. Complete the fields in the dialog as follows:

Name — (mandatory field) The 
name you want to give to the 
instance.

Language — Select the 
appropriate human language.

Country — Select the 
appropriate country.

Expression — (mandatory field) 
The XML document you want to 
retrieve.

2.When you finish, click OK to 
save the instance and close the 
dialog.

The Time Out and Max Size fields, below, are only active if you select System level 
caching.
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Creating specific rule types

In this section, you enter information specific to the rule-type you are creating.

Go to one of the following procedures, to finish creating the view rule.

Calculate rule
Use the following procedure to finish 
creating a calculate rule. See Chapter 5 of 
the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer Reference 
for more details about this rule.

To create a calculate rule

1. Calculate — (mandatory field) Enter 
the calculation expression. This can be 
a simple Xpath expression, for example 
xpath expressionA. This simply 
displays the contents of xpath 
expressionA. Or, it can be a 
mathematical expression. For example, 
xpath expressionA + xpath 
expressionB. 

2. Select when to apply the calculation.

always — The calculation is always performed.
except when all the following condition(s) applies — View Framework applies the 
rule when this condition is true. Enter one or more Xpath expressions against which 
the rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns True, View 
Framework applies the rule. If you need a bigger area in which to enter the condition, 
click the ellipsis button next to this field to open a larger text entry box.

3. Click OK, to accept the new calculate rule.

The words or phrases in bold at the beginning of these procedures are the field names 
that appear in the interface. These are followed by a brief description of what you need to 
enter. You can find more complete descriptions of the rules and their attributes in 
Chapter 5 of the OSM Developer Reference.

“Calculate rule”, page 168 “Relevant rule”, page 174 “Read-Only rule”, page 179

“Style rule”, page 169 “Look-Up Rule”, page 175 “Event Rule”, page 179

“Information rule”, page 172 “Constraint rule”, page 177
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Style rule
Use the following procedure to finish creating a 
style rule. See Chapter 5 of the Oracle 
Communications Order and Service 
Management Developer Reference for more 
details about the style rule and its various facets 
(Appearance, New Line, and so on).

To create a Style Rule, you must define at least 
one of the following attributes.

To create a style rule

1. Place on New Line — Lets you place the 
node at the start of a new line. Click the 
check box to enable the feature. If you want 
to define a condition under which a line-
break is inserted, then click the ellipses and 
enter the condition in the text box that 
appears.

2. Make it a Secret Field — Protects users 
from seeing the contents of nodes containing 
sensitive information. Click the check box to 
enable the feature. If you want to define a 
condition under which the field is secret, click the ellipses and enter the condition in the 
text box that appears.

3. Appearance — Controls the appearance of the instance data node. Open the drop-down 
menu and select from:

Default — uses the default node appearance
Full — all choices are rendered at all times
Compact — a fixed number of choices are rendered, with scrolling facilities, as 
needed
Minimal — a minimum number of choices are rendered, with the ability to 
temporarily render additional choices

4. Layout — This attribute allows you to enable either:

Page Layout, which specifies how to organize a group’s child-nodes into tabbed 
pages. To define a layout you must supply the name, description, and a language. For 
instructions on how to do this, see “To define a layout”, below.
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Table Layout, which places the group in a table format. Child 
nodes within the group are represented by columns and 
instances of the group are represented by rows. The Layout 
facet displays the columns from left to right in the same order 
that they appear from top to bottom in a view that does not use 
the table layout. You can choose to hide a child node so that it 
does not appear in the table. To do this, click the ellipsis button 
to the right of the Layout field and select the child node you 
want to hide. In the illustration to the right, the child node 
"column_b" will not display.

5. CSS Style attribute — Specifies the HTML CSS style attributes of the instance data 
node.

6. CSS Class name — Specifies the HTML CSS Class name of the instance data node label..

7. Label, CSS Style attribute — Specifies the HTML CSS style attributes of the instance 
data label.

8. Label, Class name — Specifies the HTML CSS Class name of the instance data label.

9. Locate in — Specifies the page on which the group is placed. Click the appropriate check 
box to select either:

New Page — This locates the group in a newly created page, without a title.
Page — This choice either: 

locates the group in an existing page 
creates a new page with a title you supply

If you select Page, you must type a title (that is, the page title that appears on-screen, 
for example: Customer Information) in the field to the right of the check box. If the 
page already exists, the style rule places the group in this page. If the page does not 
exist, it creates one with the title you supply and places the group on it.

10. Select when to apply — Specifies to always use the rule or only under certain conditions.

always — View Framework always applies the rule.
when all the following condition(s) applies — View Framework applies the rule 
when this condition is true. Enter one or more Xpath expressions against which the 
rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns True, View 
Framework applies the rule.

11. Click OK, to accept the new style rule.
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To define a layout

1. Click the ellipsis button to the right of the Layout field. This opens the Page Layout dialog. 

2. Click the “New” button. This opens the Description entry dialog that lets you define the 
layout.

3. Complete the fields as follows:

Language — Select the appropriate human language.
Country — Select the appropriate country.
Description — A brief description of the layout.

4. Click OK to close the secondary dialog, then click OK to close the main Description 
dialog and save the layout.

5. Return to Step 5 of “To create a style rule”, above.
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Information rule
Use the following procedure to finish 
creating an information rule. See Chapter 
5 of the Oracle Communications Order 
and Service Management Developer 
Reference for more details about this rule. 

To create a information rule

1. Labels — You can create one or 
multiple labels by defining a language 
and an expression for each one. Click 
the ellipsis button to the right of this 
field to open the Label creation 
dialog, then go to “To define a label or 
hint”, below.

2. Hints — You can create one or 
multiple hints (or, “Tool Tips”) by 
defining a language and an expression 
for each one. Click the ellipsis button 
to the right of this field to open the 
Hint creation dialog, then go to “To define a label or hint”, below. 

3. Help — You can create one or multiple help definitions (that is, context sensitive, online 
help text) by stating a language and an expression for each one. Click the ellipsis button to 
the right of this field to open the Help creation dialog, then go to “To define a help”, 
below.

To create an Information 
Rule you must define at least 
one of the attributes 
described in either Step 1, 
Step 2, or Step 3, below.
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4. Select when to display this node in the view: 

always — View Framework always applies the rule.
when all the following condition(s) applies — View Framework applies the rule 
when this condition is true. Enter one or more Xpath expressions against which the 
rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns True, View 
Framework applies the rule.

5. Click OK, to accept the new information rule.

To define a label or hint

1.Click the New button. This opens a 
secondary dialog in which you define the 
Label, Hint, or Help. Complete the fields 
as directed, below.

2.Language — Choose the appropriate 
language from the Language drop-down 
menu.

3.Country — Choose the appropriate 
country from the Country.

4.Expression — An Xpath expression 
that contains the Label or Hint text.

5. Click OK to close the secondary dialog, then click OK again to close the main one.

6. Return to Step 4 of “To create a information rule”, above.

To define a help

1. Click the New button. This opens a secondary dialog in which you define the Label, Hint, 
or Help. Complete the fields as directed, below.

2. Language — Choose the appropriate language from the Language drop-down menu.

3. Country — Choose the appropriate country from the Country.

4. Topic — Enter a text string that describes the Label, Hint, or Help topic.

5. Help — Enter the values of the Help, Hint, or Label. LABEL and HINT values must be 
text only. HELP can be any valid HTML.

6. Click OK to close the secondary dialog, then click OK again to close the main one.

7. Return to Step 4 of “To create a information rule”, above.

Whether defining a label or a hint you use the same, basic procedure.
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Relevant rule
Use the following procedure to finish 
creating a relevant rule. See Chapter 5 of 
the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer 
Reference for more details about this rule. 

To create a relevant rule

1. Select when this node will be 
displayed in the view: 

always — View Framework 
always applies the rule.
when all the following 
condition(s) applies — View 
Framework applies the rule when 
this condition is true. Enter one or 
more Xpath expressions against 
which the rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns True, View 
Framework applies the rule.

2. Click OK, to accept the new relevant rule.
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Look-Up Rule
This rule specifies a set of dynamic generated choices for the given instance data node.

The rule also lets you indicate an order, so you can display the returned values in a specific 
order (the default sort-order is alphabetically, by description).

Use the following procedure to finish 
creating a look-up rule. See Chapter 5 of 
the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer Reference 
for more details about this rule.

To create a look-up rule

1. Nodeset — The XPath expression that 
selects the set of nodes that comprise 
the lookup results.

2. Value — (mandatory field) Click the 
ellipsis button at the right-hand side of 
this field. This opens a secondary 
dialog where you define the values, as 
shown below:

Name — (mandatory field) Enter 
a name for the look-up value 
result.
Position — Defines the column’s 
position in the look-up result.
Hidden — Determines whether the column is displayed or not. “Hidden” is false by 
default (that is, View Framework displays the column).
Sort Order —This determines how 
OSM uses the column to sort the 
lookup. For example if this value is 
1, it is the primary sort key. 
Sort Direction — Specifies how the 
column is sorted. Indicate either 
Ascending or Descending. 
Selection Severity — Select from 
the drop-down menu a level of error 
checking to be used when entering 
data for the lookup.
Description — Defines one or more descriptions. For each description, you must 
define a language and provide a description. See “To define a description” on 
page 177.
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Node — (mandatory field) Defines the node expression.

3. Click OK to close the secondary dialog and return to the main dialog.

4. Label — (Note: You can create more than one label). The default value is the static lookup 
values (if any) that are specified in the OSM model data dictionary. You can define 
multiple columns by defining multiple Labels. Click the ellipsis button at the right-hand 
side of this field. This opens a secondary dialog where you define the values, as shown 
below:

Name — (mandatory field) Enter a name for the look-up value result.
Position — Defines the column’s position in the look-up result.
Hidden — Determines whether the column is displayed or not. “Hidden” is false by 
default (that is, View Framework displays the column).
Sort Order —This determines how 
OSM uses the column to sort the 
lookup. For example if this value is 
1, it is the primary sort key. 
Sort Direction — Specifies how the 
column is sorted. Indicate either 
Ascending or Descending. 
Description — Defines one or more 
descriptions. For each description, 
you must define a language and 
provide a description. See “To define 
a description”, below.
Node — (mandatory field) Defines the node expression.

5. Click OK to close the secondary dialog and return to the main dialog.

6. Select when this node will be displayed in the view: 

always — View Framework always applies the rule.
when all the following condition(s) applies — View Framework applies the rule 
when this condition is true. Enter one or more Xpath expressions against which the 
rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns True, View 
Framework applies the rule.

7. Click OK, to accept the new look-up rule.
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To define a description

1. Click the ellipsis button at the right-hand 
end of the field to open the Description 
dialog.

2. Click the New button in the Description 
dialog to open a secondary dialog where 
you enter the information shown below.

Language — Select the appropriate human language.
Country — Select the appropriate country.
Description — A brief description of the layout.

3. Click OK when you finish to close the secondary dialog, then click OK again, to close the 
Description dialog. 

4. Return to “To create a look-up rule”. 

Constraint rule
Use the following procedure to finish 
creating a constraint rule. See Chapter 5 
of the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer 
Reference for more details about this rule.

To create a constraint rule

1. Language / Expression — Define 
one or multiple messages to display 
when a condition is not satisfied. You 
must define a language and enter the 
message text for each rule. To do this, 
see “To define a message”, below.

2. Severity — Select the severity level 
of the message from the drop-down 
menu.

3. Select when this node will be 
displayed in the view: 

always — View Framework 
always applies the rule.
except when all the following condition(s) are not satisfied — View Framework 
applies the rule when this condition is false. Enter one or more Xpath expressions 
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against which the rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns 
False, View Framework applies the rule.

To define a message

1. Click the ellipsis button at the right-hand side of the field. This opens the Messages 
creation dialog box.

2. Click the New button in the Messages 
creation dialog to open a secondary dialog 
where you enter the information shown 
below.

Language — Select the appropriate 
human language.
Country — Select the appropriate country.
Description — A string expression of the message text.

3. Click OK when you finish to close the secondary dialog, then click OK again, to close the 
Messages dialog.

4. Return to “To create a constraint rule”, above.

Constraint rule evaluation is different from that of other rules.

Constraint rules are evaluated only when one or more specified conditions are false. 
All other rules are either:

always evaluated; or
evaluated only when one or more specified conditions are true.

In addition, when View FrameWork does evaluate Constraint rules, it always 
evaluates all of the Constraint rules, regardless of where they are declared. This 
contrasts with other rule types, where only the first instance of each rule is selected 
and applied — according to the rules of inheritance and evaluation. The Override and 
Final attributes, however, gives you control over the inheritance behaviour. For more 
information on the rules of inheritance and evaluation and the Override and Final 
attributes, refer to “Rule inheritance and evaluation” in Chapter 5 of the Oracle 
Communications Order and Service Management Developer Reference.
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Read-Only rule
Use the following procedure to finish 
creating a read-only rule. See Chapter 5 
of the Oracle Communications Order 
and Service Management Developer 
Reference for more details about this 
rule.

To create a read-only rule

1. Select when this node will be 
displayed as read-only: 

always — View Framework 
always applies the rule.
when all the following 
condition(s) applies — View 
Framework applies the rule 
when this condition is true. Enter 
one or more Xpath expressions against which the rule can run a boolean compare. If 
the boolean compare returns True, View Framework applies the rule.

2. Click OK, to accept the new read-only rule.

Event Rule
Use the following procedure to finish 
creating an event rule. See Chapter 5 of 
the Oracle Communications Order and 
Service Management Developer Reference 
for more details about this rule.

To create an event rule

1. Select the event on which to apply the 
rule.

Refresh — View Framework 
applies the rule when you click 
Refresh.
Save — View Framework applies 
the rule when you click Save.

2. Select when View Framework applies 
the rule: 

always — View Framework always applies the rule.
when all the following condition(s) applies — View Framework applies the rule 
when this condition is true. Enter one or more Xpath expressions against which the 
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rule can run a boolean compare. If the boolean compare returns True, View 
Framework applies the rule.

3. Click OK, to accept the new event rule.

Modifying a view rule
Use the following procedure to modify a view rule.

To modify a view rule

1. Open the Order Templates tab.

2. Highlight the element for which you want to modify the rule, then right-click it. This 
opens a pop-up menu of actions you can perform on the element.

3. From the resulting pop-up menu, select View Framework Rules ... . This opens another 
pop-up menu from which you can select the actions to perform on the View Framework 
rules.

4. From the list of rules, highlight the rule that you want to modify.

5. Click the Modify button. This opens a dialog similar to the one that you used to create the 
rule.

6. Modify the necessary rule attributes. Use the same procedure to modify a given attribute 
that you used to create it. Refer to the specific rule creation procedures, above, for more 
information on the rule attribute fields.

7. Click OK to save the changes and close the Modify dialog.

Deleting a view rule
Use the following procedure to delete a view rule.

To delete a view rule

1. Open the Order Templates tab.

2. Highlight the element from which you want to delete the rule (you can delete the rule from 
any level), then right-click it. This opens a pop-up menu of actions you can perform on the 
element.

3. From the resulting pop-up menu, select View Framework Rules ... . This opens another 
pop-up menu from which you can select the actions to perform on the View Framework 
rules.

4. From the list of rules, highlight the rule that you want to delete.

5. Click the delete button. This opens a confirmation dialog, asking you to confirm that you 
want to delete the rule.

6. Click OK to delete the rule and close the Modify dialog.
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Using the XML Import/Export Tool

This chapter provides background information on the XML Import/Export Tool and describes 
how to install, configure, and use the tool. 

Understanding the XML Import/Export tool
The XML Import/Export Tool (XMLIE) is a standalone Java application that interacts with an 
Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) database directly through a 
thin JDBC driver. Its main use is to either extract a metadata model from or deploy a metadata 
model to an existing database. The extracted metadata model is represented as an XML 
document; therefore, you can use any XML editor to manipulate it. 

As an OSM Administrator, you can use the XMLIE tool to do any of the following:

create a new version of an existing cartridge
purge a cartridge from a development or production environment
migrate order data from one version of a cartridge to another version of the same cartridge
update or modify a cartridge using an XML editor
deploy or undeploy View Framework rules
export or import metadata across different schema versions 
purge orders from the database
validate a metadata model
support a visual (graphical) representation of a metadata model
add users to or remove users from workgroups

The Data Manager and the XML Import/Export Tool
Because the XML Import/Export Tool can only import or export metadata (the model), you 
must use Data Manager when you need to import and export both metadata and order data.

Data Manager only works when the database versions are the same. If you need to export 
and import metadata across different schema versions, you must use the XMLIE tool.
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Selective imports and exports
You can configure the XML Import/Export tool to perform selective import or export 
operations. A selective operation imports or exports only certain, specified entities or 
cartridges. This feature is controlled by the selection nodes in the config.xml file. See 
“Configuring the XML Import/Export Tool Environment” on page 187 for information on 
how to configure this feature.

By enabling selective imports and exports, you can grant concurrent access to a single model 
or cartridge for multiple developers. Using this method, developers can import or export just 
the entities on which they are working at that moment, which gives other developers access to 
other entities within the cartridge. Refer to “Configuring selective imports and exports” on 
page 194 for information on how to configure the XML Import/Export tool for selective 
imports and exports.

Different Export Layouts
You can specify different export layouts by telling the export tool to create one or multiple 
files. You can also specify where to put the files and tell the Export tool what to do if it 
encounters a read-only file. Refer to “Configuring the selective export node with layouts” on 
page 196.

A selective export exports all of the data, then applies a filter according to the selection. 
Consequently, selective exports take the same amount of time as full exports.
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Metadata model definition
OSM defines the following logical metadata entities in the model. More detailed information 
on each can be found in the XML schema.

Table 41: Metadata entities

Entity Description

process This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge.  Includes process, activities, 
and transitions to represent process 
workflows, process exceptions, and sub-
process exception mappings (if they exist 
in the process). A process entity consists of 
three or four sub-entities: 

Activity - refers to the task position in a 
process.

Transition - refers to a link between 
activities and, in a workstream process, can 
allow for immediate rule evaluation.

Exception - refers to all process exceptions 
defined in the scope of a process.

Workstream (optional) - determines 
whether the process is a workstream 
process.

task This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge. Manual tasks are represented 
by generic tasks in the logical model. Rule, 
delay, automated, and sub-process tasks 
correspond to the same entities in the 
current OSM model.

state and status These entities are defined within the 
context of a cartridge.  Defines the task 
states and exit statuses used across a 
cartridge.
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rule This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge. There are two types of rules:

SQLExpressionType - consists of an SQL 
body.

StructuredExpressionType - corresponds to 
the GUI-built rules in the OSM 
Administrator.

order definitions This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge.  Includes order type and source 
with associations to processes, rules, order 
templates, and views. Order definitions are 
identified by order type and source, and 
contain OrderTemplate as well as a variety 
of associations such as task-view and 
workgroup-view. Order type and source 
can be related to a process and rule through 
a ConditionalProcess (used when a process 
is associated with a rule), or they can be 
related to a process through a 
DefaultProcess (used when the process has 
no rule associated with it). A creation task 
has an EntryView. A task instance or 
database thread is associated with a Pivot 
Node.

data dictionary This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge.  Definitions include all data 
dictionary types such as Numeric, Text, 
Phone, Currency, Boolean, DateTime, 
Group, Lookup, and DateOnly, along with 
mask definitions.

master order template This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge.  Updates the node hierarchy to 
be used in views and the Order Template.

view This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge.  Shows the node hierarchy 
being used in a view.

Table 41: Metadata entities

Entity Description
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XML Import/Export tool command batch files
The XML Import/Export Tool lets you directly interact with the OSM database using the batch 
files listed in the table below.

workgroup Defines a user workgroup; associated with 
a task, view (to see order details in Query 
and Notification dialog boxes), functions, 
flexible headers, and filters.

Note: If you annotate a workgroup entity in 
the XML schema, you must do so under the 
workgroupDefinition element rather than 
the workgroup element. This allows the 
annotation to appear correctly in the 
Administrator interface.

notification This entity is defined within the context of 
a cartridge.  Includes the two abstract 
types: poll and transitional and their 
derivatives.

schedule Defines workgroup schedules used across 
all cartridges.

region Defines regions used for workgroup 
schedules used across all cartridges.

Table 42: Import/Export Tool command batch files

File Name Description Usage

import.bat

See “Importing cartridges” on 
page 198 for more 
information on this batch file.

Imports an XML 
metadata document into 
an OSM database.

import <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

export.bat

See “Exporting cartridges” on 
page 203 for more 
information on this batch file.

Exports an OSM 
database to an XML 
metadata document.

export <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

Table 41: Metadata entities

Entity Description
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Batch file arguments
You can use some or all of the arguments listed below in these batch files:

HTMLModelDirectoryPath—targeted directory path for HTMLModel
xmlModelFile— the XML document that is either generated or read by the XML 
Import/ Export Tool.

migrate.bat

See “Migrating orders across 
cartridges” on page 205 for 
more information on this 
batch file.

Migrates order data from 
one version of a cartridge 
to another version of the 
same cartridge

migrate <xmlConfigFile>

purge.bat

See “Purging the database” on 
page 207 for more 
information on this batch file.

Purges the entire 
database (metadata and 
orders) or undeploys a 
specific cartridge.

purge <xmlConfigFile>

orderPurge.bat

See “Purging orders” on 
page 208 for more 
information on this batch file.

Purges orders that satisfy 
purge criteria; can be run 
on an immediate or 
scheduled basis

orderPurge <xmlConfigFile>

validate.bat

See “Validating the metadata 
model” on page 211 for more 
information on this batch file.

Validates the model 
document.

validate <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

modeldoc.bat

See “Using Modeldoc” on 
page 214 for more 
information on this batch file.

Converts an XML 
metadata document to 
HTML and graphical 
format.

modeldoc <xmlModelFile> 
<HTMLModelDirectoryPath>

convertmodel.bat Migrates a model from 
older versions.

convertModel <xmlModelFile>

userAdmin.bat

See “Administering users and 
workgroups” on page 214 for 
more information on this 
batch file.

Adds users to or removes 
users from WebLogic 
groups and OSM 
workgroups based on an 
XML definition.

userAdmin <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

Table 42: Import/Export Tool command batch files

File Name Description Usage
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xmlConfigFile— the configuration script that enables you to interact with the XML 
Import/Export Tool.

Installing the XML Import/Export Tool
The XML Import/Export tool is installed by the OSM installer when you select SDK Tools 
from the component selection list. 

The files for the XML Import Export tool reside under the installation’s 
SDK\XMLImportExport directory.

Configuring the XML Import/Export Tool Environment
Most of the XML Import/Export Tool environment configuration takes place in the 
config.xml file. Here, you specify the appropriate connection information and define how 
the various Import/Export tool functions behave. The following is a list of the configurable 
nodes in the config.xml file and their legal values.

databaseConnection node

Table 43: parameters and values

Parameter Value

user the Oracle user ID 

password the Oracle user ID’s password

dataSource the Oracle Database’s location
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xmlAPIConnection node

weblogicAdminConnection node

log node

Table 44: parameters and values

Parameter Value

user the name of the user performing the migration; must have 
access to all source orders being migrated and to target order’s 
type/source order entry task (if closeSource set to true, see 
“migrate node” on page 191 for details).

password the password of the user performing the migration

url the URL of the server that hosts OSM (e.g., http://
localhost:7001)

Table 45: parameters and values

Parameter Value

user the name of the user performing the user administration 
operation in WebLogic

password the password of the user performing the operation

hostname The name or IP address of the WebLogic server that hosts 
OSM (e.g., http://localhost)

port The port of the WebLogic server that hosts OSM (e.g., 7001)

Table 46: parameters and values

Parameter Value

logfileURL the location of the IE tool’s log file

overwrite true (default)—overwrites the logfile every time you start the 
tool.

false—creates a cumulative log by saving the log from session 
to session and adding new messages to it.
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import node

import/selection node
The import/selection node points to the entity or entities that you want to import.

Table 47: parameters and values

Parameter Value

validateModel false (default)—does not validate the XML model before 
performing the import.

true—validates the XML model before performing the import.

nonEmptyDatabaseAction ignore (default)—the import completes even if it detects that 
the database is non-empty.

abort—the import aborts if it detects that the database is non-
empty.

purge—the import purges the existing database if it detects 
that the database is non-empty.

entityConflictAction replace (default)—the import replaces conflicted entities, that 
is, entities that already exist

ignore—the import does not replace conflicted entities.
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export node

export/selection node
The export/selection node points to the entity or entities that you want to export.

Table 48: parameters and values

Parameter Value

validateModel true (default)—validates the XML model before performing 
the import.

false—does not validate the XML model before performing 
the import.

exposeEntityID true (default)—exposes the EntityID in the exported file.

false—conceals the Entity ID in the exported file.

layout singleDocument (default)—exports everything to a single 
file.

cartridge—creates a single file for each cartridge 
exported.

entity—creates a single file for each entity exported.

readOnlyFileAction ignore (default)—the Export operation will not overwrite 
“read-only” files.

replace—the Export operation will overwrite “read-only” 
files.
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migrate node

validation node

Table 49: parameters and values

Parameters Values

submitTarget true (default)—submits the target order following migration.

false—leaves the target order in the creation task.

closeSource true (default)—closes the source order following migration. If 
you choose to close the source order, the Exception Processing 
function must be associated with your workgroup.

false—leaves the source order unchanged by the migration 
operation.

copyReference true (default)—sets the order reference number of the target 
order to that of the source order.

false—leaves the target order reference number empty.

copyRemarks true (default)—copies the source order remarks and 
attachments to the target order.

false—does not copy remarks and attachments.

errorAction abort (default)—stops processing immediately.

ignore—attempts to migrate the next available order.

Table 50: parameters and values

Parameter Value

validateAgainstDB true (default)—validates the XML model against existing 
orders in the database to ensure it is compatible.

false—Does not perform an XML model validation against 
the database.

validateDocument true (default)—validates the XML document against the OSM 
XML schema to ensure it is well formed.

false—does not perform the document validation

validationReportURI ./validationReport.xml—the path that indicates where to place 
the validation report.
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orderPurge node

Table 51: parameters and values

Parameters Values

dbTimeZone If the database server has a different time zone than the local 
operating system that is running the purge command, you must 
specify the dbTimeZone attribute of the orderPurge element in 
the config.xml file.

For example, <orderPurge dbTimeZone=”UK/London”/>.
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To set up the XML Import/Export Tool environment

1. Update the <installation directory>\XMLImportExport\config.bat file to specify the 
following paths:

JAVA_HOME—the directory in which the Java SDK or Java Runtime Environment 
resides.
APP_ROOT— the XML handler root directory.

JAVA_OPTS—the minimum and maximum memory requirements. To configure these 
values, edit the config.bat file. No other configuration values in the config.bat file 
should be edited.

Example config.bat entries
set JAVA_HOME=C:\bea\jdkxxx_xx where xxx_xx matches the JDK shipped 
with BEA

set APP_ROOT=C:\XMLImportExport2613

set JAVAOPTS=-ms512m -mx512m

2. Go to the <installation directory>\XMLImportExport\Config folder and locate the 
config_sample.xml file.

3. Create a config.xml file by copying config_sample.xml to config.xml.

4. Configure the individual nodes in the config.xml file according to the needs of your 
installation. See the tables, above, for an explanation of the configurable parameters in 
each config.xml node and the available values.

If the XMLIE tool is installed in the default location, you must enclose the path in 
double quotation marks, as in:
“C:\Program Files\OSM\SDK\XMLImportExport”.

You may also wish to consult the sample config.xml file (Installation 
Path\XMLImportExport\config\config_sample.xml).

 If necessary, you can give this configuration file any name you like. If you customize the 
name of the config.xml file, however, ensure you substitute the customized name 
wherever you must specify the config.xml file (for example, when using the import 
and export commands).

Because storing passwords in plain text raises security concerns, the password in the 
config.xml file is not mandatory. You can pass it as a command line argument to the 
Import, Export, Validation, Purge operations.
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Using ANT scripts 

If you are running the OSM application on a UNIX platform, you must run the XML Import/
Export tool through a set of ANT scripts. Before you can use the ANT scripts, however, you 
must modify SDK\XMLImportExport\build.properties according to the following:

java.maxmemory—the maximum heap to be used by JVM
xmlie.root.dir—the path of XMLIE directory
xmlie.root.modelDocument—the path for XML model document
xmlie.root.configDocument—the path for config.xml
xmlie.root.namespace—the OSM namespace
xmlie.root.version—the cartridge version
xmlie.root.htmlDir—the path for HTML model directory

ANT script operations
XMLIE provides the following Ant script operations:

ant exportAll—exports all cartridges 
ant exportNamespace—exports all cartridges within a given namespace
ant exportCartridge—exports the given cartridge
ant import—imports the XML model
ant purge—completely purges the target DB
ant immediateOrderPurge|ant scheduleOrderPurge|ant 
listOrderPurges|ant removeOrderPurge—purges orders from the database
ant undeploy—undeploys the given cartridge if no pending orders exist
ant forceUndeploy—forces to undeploy the given cartridge including pending orders
ant htmlModel—creates the HTML model from XML model document. 
ant convert—upgrades the old XML model to latest version 
ant userAdmin—adds or removes users from WebLogic groups and OSM workgroups

Configuring selective imports and exports

If you do not want to import or export the entire XML model, you can tell the Import/Export 
Tool to only import or export specific entities. You can also configure the selective export to 
generate the output in a specified hierarchy.

When you create the config.xml file from the config_sample.xml, it already contains 
the necessary selective import and export nodes in a disabled state. To run a selective import 

You can also refer to the README.txt file found under SDK\XMLImportExport for 
information on configuring the build.properties file for ANT scripts.
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or export, remove the comment marks, as shown below, then configure the individual 
<selection> nodes to perform the specific import or export you want.

The following sections describe how to configure these selective imports and export nodes.

Figure 34: The config.xml import and export nodes

Configuring the selective import node
You can specify, down to the cartridge-entity level, which specific entities to import.

To configure for selective imports

1. Remove the comment mark from the Import node’s Xpath.

2. Configure the Import node’s Xpath so that it points to the entities that you want to import. 
Ensure the namespace prefix in the Xpath <selection> elements match the declared 
OSM namespace prefix in the XML document that you want to import.

3. Save the changes and close the config.xml file.

You are now ready to run the import command (see “Importing cartridges” on page 198).

Configuring the selective export node
As with the Import tool, you can specify, down to the cartridge-entity level, which specific 
entities to export.

To configure for selective exports

1. Remove the comment mark from the Export node’s Xpath.

2. Configure the Export node’s Xpath so that it points to the entity or entities that you want 
to export. 

3. Save the change and close the config.xml file.

You are now ready to run the export command (see “Exporting cartridges” on page 203).

The deepest level that you can specify is an entity within a Cartridge, for example: 
status, state, task, and so on.

As in the selective import, the deepest level that you can specify is the Cartridge 
entity.
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Configuring the selective export node with layouts
When you perform a selective export, you can specify different export layouts by telling the 
export tool to create one or multiple files, where to put the files, and tell it what to do if it 
encounters a read-only file. If you tell the selective export to use the:

singleDocument layout, the export creates a single file that contains all of the selected, 
exported entities. 
cartridge layout, the export creates one main document and a single folder for each 
cartridge exported. Within each cartridge folder is a version folder.

Figure 35: Cartridge layout
entity layout, the export creates one main document, a folder for each cartridge included 
in the export (you can tell the export to include entities from more than one cartridge), a 
folder for the cartridge version and a single folder for each entity type exported. Under the 
entity type folders are the individual entity XML files.

Figure 36: Entity layout

To configure for selective exports with layouts

1. Remove the comment mark from the Export node’s Xpath.

Cartridge Folder
Version Folder

Main Document

Cartridge Folder
Version Folder

Entity Type Folders

Main Document
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2. In the Export node, configure the “Layout” and “readOnlyFileAction” parameters 
according to your needs. See details and example, below.

Layout parameter options:

singleDocument—(the default) exports everything to a single document.
cartridge—creates one main document and a single file for each cartridge 
exported.
entity—creates one main document, a folder for each cartridge included in the 
export, and single file under the cartridge folder for each entity exported.

readOnlyFileAction parameter options:

ignore—(the default) the Export operation will not overwrite “read-only” files. If the 
Export encounters a read only-file, it notifies you with a message that directs you to a 
log file where you can view details of the files that were not overwritten.
replace—the Export operation overwrites “read-only” files. If the Export overwrites 
a file, it notifies you with a message that directs you to a log file, where you can view 
details of which files were overwritten.

In the following example, the export node is configured to create an entity level layout and 
to overwrite read-only files.

Figure 37: Example export node configured for “entity” and “replace”

3. Configure the Export node’s Xpath so that it points to the selected entity, or entities, you 
want to export.

4. Save the changes and close the config.xml file.

You are now ready to run the export (see “Exporting cartridges” on page 203).

XML configuration schema

Use the configuration document specified by the xmlConfigFile argument to define the 
behaviour of the XMLImport/Export Tool. The format of the configuration document 
(config.xml) is published as an XML schema document.

To learn more about the structure, layout, and content of the XML configuration document, 
refer to the <installation directory>/XMLImportExport/config/config.xsd file.

When exporting to a “Cartridge” layout, the Export tool uses XMLInclude technology in 
the main XML document. If exporting to an “Entity” layout, however, the export tool 
uses XMLInclude in both the main and cartridge level documents.

Layout parameter
readOnlyFileAction parameter
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Localization

The XML Import/Export Tool can work with localized databases (also called internationalized 
databases). To support localization, an encoding node in the 
SDK\XMLExportImport\Config\config.xml file determines the appropriate encoding (see To 
localize the XMLIE Tool, below).

Some pattern restrictions for entity names (called mnemonics in the OSM Administrator) in 
the XML model schema are provided with the XML Import/Export Tool. For non-English 
environments, you must customize the schema for entity name patterns.

To localize the XMLIE Tool

Ensure you localize your Microsoft Windows operating system for your language through 
the Control Panel (refer to Microsoft’s documentation for information on how to do this).
Configure the following line in the SDK\XMLExportImport\Config\config.xml file with 
the appropriate ISO character code, shown in bold, below:

<encoding>ISO-8859-2</encoding> 

Using the XML Import/Export Tool
This section describes how to use the various functions of the XML Import/Export tool.

Importing cartridges
You can use the import feature to do the following:

import all or a selected entities from a specific cartridge
import all of the cartridges in a namespace (in this context, namespace and cartridge name 
are the same thing)
import the entire database

Using import commands
Use one of the following commands to perform the type of import indicated.

To import a specific cartridge, enter the following command at a system prompt.
import <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile> -n namespace -v version

Example:

To import all of the cartridges in a namespace, enter the following command at a system 
prompt.

import <xmlModelFile > <xmlConfigFile> -n namespace

If you are performing a Selective import, configure the config.xml file as described in 
“Configuring selective imports and exports” on page 194, then run the import command 
as describe for a specific cartridge, below.
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Example:

import ./data/omsmodel.xml ./config/config.xml -n default

To import the entire database, enter the following command at a system prompt.
import <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

Example:

import ./data/ omsmodel.xml ./config/config.xml

or

ant import

The entities, their identifiers, and their parent are shown in the table below.

The Import action creates an ID for new entities in an XML document. Replaced entities 
do not have new IDs and only their contexts are updated.

Table 52: Entities and their identifiers

Entity Identifier Parent

state name cartridge

status name cartridge

rule name cartridge

task name cartridge

process name cartridge

view name cartridge

all data dictionary elements name cartridge

every dataNode element in 
the master order template

element cartridge

orderType name cartridge

orderSource name cartridge

orderDefinition identified by orderType and 
orderSource pair and 
association to what is 
needed to define and 
execute an order

cartridge
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All of these entities are all uniquely identified with a name attribute (called a mnemonic in the 
OSM Administrator), except for dataNode, for which the mnemonic path identifies a node in 
the master order template.

Import features

This section describes the tool’s import features.

NonEmptyDatabaseBehavior
The XML Import/Export Tool handles XML model non-empty databases through the 
NonEmptyDatabaseBehavior feature. The following table describes import behavior handling 
when the existing model encounters a non-empty database. 

workgroup name OMS Model

schedule name OMS Model

region name OMS Model

notification name cartridge

The XML Import/Export Tool cannot remove an entity, but it can remove entity 
contexts. You can, however, make some changes in the process flow, including activity 
deletion, which is considered an entity modification.

IDs used in the XML document are only for ID conversion in SQL as explained below.

Table 53: Values for NonEmptyDatabaseBehavior

Value
Result if a non-empty database is 

encountered

abort Import process stops.

ignore Import process proceeds.

 purge The entire database is automatically purged 
before the import.

Table 52: Entities and their identifiers

Entity Identifier Parent
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The import operation is performed in one transaction; therefore, consult your Oracle DBA for 
the appropriate setup for the rollback segment.

If a model includes some changes for existing entities in the database, the import tool checks 
for order dependency. If those changes do not violate database constraints for pending orders, 
the import completes successfully. In the case of entities modification that violate the existing 
orders, the violation is reported as known application exceptions with descriptive messages.

EntityConflictBehavior
EntityConflictBehavior specifies the import behavior when the tool encounters a conflict for 
an existing entity in the database. For example, a conflict occurs if you import a new model 
that contains one or more entities that already exist in the database. For this attribute to be 
effective, set the NonEmptyDatabaseBehavior parameter to the appropriate value as explained 
below, otherwise the tool does not detect the conflicting entities.

The following table describes all the possible values of the EntityConflictBehaviour 
parameter.

Keeping the ID integrity in SQL rules

The SQL based rule type in OSM can contain entity IDs (mostly node IDs), which must be 
replaced with new IDs during data migration. IDs need to be exposed as entity attributes, 

After importing or exporting a cartridge, you must re-map the e-mail notifications that 
were associated with individual users. Because user names differ between environments, 
for best results, associate notifications only with workgroups. 

Table 54: Values for the EntityConflictBehavior

Value
Result if a non-empty database is 

encountered

abort Import process proceeds, but does not 
overwrite any existing entities. If an entity 
conflict exists, the import process stops.

ignore Import process proceeds, but does not 
overwrite any existing entities. If an entity 
conflict exists, the import process notes the 
conflict in the log, but does not import the 
entity in conflict.

replace Import process proceeds, but overwrites the 
existing entities. If an entity conflict exists, 
the import process notes the conflict in the 
log and replaces the database entity in 
conflict.
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helping the tool find them in SQL based rules, and replace them with new ones while 
importing them into a fresh environment. IDs in a document otherwise serve no purpose and 
should be ignored. You can set this feature to false by setting the exposeEntityID, in the 
XMLIE tool’s config.xml file, to false, thereby reducing the model document size.

Text rules can reference any entity ID. Generally, however, node IDs used in these known 
patterns for other possible entity ID conversion routines require user assistance to tokenize the 
rule text for proper parsing and conversion. A token suggested before the ID must be 
tokenized for IDs except known patterns (all node functions and stored procedures in 
om_ordinst_value_pkg package):
 /*$entityType*/

for example for the original rule as:
declare val1 date;

delay_flag    varchar2(10);

begin

select timestamp_out into val1

from om_hist$order_header hist, om_task task, om_state st

where hist.task_id = task.task_id 

and node_id = /*$dataNode*/76983
and hist.hist_order_state_id = st.state_id and st.state_mnemonic = 

'completed'

and hist.order_seq_id = :order_seq_id;

delay_flag := 
om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(:order_seq_id,76983,:coord_set_id);
if  ( rtrim(delay_flag)='yes' ) or (val1 &lt;= (sysdate - 2/24)) then

:rule_result := 'true';

else 

:rule_result := 'false';

end if;

end;

The import operation detects IDs and replaces them with new IDs:

declare val1 date;

delay_flag    varchar2(10);

begin

select timestamp_out into val1

This is a function of the export behavior.
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from om_hist$order_header hist, om_task task, om_state st

where hist.task_id = task.task_id 

and node_id = /*$dataNode*/new_id
and hist.hist_order_state_id = st.state_id and st.state_mnemonic = 

'completed'

and hist.order_seq_id = :order_seq_id;

delay_flag := om_ordinst_value_pkg.get_node_value_like(:order_seq_id, 
new_id,:coord_set_id);
if  ( rtrim(delay_flag)='yes' ) or (val1 &lt;= (sysdate - 2/24)) then

:rule_result := 'true';

else 

:rule_result := 'false';

end if;

end

Exporting cartridges
You can use the export feature to do the following:

export all or a section of entities from a specific cartridge
export all of the cartridges in a namespace (in this context, namespace and cartridge name 
are the same thing)
export the entire database

When the order of the resulting list makes no logical or significant difference, the XML IE sort 
places the metadata files in ascending, alphabetical order. This ensures that when you do 
repeated exports of the same database, the metadata files will always appear in the same order, 
which makes it easier to merge metadata changes with future development. Some sample 
results are shown below as an illustration.

Example 1 — The definition of entities (for example, each state) is now sorted alphabetically 
by name:

<state name="accepted">
<description>Accepted</description>

</state>
<state name="assigned">

<description>Assigned</description>
</state>
<state name="completed">

<description>Completed</description>
</state>
<state name="received">

<description>Received</description>
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</state>
...

Example 2 — References to entities (for example, states or statuses in tasks) are now sorted 
alphabetically by name:

<task name="enter_payment_information" xsi:type="genericTaskType">
<description>Enter Payment Information</description>
<state>accepted</state>
<state>completed</state>
<state>received</state>
<status>back</status>
<status>next</status>

</task>

Example 3 — In this example, the  Import/Export tool does not sort by name, because here the 
order matters (that is, there is a logical difference). Notice that country appears after 
last_name, because the user wants country to appear after last_name:

<masterOrderTemplate>
<dataNode element="account_information">

<dataNode element="first_name"/>
<dataNode element="last_name"/>
<dataNode element="country">

<viewRule xsi:type="eventRuleType">
<event>value-changed</event>
<action>refresh</action>

</viewRule>
</dataNode>

Using export commands
Use one of the following commands to perform the type of export indicated.

To export a specific cartridge, enter the following command at a system prompt.
export <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile> -n namespace -v version

Example:

export ./data/omsmodel.xml ./config/config.xml -n default -v 1.0

or

ant exportCartridge

To export all of the cartridges in a namespace, enter the following command at a system 
prompt.
export <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile> -n namespace

Example:

If you are performing a Selective export, configure the config.xml file as described in 
“Configuring selective imports and exports” on page 194, then run the export command 
as describe for a specific cartridge, below.
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export ./data/omsmodel.xml ./config/config.xml -n default

or

ant export Namespace

To export the entire database, enter the following command at a system prompt.
export <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

Example:

export ./data/omsmodel.xml ./config/config.xml

or

ant exportAll

Export features
The XML Import/Export Tool extracts metadata and represents the metadata in an XML 
document. 
No application exception is expected during the export.

Migrating orders across cartridges
The migrate operation lets you migrate order data, reference numbers, remarks, and 
attachments from one cartridge version to another. You can specify a single order type/source 
to migrate, or all order types/sources within the cartridge. 

Default behavior
The config.xml file contains a set of attributes, namely, closeSource, submitTarget, 
copyReference, and copyRemarks, which are all set to “true”. The remaining attribute, 
errorAction, is set to “abort” but also supports a value of “ignore”. 

Orders are migrated in three discrete steps:

1. Create a new order and copy data from the source order to the target order.

All order field data is copied provided the field has a value in the source order and the field 
is defined in the target order’s creation view. Order reference numbers and remarks/
attachments are also copied (copyReference and copyRemarks set to true).

2. Once the copy is complete, close the source order (closeSource set to true).

3. Submit the target order (submitTarget set to true).

If you choose to close the source order, the Exception Processing function must be 
associated with your workgroup.
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If an error occurs in any of these steps and errorAction is set to abort, processing stops 
immediately. If errorAction is set to ignore, any remaining steps are skipped and the 
process starts over at step 1 with the next available order to be migrated.

Matching between source and target
It is extremely important that the target order creation view contain all of the fields in the 
source order. The fields must be the same data type and have the same mnemonic and length to 
be considered equal. Any field that exists in the source order but not in the target creation view 
is ignored. Fields that are defined in the target creation view that have no associated data in the 
source order remain blank.

The most common failure scenarios are:

The specified target version or type/source combination does not exist. This is a fatal 
exception because no orders can be migrated. Processing halts immediately regardless of 
the errorAction setting.
The target order does not submit because the target creation view contains mandatory 
fields that were not set in the source order.

Using the migrate command
Use the following commands to perform the indicated type of migration.

To migrate all order types and sources in the cartridge, enter the following command at the 
system prompt:

migrate <xmlConfigFile> {-dbpassword password} {-clientpassword 
password} -sourcenamespace namespace -sourceversion version
-targetversion version

Example:

migrate ./config/config.xml -dbpassword secret1 -clientpassword 
secret2 -sourcenamespace default -sourceversion 1.0 -targetversion 
2.0

To migrate a specific order type and source in the cartridge, enter the following command 
at the system prompt:

migrate <xmlConfigFile> {-dbpassword password} {-clientpassword 
password} -sourcenamespace namespace -sourceversion version
sourceordertype type -sourceordersource source -targetversion 
version

Order migration should only be invoked within a window where no other order 
processing will occur.

Passwords are not required if they have already been specified in the config.xml 
file.
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Example:

migrate ./config/config.xml -dbpassword secret1 -clientpassword 
secret2 -sourcenamespace default -sourceversion 1.0
-sourceordertype request for long distance
-sourceordersource client care -targetversion 2.0

Purging the database
Using the XMLIE database purge, you can remove:

everything from the database
just a single, specific cartridge.

Using the purge command
Use the following commands to perform the indicated type of purge.

To purge everything, enter the following command at the system prompt:

purge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword

example:

purge ./config/config.xml -p secret 

or 

ant purge

To purge a single, specific cartridge (will not run if there are pending orders), enter the 
following command at the system prompt:

purge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword -n namespace -v version

example:

purge ./config/config.xml -p secret -n default -v 1.0

To purge a single, specific cartridge even if there are pending orders, enter the following 
command at the system prompt:

purge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword force -n namespace -v version 

example:

purge ./config/config.xml -p secret force -n default -v 1.0 

Before you perform the database purge, shut down the BEA server; otherwise an 
exception will be thrown.

The purge operation is not transactional. Any unexpected failure may leave the database 
in an invalid state. If this occurs, repeat the purge until it completes successfully.
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Purging orders
Using the XMLIE order purge parameters described below, you can:

purge orders based on one or more order states
purge orders from a specific cartridge (namespace/version) or all cartridges
schedule the purge to run during off-peak hours or run it immediately

This functionality is an extension of the GUI based purge available with OSM’s Data Manager 
(see Chapter 15, “Purging Orders” for details). You can use either purge depending on your 
requirements.

Table 55: Order purge parameters and values

Parameters Values

order_state An order state must be specified. Valid values are one or more 
comma separated values from the table below:

Examples: “ALL,COMPLETED,NOT_STARTED”

purge_before Use this date in conjunction with the order_state parameter as 
follows:

all—if the order state is all, then all orders that were 
created before this date are considered for the purge
any closed state—all orders whose completion date is 
before this date are considered for the purge
any open state—all orders that were created and 
transitioned to the state specified before this date are 
considered for the purge

If no purge_before date is specified, the date is set to 5 seconds 
before the purge starts.

order_source The order source mnemonic. If specified, only orders with this 
source are purged.

order_type The order type mnemonic. If specified, only orders with this 
type are purged. 

not_started 
suspended not_running 
cancelled 

in_progress 
amending 

open 

running 
compensating 

cancelling 

all 

closed completed 
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Examples using parameters and values
All date parameters must be specified in the format: yyyy-mm-ddThh24:mi:ss
For example: 2006-06-28T13:39:00 EST
To purge all orders regardless of other conditions, specify order_state=”ALL” and 
namespace=”ALL”
To purge orders completed 30 days ago, specify order_state=”COMPLETED” and 
purge_before=<the date and time 30 days ago>

Using the order purge command
Use the following commands to perform the indicated order purge operation.

To invoke an immediate order purge, enter the following command at the system prompt:

orderPurge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword doPurge 
"param_name=param_value"

example:

orderPurge ./config/config.xml -p DBPassword doPurge 
"purge_before=2006-01-01T23:59:59 EST" 
"order_states=COMPLETED,NOT_STARTED" "namespace=abc" "version=1.0" 
"order_type=x" "order_source=y"

or

ant -buildfile orderPurge.xml immediateOrderPurge

To schedule an order purge, enter the following command at the system prompt:

namespace Must be specified. Valid values are either a namespace 
mnemonic or ALL (applies to all cartridges).

version If namespace is ALL, version is ignored. If namespace is 
specified but no version is specified, the purge applies to all 
versions of the namespace.

stop_date The time when the purge should stop, even if all orders 
satisfying the purge criteria have been purged (e.g., stop the 
purge before peak hours). If no stop_date is specified, the purge 
stops when all orders satisfying the purge criteria have been 
purged.

start_date For scheduled purges only—the time when the purge should 
start (must be later than the current time). When the start_date 
is reached, the purge starts automatically. If no start_date is 
specified, the purge is immediate.

Parameters Values
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orderPurge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword schedulePurge 
"param_name=param_value"

example:

orderPurge ./config/config.xml -p DBPassword schedulePurge 
"purge_before=2006-01-01T23:59:59 EST" 
"order_states=COMPLETED,NOT_STARTED" "namespace=abc" "version=1.0" 
"order_type=x" "order_source=y" “start_date=2007-01-01T23:59:59 
EST”

or

ant -buildfile orderPurge.xml scheduleOrderPurge

To list all unstarted order purges, enter the following command at the system prompt:

orderPurge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword listPurges

example:

orderPurge ./config/config.xml -p secret listPurges

or

ant -buildfile orderPurge.xml listOrderPurges

To cancel an unstarted order purge, enter the following command at the system prompt:

orderPurge <xmlConfigFile> -p DBPassword removePurge “job_id”

example:

orderPurge ./config/config.xml -p secret removePurge 
“job_id=12345”

or

ant -buildfile orderPurge.xml removeOrderPurge

Configuring the ant build file
If you are running the order purge operation through an ant script, you must provide argument 
values to the orderPurge.xml build file first. Samples for each operation are shown below:

immediateOrderPurge
<arg value="purge_before=2006-06-30T23:59:59 EST"/> 

<arg value="order_states=COMPLETED"/> 

<arg value="namespace=default"/> 

<arg value="version=1.0"/> 

<arg value="order_type=ot"/> 

<arg value="order_source=os"/> 

<arg value="stop_date=2007-12-31T23:59:59 EST"/> 
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scheduleOrderPurge
<arg value="purge_before=2006-06-30T23:59:59 EST"/> 

<arg value="order_states=COMPLETED"/> 

<arg value="namespace=default"/> 

<arg value="version=1.0"/> 

<arg value="order_type=ot"/> 

<arg value="order_source=os"/--> 

<arg value="start_date=2007-01-01T00:01:01 EST"/> 

<arg value="stop_date=2007-12-31T23:59:59 EST"/> 

listOrderPurges

No argument values required.

removeOrderPurge
<arg value="job_id=39969822"/> 

Log files
Orders that satisfy the purge criteria are purged and related details, such as the number of 
orders purged, are logged in the following files:

XML ImportExport log file (as configured in config.xml)

If an error occurs, the purge stops. Errors and exceptions are output to the command line and 
are logged in the log files.

Validating the metadata model
Validation is an XML Import/Export Tool feature that gives you a way to assure metadata 
model validity. When you run the validation feature, it performs the following:

Model Validation—Model validation assures the validity of a model from a modelling 
perspective. The XML schema model contains most entity relationships and constraints. 
There are more rules that are handled by validation in addition to the XML schema model.
Pending Order Validation—This validation is applied during the import process 
(import.bat).  It performs validations that have not been covered by validate.bat.

The tool applies an XML schema validation as well as some additional rules that could not 
be implemented in the XML schema. You can use any XML tool to validate the model 
against the schema, but for additional validations, the explicit validation (using 

When you perform a validation, you must supply a well-formed model, otherwise you 
may encounter undefined exceptions. 
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validate.bat) or implicit validation (before import or after export), assures model 
correctness and completeness.

The values for default view nodes and orderData used in rules are not validated. For 
example, you could have a numeric data type with a default value of “abc” in the view. 
This would validate and import but would obviously be an error. The same behavior 
applies to rules.

OSM 6.3 introduces changes to syntax restrictions for mnemonics. If you are importing a 
model that uses a digit as the first character in your mnemonics, turn the validation 
feature off; otherwise, the import will fail.
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You can validate the metadata model before the import takes place, or change the 
config.xml so that the validation takes place during the import.

Validating before the import process

To validate before the import, issue the following command from a system prompt:

validate <xmlModelFile> <xmlConfigFile>

example:
validate ./data/omsmodel.xml ./config/config.xml

Validating during the import process

To validate during the import or export process, open <installation 
directory>\XMLImportExport\Config\config.xml file and set the validation parameter 
to true, as shown in the second to last line in the example.

Example
<configuration xmlns="http://www.oracle.com/OMS/OrderModel/configuration/
2002/03/28" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.oracle.com/OMS/OrderModel/configuration/2002/
03/28 file:/C:/XMLImportExport2523/config/config.xsd">

<encoding>ISO-8859-1</encoding>

<databaseConnection>

<user>oms_25210a</user>

<password>oms_25210a</password>

<dataSource>jdbc:oracle:thin:@tarpon.toronto.oracle.com:1541:sol9204</
dataSource>

</databaseConnection>

<log logFileUrl="file:/C:/xmlimportexport/xmltool.log" overwrite="true"/>

<import validateModel="true" nonEmptyDatabaseAction="ignore" 
entityConflictAction="replace"/>

<export validateModel="true"/>

</configuration>

If you want to validate while the import is taking place, you must perform the following 
before you perform the import.
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Using Modeldoc

Modeldoc converts a metadata XML document into an HTML presentation, which is much 
easier to understand and navigate the metadata than XML doc. You can use the resulting 
HTML presentation to view the relationships between and dependencies of the various 
metadata elements using standard HTML presentation navigation methods.

To use the modeldoc generator, issue the following command at the system prompt:

modeldoc [XML_MODEL] [HTML_PATH]

Where:

XML_MODEL = is the path to and name of the XML document you want to convert to and 
HTML presentation.
HTML_PATH = the path and name that you want for the resulting HTML presentation.

or

ant htmlModel

To view the HTML presentation, open the resulting HTML index file and begin navigating 
through the metadata model via the automatically generated hyperlinks.

Administering users and workgroups
The userAdmin tool lets you add users to or remove users from WebLogic groups and OSM 
workgroups using an XML document. The XML document contains the user information you 
want to add/configure based on the schema UserAdmin.xsd, which can be found under 
\SDK\XMLImportExport\models.

Administering users in this way allows you to manage users in volume vs. assigning them 
individually, and permits the integration of OSM users into a larger, enterprise system 
administration tool.

Use the following procedure to set up your environment and execute the tool.

1. Define an XML file with the user information to add, similar to the sample shown below. 
See UserAdmin.xsd for more details on the XML schema.

<userAdmin>

<user name="demo">

<oms:description>A test user</oms:description>

<password>omsdemo</password>

</user>

<clientGroup>

<user>demo</user>

</clientGroup>
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<designerGroup>

<user>demo</user>

</designerGroup>

<logManagerGroup>

<user>demo</user>

</logManagerGroup>

<userAssignerGroup>

<user>demo</user>

</userAssignerGroup>

<workgroupManagerGroup>

<user>demo</user>

</workgroupManagerGroup>

<workgroup name="demo">

<user>demo</user>

</workgroup>

<workgroup name="everyone">

<user>demo</user>

</workgroup>

</userAdmin>

2. If required, edit the config.xml file to modify your connection information to 
WebLogic. The user must have the authority to administer users in WebLogic.

<weblogicAdminConnection>

<user>weblogic</user>

<password>password</password>

<hostname>localhost</hostname>

<port>7001</port>

</weblogicAdminConnection>

3. To execute the tool, issue the following command at the system prompt:

userAdmin [XML_MODEL] [XML_CONFIG] OPTIONAL{-p DBPassword}

example:

userAdmin data/users.xml config/config.xml -p secret

or

ant userAdmin
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4. In the OSM Administrator, use the refresh buttons to refresh the Users and Workgroups 
lists, or use ant Refresh in the CDK to refresh the metadata.

5. Once the users have been created, you can assign functions and tasks to them using the 
Administrator.
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Developing and Deploying Cartridges

This chapter describes the actions required to configure cartridges and their components for 
the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) application using the 
Cartridge Management Tool (CMT). It includes these sections:

“Overview - What is the CMT?”
“Installing and setting up the CMT”
“Deploying a cartridge to a development environment”
“CMT Components and Actions”
“Development ANT targets”
“Using the production build script”
“Advanced usage”
“OSM ANT task descriptions”
“Frequently asked questions”

Overview - What is the CMT?
The Cartridge Management Tool (CMT) helps you create, build, and deploy service 
components into a single cartridge. It uses the Apache ANT framework (see “What is Apache 
ANT?” on page 218) to integrate all deployment tools into a unified scripting environment and 
into existing build systems.

Namespaces in OSM
The use of namespaces in OSM allows service providers to separate their OSM model (tasks, 
processes, order templates, workgroups, and worklists) into specific services in their OSS 
environment. Each service can be implemented independently by a different team, then 
deployed into a single OSM environment.

Each service includes components such as an XML model, automation plug-ins, custom task 
assignment algorithms, and other provider-specific custom code. All these components need 
to be built and deployed to the OSM environment as a unit. Each component has its own tools 
for deployment, built to meet the deployment needs of the component's technology.
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What is Apache ANT?
The Apache ANT framework (http://ant.apache.org) is a widely used platform-independent 
build tool. The OSM Configuration Management Tool leverages the functionality of ANT to 
provide a scripting environment to control the creation and deployment of OSM cartridges.

The ANT framework integrates to many commercial and open-source tools and can be used to 
control the end-to-end build process, as well as configuration support tasks. The ANT scripts 
are written in an easily extended XML format. The ANT framework also provides an 
extension mechanism to implement new functionality into the scripting framework.

Installing and setting up the CMT
Before you install the CMT, you must install the OSM SDK into the same environment from 
which you plan to run the CMT. Doing this ensures you also install the XML Import/Export, 
AutomationBuild, and BehaviorBuild tools (which the CMT uses during execution) into the 
correct environment.

To install the tools

1. Expand the automationBuild.jar and behaviorBuild.jar files into directories.

2. Copy the XMLImportExport directory to the build environment. 

3. Copy the desired build.xml script and build.properties file (according to the usage 
table below) to the root of the build environment. 

Setting up ANT
The CMT’s ANT tasks require Apache ANT 1.6, or higher. Refer to http://ant.apache.org to 
download ANT and to obtain the installation instructions.

The OSM ANT tasks must have access to the libraries listed below (see “OSM Required 
Libraries”) when running the ANT scripts. You can make these libraries available by doing 
one of the following: 

putting them in the Java classpath, or 
copying them to the ANT_HOME/lib. 

Table 56: Locations for installing build scripts

Usage Build Script Location

Developing components and bundling 
cartridges

SDK/CartridgeMangementTool/development

Deploying and undeploying cartridges SDK/CartridgeMangementTool/production
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Refer to the Apache ANT documentation for further information on configuring optional 
libraries.

OSM Required Libraries
weblogic.jar (WebLogic 8.1)
deploytool.jar (from the OSM SDK directory)
xmlparserv2.jar and commons-logging-1.1.jar (located in the directory 
automationdeploy_bin, which is created when automationBuild.jar is expanded

Deploying a cartridge to a development environment
The Cartridge Development ANT build.xml file provides targets that use the OSM 
Cartridge Development ANT tasks. This script demonstrates how to use the various actions of 
the tasks to develop cartridges.

Setting up the environment
1. Copy the build.xml and build.properties files to the planned development-

environment’s root.

2. Edit the properties in the build.properties file as outlined below.

Parameters in the build.properties file override those in the build.xml file.

Table 57: Property values in the development build.properties file

Property Name Value

weblogic.password WebLogic Administrative user password

weblogic.username WebLogic Administrative user name

weblogic.url Connection URL to WebLogic Server 
(t3://localhost:7001

weblogic.domain.server WebLogic server name for targeting 
components

database.username OSM database schema user name

database.password OSM database schema user password

database.url JDBC connection URL to database 
(jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid)
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3. Run ant create-solution-skeleton to create the required sub-directories.

4. Do one of the following (A or B):

a. Copy the appropriate OSM SDK tools to their sub-directories (shown in Table 58).

solution.version Version number for the cartridge

solution.namespace Namespace for the cartridge

solution.jar Path and filename of the cartridge jar file

solution.web.omsear.dir Path to the oms.ear file

solution.behavior.jndiname JNDI Bind name for task assignment 
behaviors

solution.behavior.assemble.ejbname EJB name for the task assignment 
behavior

solution.behavior.assemble.ejbclass Class name for the task assignment 
behavior

solution.model.export.xmlmodel Path and filename of the XML model

solution.model.xmlmodel.encoding Encoding for the XML model

solution.plugin.assemble.application Filename for the automation plugin.ear 
file

Table 58: Required subdirectories for the
environment and OSM SDK

Environment

Component Directory

XML Models XMLModel

Automation plugins Plugin

Task assignment 
behaviors

Behavior

Custom web pages Web

Table 57: Property values in the development build.properties file

Property Name Value
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b. Specify the path to the SDKs by editing the build.properties file to provide a 
value for any parameter that is not copied to the above default directories.

solution.plugin.sdk.dir

solution.model.xmltool.sdk.dir

solution.behavior.sdk.dir

For example, solution.model.xmltool.sdk.dir=C:/XMLImportExport

The SDKs are:

XML Import Export — SDK/XMLImportExport Tool's root directory

Automation Plugins — Expanded automationBuild.jar files

Task Assignment — Expanded behaviorBuild.jar files

Deploying the model
This section describes how to deploy and verify the model.

1. At the system prompt, run the following ANT command: ant model-deploy.

This action deploys the omsmodel.xml file to the database server. The file contains 
tasks, processes, workgroups, and so on that are created in the OSM Administrator.

2. To verify the model, view it in the OSM Administrator.

Resources Resources

OSM SDK

XML Import/Export 
Tool

XML Model/SDK

Automation plug-ins Plugins/SDK

Task assignment 
behaviors

Behavior/SDK

Table 58: Required subdirectories for the
environment and OSM SDK

Environment

Component Directory
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Assembling and deploying plug-ins
This section describes how to assemble and deploy plug-ins.

1. Copy the automationBuild.jar to the Plugin/SDK directory in the planned 
development environment and unjar it:

jar -xf automationBuild.jar

2. Copy the automation class files to the Plugins directory.

3. Copy the automationMap.xml file to the Plugins/Classes/META-INF directory.

4. At the system prompt, run the ANT command: ant plugin-assemble.

This action uses the build.properties file to create an .ear file for deployment to the 
WebLogic server. The namespace and version are appended to the name.

5. At the system prompt, run the ANT command: ant plugin-deploy.

This action deploys the .ear file to the WebLogic server. You can verify the deployment 
status on the WebLogic server console.

6. At the system prompt, run the ANT command: ant plugin-register. This registers the 
plug-in with the OSM server.

Assembling and deploying custom task assignment algorithms
This section describes assembling and deploying custom task assignment algorithms.

1. Copy the behaviorBuild.jar file from the SDK directory to the Behavior/SDK 
directory and unjar it. To unjar it, run the following command at the system prompt:

jar -xf behaviorBuild.jar

The CMT uses this file to assemble and deploy task assignment algorithms.

2. Copy the sample task assignment class file to the Behavior directory.

3. Update the build.properties file with the oms.ear file location (if necessary).

4. At the system prompt, run the ANT command: ant behavior-assemble.

This action uses the build.properties file to create an .ear file for deployment to the 
WebLogic server. The namespace and version are appended to the name.

5. At the system prompt, run the ANT command: ant behavior-deploy.

In the build.properties file, the JNDI name and ejb name must match those in 
the original model. To verify this, open the OSM Administrator and navigate to a 
task. Right-click and modify the task to display the Modify Task dialog box. The 
JNDI name is in the second field.
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This action deploys the .ear file to the WebLogic server. You can verify the deployment 
status on the WebLogic server console.

Testing the Components on the Web Client
After you deploy the cartridge, you should verify that the automation and task assignment 
algorithms are working using the OSM Web Client.

1. Create a new order in the cartridge.

2. Fill in the order data and complete the order with a Submit status.

The order is at the first manual task of the process.

3. Select the order in the worklist and open it in the Order Editor. 

4. Complete the order with the appropriate status to move it to the next task in the process.

5. If there are automation components or task assignment algorithms associated with the next 
task, verify that the component is activated correctly using the Weblogic server log.

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for as many tasks as necessary to test the components.

CMT Components and Actions
The OSM CMT uses a set of ANT tasks and two ANT build scripts: one for development use 
and one for deployment use. The tasks let you perform the following, standard set of actions 
on each OSM component (XML model, automation plug-ins, custom task assignment 
algorithms, and resource files):

Validate—Ensures components pass data validation.
Assemble—Creates deployable components.
Deploy—Deploys and enables a component to the application server.
Undeploy—Disables a component on the application server.
Export—Extracts an XML data model.
Register—Registers plug-ins (automation events) with the application server.
Unregister—Removes plug-in registration from the application server.

Table 59 on page 223 shows the actions applicable to each component.

Table 59: Actions Available for Cartridge Components

Action Data Model Plug-in
Task Assignment 

Algorithm
Resources

Validate s s
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The development script provides a set of build targets for use in a development environment. 
You may need to run each action against each component individually, as well as bundling a 
cartridge.

The production script provides a smaller set of targets for use in deploying and undeploying a 
complete cartridge, as well as registering and unregistering automation events.

Development ANT targets
The following build targets are available in the development build script. Use these targets to 
perform a specific action on a component.

Assemble s s

Deploy s s s s

Undeploy s s s

Register s

Unregister s

Export s

Table 60: Available targets for the build.xml file

Target Description

create-solution-skeleton Creates a sub-directory layout.

create-solution-jar Creates a cartridge.

clean Deletes temporary files.

behavior-assemble Assembles the task assignment behaviors .ear file.

behavior-deploy Deploys a task assignment behavior .ear file.

behavior-undeploy Undeploys a task assignment behavior .ear file.

model-deploy Deploys an XML model to an OSM database.

model-export Exports an XML model from an OSM database.

Table 59: Actions Available for Cartridge Components

Action Data Model Plug-in
Task Assignment 

Algorithm
Resources
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The targets need certain files to be in specific locations (see Table 61, below). The default 
locations, created by the create-solution-skeleton target, can be overridden in the 
build.properties file.

Table 61: Required locations for targets

model-undeploy Removes an OSM XML model from an OSM database.

model-validate Validates an XML model.

plugin-assemble Assembles compiled automation plug-ins in an .ear file

plugin-assemble-prepare Un-jars the automation.jar file and generates deployment 
descriptors for plugins.

plugin-assemble-ear Packages plug-ins to an ear file.

plugin-assemble-ejbc Uses ejbc to compile all plug-in EJBs.

plugin-deploy Deploys an automation plug-in .ear file.

plugin-register Registers automated tasks with an OSM database.

plugin-undeploy Undeploys an automation plug-in .ear file.

plugin-unregister Unregisters automated tasks with an OSM database.

plugin-validate Validates the automation plug-in configuration.

web-deploy Deploys the customized oms.ear.

resources-deploy Deploys new OSM resource files to the oms.ear.

Property Name Default Value Files required

solution.model.root ./XMLModel XML model files

solution.plugin.root ./Plugin Compiled automation plug-in 
classes and WEB-INF/
automation.map

solution.web.root ./Web Custom web files

solution.behavior.root ./Behavior Compiled task assignment 
classes

Table 60: Available targets for the build.xml file

Target Description
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Creating a cartridge
Creating a cartridge is not part of the deployment process used for the individual components. 
When you create a cartridge, you collect the OSM XML model, automation plug-ins, task 
assignment behaviors, and resource files into a single archive file. You can then use the 
archive file to deploy all the components at once using the production build script. Then, use 
the "create-solution-jar" target to create a cartridge. You configure the .jar file name using 
the solution.jar.file parameter.

Prerequisites

Before you start, you must:

complete the steps for setting up the environment.
assemble the automation plug-ins using the assemble-plugin target.
assemble the custom task assignment algorithms using the assemble-behavior target.
export an XML model using the export-model target.
assemble customized web documents, using the web-assemble target.
copy all resources files to the Resources directory.

To create a solution.jar

1. Verify the configuration of the build.properties parameters.

2. Run ant create-solution-jar.

A solution.jar file is created in the build directory.

Calling additional build.xml files during execution
If a cartridge component requires additional processing, you can place a build.xml file in 
the appropriate sub-directory that is called during the component assembly. For example, the 
Automation and Task assignment behavior tasks require compiled classes. You can compile 
those classes using a build.xml file in the sub-directory.

Using the production build script
The production cartridge management script provides targets that can deploy and undeploy 
cartridges into an environment.

solution.web.omsear.dir Path to oms.ear file

solution.resources.root ./Resources Path to resource files

Property Name Default Value Files required
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Setting up the environment
Put the build.xml and build.properties file in the root of the planned development 
environment. The production build requires the XML Import/Export Tool to be available in 
the environment. It does not require the AutomationBuild tool or the BehaviorBuild tool.

Configuring the build.properties file

To use the build script, the following property values must be configured in the 
build.properties file.

Make sure the WebLogic application server is running and verify the connection to the 
database before you run the scripts.

Table 62: Property values in the build.properties file 
(production environment)

Property Name Value

weblogic.password WebLogic Administrative user password

weblogic.username WebLogic Administrative user name

weblogic.url Connection URL to WebLogic Server (t3://
localhost:7001

weblogic.domain.server WebLogic server name for targeting components

database.username OSM database schema user

database.password OSM database schema user password

database.url JDBC connection URL to database 
(jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid)

solution.jar Name of the cartridge archive to deploy

model.xmltool.root Relative path to the XML Import/Export Tool.

model.xmlmodel.encoding Encoding for XML model

web.deploy.omsear.destdir Path to the oms.ear file
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Running production ANT targets

The following targets are available in the production build script.

Deploying a cartridge
The default deploy target is used to deploy a cartridge. It takes a solution.jar file and 
deploys all plug-ins, task assignment behaviors, and creates a deployable oms.ear.

1. Verify the configuration of the build.properties parameters.

2. Verify the correct baseline oms.ear is referenced by the 
web.deploy.omsear.destdir parameter.

3. Run ANT.

4. Use the BEA WebLogic console to deploy and target the updated oms.ear.

Advanced usage
You can use the supplied ANT tasks in any ANT script in addition to the default scripts 
provided. If there is a need for additional pre- or post-processing in the build, the build.xml 
can be enhanced with additional tasks and/or targets. See “OSM ANT task descriptions” on 
page 230 for a full listing of the task parameters and their effects, as well as sample usage. The 
Apache ANT documentation provides an extensive listing of the available ANT tasks.

Overriding build parameters
All values used in the build scripts are configured as parameters in the 'init' target of the 
scripts. You can override the parameter values by using the build.properties file or the 
command line.

To override a parameter value in the build.properties

Add an entry in the following format:

property.name=property_value

Table 63: Available targets for the build.xml file
(production environment)

Target Description

deploy Deploys a cartridge solution jar.

undeploy Undeploys individual components of a cartridge solution jar.
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The standard Java property file syntax applies. All file paths should use a forward slash ('/'). 
The backslash character is an escape character and must be doubled ('\\') to be used as a literal. 
Use the pound symbol ('#') to start comment lines.

To override a parameter value at the command line (example: a password value)

Use the following option:

-Dproperty=value 

Where property is the name of the property and value is the value for that property. If you 
specify a property that is also set in the build file, the value specified on the command line 
overrides the value specified in the build file. The following example changes the password 
parameter value:

Deploying an XML Model to a new namespace and/or version

The XML Model document embeds the namespace and version from which it was exported. If 
you are going to import the XML model with a new namespace and/or version number, you 
must change the <cartridge/> namespace="" and version="" in the XML document.

Deploying to a managed server environment
When the OSM application is deployed in a managed server or cluster environment, all plug-in 
and behavior .ear files are deployed to the Administration server. The .ear files must be 
targeted to the managed servers where OSM is deployed. You can do this by customizing the 
scripts to run the register-plugin target with a managed server as the target server or by 
overriding build parameters (see “Overriding build parameters”). The unregister-plugin target 
also requires the name of a managed server as the target server when unregistering the plug-
in.ear files. Before customizing the scripts, see “OMSDeployPlugin task” on page 235. 

Configuring the OSM Web Client to create versioned orders
To let users create versioned orders in the OSM Web Client, you must modify the 
create_order_show_namespace parameter in the oms-config.xml file. After you 
change this parameter, the Cartridge field is shown on the New Order view.

Prerequisite

You must have the SDK installed.

To modify the create_order_show_namespace parameter

1. Navigate to the SDK\Customization directory.

property target
ant -Dweblogic.password=mypassword plugin-deploy
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2. Copy the oms.ear file from the ....bea\weblogic700\......\application 
directory to the SDK\Customization directory.

3. Modify the unpackOMS.bat and packOMS.bat files to reflect your java_home 
directory. For example:

set JAVA_HOME=C:\bea\jdkxxx_xx where xxx_xx matches the JDK shipped with BEA

4. At the DOS prompt, run unpackOMS.bat 

The oms.ear file is uncompressed.

5. Navigate to the SDK\Customization\oms-ejb\security\META-INF directory.

6. Using an editor, open the oms-config.xml file.

7. Change the create_order_show_namespace parameter to true, then save the file.

8. At the DOS prompt, run packOMS.bat.

The new oms.ear file is generated.

If your application is already deployed, replace the existing oms.ear file with the new one 
and redeploy the application. Otherwise, upload the application through the BEA console and 
deploy it.

OSM ANT task descriptions
The OSM application uses Apache ANT, a Java-based build tool, to produce buildfiles written 
in XML. These buildfiles are sets of tasks that let you perform the actions shown in Table 59. 
The following ANT tasks perform the actions:

OMSDeployModel
OMSDeployPlugIn
OMSDeployWebApp
OMSDeployBehavior (for automatic task assignment)

Java Classes or Tasks are jarred into a omsdeploy.jar file.

OMSDeployModel task

Package

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks

The packOMS.bat file does not remove directories created through the 
unpackOMS.bat file. You must manually remove them.
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Description

Allows validation, deployment, undeployment, and exportation of OSM data models. 

Prerequisites
Install and configure the XML Import/Export Tool before using this task. 
Ensure that the toolpath parameter contains two subdirectories: models and stylesheets. 
The XML Import/Export tool requires these two subdirectories and their contents to run 
properly.
Ensure the modelHandler.jar class library is part of your classpath.
Ensure the classpath attribute includes all the required Java libraries:

saxon.jar

xmlparserv2.jar

xschema.jar

log.jar

classes12.zip

nls_charset12.jar

xercesImpl.jar. 

These jar files are normally found under the /lib directory of the XML Import/Export 
tool.

Available Actions
Validate—Validates an OSM model file.
Deploy—Deploys an XML file into an OSM database schema. 
Undeploy—Undeploys an OSM model from a database schema.
Export—Exports an OSM model to an XML model file.
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Parameters

You can set the classpath as an environment variable, a task attribute, or an inner 
element.

Table 64: Parameters for OMSDeployModel task

Parameter Description
Required for

Validate Deploy Undeploy Export

model The XML model file to validate or 
deploy.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

dbuser Database user name Yes Yes Yes Yes

dbpassword Database user password. Yes Yes Yes Yes

dburl JDBC URL of the database server 
in form of

jdbc:driver:databasename

Yes Yes Yes Yes

toolpath Directory where the 'stylesheets' 
and 'models' subdirectories must 
exist. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes

nonemptyDatabaseAction The action that must take place if 
the database schema is not empty 
when deploying an XML model. 
Actions are:

ignore
purge
abort

See Chapter 13, “Using the XML 
Import/Export Tool” for more 
details.

No, 
defaults 
to abort
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Examples

This section contains the examples for the following:

“Validate”
“Deploy”
“Undeploy”
“Export”

Validate
<modeldeploy action="validate" 

model="c:/dev/model.xml"

dbuser="system" 

entityConflictAction Defines what should happen if 
there is an entity conflict between a 
data item in the database and a data 
item in the XML model when 
deploying. Actions are:

ignore 
replace
abort

No, 
defaults 
to abort

importvalidate If set to true, validates the XML 
model before importing.

Yes

exportvalidate If set to true, validates the XML 
model after exporting.

Yes

namespace OSM namespace of the XML 
model.

Yes Yes

version OSM version of the XML model. Yes Yes

classpath Path to the class libraries used by 
the XML Import/Export Tool.

No No No No

logfile Log file. No No No No

maxmemory JVM’s maximum memory No No No No

Table 64: Parameters for OMSDeployModel task

Parameter Description
Required for

Validate Deploy Undeploy Export
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dbpassword="manager" 

dburl="jdbc:oracle:thin:@server:1521:sid" 

logfile="c:/dev/logfile.txt" 

toolpath="c:/XMLMetadataHandler"

classpath="c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/saxon.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
classes/modelHandler.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xmlparserv2.jar;c:/
XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xschema.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/
log.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/classes12.zip;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
lib/nls_charset12.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xercesImpl.jar"

/>

Deploy
<modeldeploy action="deploy" 

model="c:/dev/model.xml"
dbuser="system" 
dbpassword="manager" 
dburl="jdbc:oracle:thin:@server:1521:sid" 
logfile="c:/dev/logfile.txt" 
classpath="c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/saxon.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
classes/modelHandler.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xmlparserv2.jar;c:/
XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xschema.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/
log.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/classes12.zip;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
lib/nls_charset12.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xercesImpl.jar"
importvalidate=”true”
entityConflictAction=”replace”   <!— -->
nonemptyDatabaseAction=”ignore” 
/>

Undeploy
<modeldeploy action="undeploy" 

dbuser="system" 

dbpassword="manager" 

dburl="jdbc:oracle:thin:@server:1521:sid" 

logfile="c:/dev/logfile.txt" 

namespace=”DSL”

version=”1.0”

classpath="c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/saxon.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
classes/modelHandler.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xmlparserv2.jar;c:/
XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xschema.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/
log.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/classes12.zip;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
lib/nls_charset12.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xercesImpl.jar"

/>

Export
<modeldeploy action="export" 
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model="c:/dev/model.xml"

dbuser="system" 

dbpassword="manager" 

dburl="jdbc:oracle:thin:@server:1521:sid" 

logfile="c:/dev/logfile.txt" 

namespace=”DSL”

version=”1.0”

classpath="c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/saxon.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
classes/modelHandler.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xmlparserv2.jar;c:/
XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xschema.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/
log.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/classes12.zip;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/
lib/nls_charset12.jar;c:/XMLMetadataHandler/lib/xercesImpl.jar"

exportvalidate=”true”

/>

OMSDeployPlugin task

Package

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks

Description

Allows validation, assembly, deployment, undeployment, and the registration and 
unregistration of OSM automation plug-ins. 

Most of these actions require you to provide a parameter called "application." This task adds 
the namespace and version information to the application name and generates a filename from 
that. You therefore do not need to provide a filename when setting the application parameter. 
This task translates the application name to a namespace/versioned file name across its 
different actions.

Available Actions
Validate—Validates a plug-in. Validate retrieves a set of class files (not in jar form) and 
validates them against several criteria. If a plug-in passes this task successfully, it is ready 
for assembly and deployment.
Assemble—Assembles a plug-in. Assemble obtains a set of class files (not in jar form) 
and adds the OSM automation framework classes to it, validates it (see the Validate 
action), generates WebLogic deployment descriptors for the application, and creates the 
final .ear file. You can then use the Deploy action to deploy the generated archive to the 
server.
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Deploy—Deploys an automation plug-in to a running WebLogic server. After it is 
deployed you can register it using the Register action or undeploy it by using the 
Undeploy action. 
Undeploy—Undeploys an automation plug-in from a running WebLogic server.
Register—Registers an automation plug-in so it can receive OSM events. You should 
register after you successfully deploy the application to the server. Use the same 
application name for the Register action that you used for the Deploy action.
Unregister—Unregisters an automation plug-in so it cannot receive OSM events. 
Unregistration does not undeploy the application. Use the same application name for the 
Unregister action that you used for the Deploy and Register actions.

Parameters

When you provide the classpath parameter for the Deploy or Undeploy actions, you can 
set it as an environment variable, a task parameter, or as inner element.

Table 65: Parameters for OMSDeployPlugIn task

Parameter Description
Required for

Validate Assemble Deploy Undeploy Register Unregister

destdir Directory in which the 
automation plug-in 
application is saved.

Yes

plugindir Directory in which the 
plug-in classes could be 
found. This task does not 
compile your Java source 
files. Plugindir should be 
an expanded directory 
where all your plug-in 
classes and packages are 
found.

Yes Yes
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sdkdir The directory where you 
expanded the 
automationBuild.jar file. 
This directory should 
contain a directory called 
automationdeploy_bin 
directory. Refer to the 
Oracle Communications 
Order and Service 
Management Developer 
Reference for more details.

Yes if 
the 
schema 
paramet
er is not 
set*

Yes

schema Name and location of an 
external .xsd file against 
which your 
automationMap.xml file is 
to be validated. Defaults to 
the one that exists under 
OSM Automation SDK 
directory (sdkdir)

Yes if 
the 
sdkdir 
paramet
er is not 
set*

No

application Name of the application. 
This is not a file name and 
does not need to end with 
'.ear' or '.jar'. Namespace 
and version are appended to 
this parameter and a file 
name is generated by this 
task where required. If the 
application name is not set, 
all the files under srcdir 
ending with .ear are 
deployed. If no files are 
found there, an exception is 
thrown.

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

namespace Namespace of the cartridge. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

version Version of the cartridge. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 65: Parameters for OMSDeployPlugIn task

Parameter Description
Required for

Validate Assemble Deploy Undeploy Register Unregister
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* Only one of the 'sdkdir' or 'schema' parameters must be set.

stagedir Temporary directory in 
which files are prepared 
before jarring them. If not 
specified, a directory is 
created under the directory 
specified in the destdir 
parameter.

No

srcdir Path of the application to 
deploy

Yes Yes Yes

server WebLogic server URL 
(starts with T3:// for 
Register and Unregister 
actions)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

password WebLogic server 
administrator's password

Yes Yes Yes Yes

username Administrator's username. 
Defaults to "system" if not 
specified.

No No No No

component WebLogic Server’s server 
name where the cartridge 
will be deployed.

Yes Yes

debug Set this to true (on) to 
receive the JVM’s debug 
messages.

No No

activate Registers the plugin 
immediately after 
deploying if set to true. 

No. 
Default
s to 
false.

classpath Optional classpath that is 
passed to the JVM.

No No

Table 65: Parameters for OMSDeployPlugIn task

Parameter Description
Required for

Validate Assemble Deploy Undeploy Register Unregister
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Examples

This section contains examples for the following:

“Validate”
“Assemble”
“Deploy”
“Undeploy”
“Register”
“Unregister”

Validate
<omsdeployplugin action="validate"  plugindir="c:/myplugin/classes"

sdkdir="c:/OSM/automation/SDK"/>

Assemble
<omsdeployplugin action="assemble"  plugindir="c:/myplugin/classes"

stagedir="c:/temp/plugin-stage" destdir="c:/myplugin/application"

sdkdir="c:/OSM/automation/SDK"/>

application="ATMFAutomator" schema="c:/Oracle/OMS/automation/SDK/

NewSchema.xsd" namespace="atmf" version="1.0"/>

Deploy
<omsdeployplugin action="deploy" srcdir="C:/myplugin" component="myserver"

server="http://localhost:7001" username="system" password="weblogic"

application="oms" namespace="dsl" version="1.0"> <classpath path="c:/
mylib.jar"> 

</omsdeployplugin>

Undeploy
<omsdeployplugin action="undeploy" component="myserver" 

server="http://localhost:7001" username="system" password="weblogic"

application="oms" namespace="dsl" version="1.0">

<classpath path="c:/mylib.jar"> 

</omsdeployplugin>

Register
<omsdeployplugin action="register" server="t3://localhost:7001"

username="system" password="weblogic" 

srcdir="c:/plugins/build" application="omsplugin" namespace="dsl"

version="1.0"> 

</omsdeployplugin>
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Unregister
<omsdeployplugin action="unregister" server="t3://localhost:7001"

username="system" password="weblogic" 

srcdir="c:/plugins/build" application="omsplugin" namespace="dsl"

version="1.0">

</omsdeployplugin>

OMSDeployWebApp task

Package

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks

Description

Provides the ANT tasks that are necessary for assembling and deploying customized OSM 
web applications. 
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Parameters

Available actions
Assemble - Creates an archive file containing all web documents found under the docsroot 
directory where namespace and version information is added only to JSP pages of these 
web documents. Any other file found under docsroot is archived too, but the Deploy 
action deploys them to the root level of OMS WAR without any changes to their directory 
structure and without adding Namespace and Version information to them.
Deploy - Adds all the web documents from an OSM customized web application archive 
(generated in the Assemble step) to OSM EAR's oms.war component.

Table 66: Parameters for OMSDeployWebApp task

Parameter Description
Required for

Assemble Deploy

application Name of the application. This task appends 
namespace and version info to this parameter and 
generates the file name. If not specified, all the jar 
files found under srcdir are deployed to the 
oms.ear file.

Do not use a file name and do not use a .jar 
extension.

No

docsroot The root directory from which the web documents 
are collected.

Yes

omseardir Directory where oms.ear file exists. The 
oms.ear file is not deployed to the server 
automatically after it is updated.

Yes

namespace OSM namespace of the customized Web application. Yes Yes

version OSM version of the customized Web application. Yes Yes

backup For the Assemble action, if set to true or yes, creates 
a backup file before updating the oms.ear file.

For the Deploy action, if set to true or yes, creates a 
backup of oms.ear before updating it.

No Defaults 
to True

No 
Defaults 
to True

stagedir A temporary directory. No No

srcdir Directory where the OSM customized web 
application archive is located.

No
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This task does not deploy the final oms.ear to the WebLogic application server. Use 
WebLogic server's administration console or any other tool to deploy. 

Examples

This section contains examples for the following:

“Assemble”

“Deploy”

Assemble
<omswebappdeploy 

action="assemble"  

dest="C:/applications/web"  

application="OrderEditor"

docsroot="c:/dev/oms/web" 

namespace="dsl" 

version="1.0" />

Deploy
<omswebappdeploy 

action="deploy"

srcrdir="C:/applications/web"

application="OrderEditor"

omseardir="C:/wlserver/applications"

namespace="dsl"

version="1.0/>

OMSDeployBehavior task

Package

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks

Description

Provides ANT tasks for assembling, deploying, and undeploying customized task assignment 
algorithms.

This task updates the oms.ear file even if it is a read-only file, so be sure you make 
a backup copy first.
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Parameters

The following table provides the parameters for OMSDeployBehavior task.

Table 67: Parameters for OMSDeployBehavior task

Parameter Description
Required for

Assemble Deploy Undeploy

destdir Directory in which the custom task assignment 
application will be saved.

Yes

plugindir Directory in which the custom built classes could be 
found. This task does not compile your Java source files. 
Plugindir should be an expanded directory where all your 
custom classes and packages are found.

Yes

sdkdir Is the directory where you expanded the 
behaviorBuild.jar file. This directory should 
contain a directory called behaviordeploy_bin directory. 
Refer to the Oracle Communications Order and Service 
Management Developer Reference for more details.

Yes

application Name of the application to assemble. The .ear file 
generated is of this name. 

Yes Yes Yes

stagedir Temporary directory in which files are prepared before 
jarring them. If not specified, a directory is created under 
'destdir'.

No

ejbname Name to be given to this EJB after it is deployed. Yes

ejbclass The name of the custom class coded that is extended from 
com.mslv.oms.behavior.BehaviorBean. This 
class has the process() method which provides 
implementation of the custom algorithm.

Yes

srcdir Path to the application to deploy Yes

server WebLogic server URL. Yes Yes

password WebLogic server administrator's password. Yes Yes

username Administrator's username. Defaults to "system" if not 
specified.

No No
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Examples

The following contains examples for:

“Assemble”

“Deploy”

“Undeploy”

Assemble
<omsdeploybehavior action="assemble"  

plugindir="c:/myplugin/classes" 
stagedir="c:/temp/plugin-stage" 
destdir="c:/myplugin/application" 
sdkdir="c:/OSM/automation/SDK"
application="customTaskAssignment" 
ejbName = "customTest" 
ejbClass = "com.xxx.Custom"/>

Deploy
<omsdeploybehavior action="deploy" 

component="myserver" 
server="http://localhost:7001" 
username="system" 
password="weblogic" 
application="oms" >

<classpath path="c:/mylib.jar">

</omsdeploybehavior>

Undeploy
<omsdeploybehavior action="undeploy" 

srcdir="C:/myplugin" 
component="myserver" 
server="http://localhost:7001" 

component Name of the WebLogic server to which you are deploying 
the application.

No No

debug Set this to true (on) to receive JVM's debug messages. No No

classpath Optional classpath that will be passed to the JVM. No No

Table 67: Parameters for OMSDeployBehavior task

Parameter Description
Required for

Assemble Deploy Undeploy
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username="system" 
password="weblogic" 
application="oms" >

<classpath path="c:/mylib.jar">

</omsdeploybehavior>

Frequently asked questions
This section addresses questions you may have about the CMT. It is divided into three areas:

General topics
Development environment topics
Production environment topics

OSM CMT – General FAQs

What are OSM CMT buildfiles?

Buildfiles are two ANT scripts (written in XML) that invoke OSM DeployTool ANT tasks. 
The first one is for the development environment (dev) and the second one is intended for the 
production environment (prod). This one is actually a subset of the dev script, but is kept 
separate to make the prod script easier to understand and use.

What are OSM DeployTool ANT tasks?

ANT tasks are Java classes that extend ANT’s functionality. OSM DeployTool ANT tasks 
extend ANT to make it easier for the end user to work with OSM XML models, plug-ins, task 
assignment algorithms and customized web applications. The jar file containing these classes 
is called deploytool.jar.

Can I write my own scripts and call OSM DeployTool ANT Tasks 
based on my own needs?

Yes. It is similar to writing any other ANT buildfile. For a list of attributes (or arguments) that 
each task takes, refer to the Oracle Communications Order and Service Management Developer 
Reference. The classes you should declare in your custom buildfiles are:

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks.OMSDeployWebApp
com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks.OMSDeployPlugin

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks.OMSDeployModel

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks.OMSDeployBehavior

com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks.OMSRefresh
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What does a customized buildfile look like?

This buildfile assembles the OSM Automation plug-in:
<project default="plugin-assemble">

<taskdef name="plugin" 
classname="com.mslv.oms.deploytool.anttasks.OMSDeployPlugin"/>

<target name="plugin-assemble">

<plugin action="assemble"

           destdir="c:/dsl/Plugins/ear"

           plugindir="c:/dsl/Plugins/source"

sdkdir="c:/OSM/automation/SDK" 

           application="HelloWorld"

           namespace="dsl"

           version="1.0"

           stagedir="c:/temp/staging"/>

</target>

 

</project>

What is happening inside CMT buildfiles?

There are two distinguishable sections in CMT buildfiles. In the first section, buildfile 
parameters are initialized and in the second section, the actual executable targets are defined.

What are ANT targets?

A target is a set of tasks you want to be executed. When starting ANT, you can select which 
target(s) you want to execute. For example, if you enter 

ant -buildfile build.xml plugin-deploy 

at the command prompt, only tasks that are part of plugin-deploy target are executed. When no 
target is given, the project's default is used.

What are ANT properties?

A buildfile can have a set of properties. These might be set in the buildfile by the Property 
task, or might be set outside ANT. A property has a name and a value; the name is case-
sensitive. Properties may be used in the value of task attributes. This is done by placing the 
property name between "${" and "}" in the attribute value. For example, if there is a "builddir" 
property with the value "build", this could be used in an attribute like this: 
${builddir}/classes
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This is resolved at run-time as build/classes.

How can I modify the default values?

Each script has an associated build.properties file. These properties files are used to 
configure the two scripts to run according to your needs and various configurations that each 
development or production environment might have.

If you open either script file (the build.xml file) you see a list of ANT <property> tasks that 
assign a value to an ANT property. For example, this is an excerpt from development build 
file:
<property name="solution.model.version" value="${solution.version}"/>

<property name="solution.model.namespace" value="${solution.namespace}"/>

<property name="solution.model.xmlmodel" value="omsmodel.xml"/>

These properties are used when OSM Deploy Tool ANT tasks are invoked inside the scripts. 

You can assign values to properties in command line as well. This can be done with the 
-Dproperty=value option, where property is the name of the property, and value is the 
value for that property. If you specify a property that is also set in the build file, the value 
specified on the command line overrides the value specified in the build file.

Do I need deploytool.jar file to execute the CMT buildfiles?

Yes. It should be in your JVM’s classpath or be copied to ANT install directory's lib directory 
before running the scripts. You also need weblogic.jar for both production and 
development buildfiles and xmlparserv2.jar for executing the development buildfile.

What is a CMT Solution archive?

A solution is a jar file that has five subdirectories and a descriptor file. The descriptor file is on 
the root level of archive and provides namespace and version information for the solution 
archive. The subdirectories are also created on the root level and are called: 

XMLModel
Plugin
Behavior
Web
Resources

Each directory stored a different component of an OSM solution.
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Solution archives are developed in the development environment. Then the archive is sent to a 
production environment where the contents of the solution archive are deployed to appropriate 
destinations.

OSM CMT – Development Environment
This section describes the CMT development environment.

Table 68: Components in a solution archive

Subdirectory Component What it Includes Created by
Final Deployment 

Destination

XMLModel XML Model An XML model file model-export Database schema

PlugIn Automation 
Plug-Ins

Automation plug-in 
ear files

plugin-
assemble

WebLogic server

Web Customized 
OSM Web 
documents

Jar archive files web-assemble OMS ear file, then WebLogic 
server

Behavior Customized 
task assignment 
algorithms

Behavior ear files behavior-
assemble

WebLogic server

Resources Resource files resource.
properties files

copying files OMS ear file, then WebLogic 
server
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Which ANT targets does CMT provide for a development 
environment?

Which properties can I configure? 

There are around 60 parameters in the development buildfile and all of them are modifiable. 
Because there might be dependencies between the properties, take care when changing them. 
Here is a list of main parameters that control the buildfile.

Table 69: ANT targets for a development environment

General XML Model Plug-ins Behavior Web

clean

create-solution-jar

create-solution-skeleton

init

main

model-deploy

model-export

model-undeploy

plugin-assemble

plugin-deploy

plugin-deploy-all

plugin-register

plugin-register-all

plugin-undeploy

plugin-undeploy-all

plugin-unregister

plugin-unregister-all

plugin-validate

behavior-assemble

behavior-deploy

behavior-deploy-all

behavior-undeploy

behavior-undeploy-all

web-assemble

web-deploy

web-deploy-all

Table 70: Parameters that control the buildfile

Property Default Value

weblogic.username system

weblogic.password password

weblogic.domain.server oms-server

weblogic.url http://localhost:7001 

database.username username

database.password password

database.url jdbc:oracle:thin:@SERVER:PORT:SID
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solution.version 1.0

solution.namespace default

solution.root .

solution.jar.file ${solution.root}/solution.jar

solution.web.root ${solution.root}/Web

solution.log.root ${solution.root}/logs

solution.model.root ${solution.root}/XMLModel

solution.plugin.root ${solution.root}/Plugin

solution.staging.root ${solution.root}/staging

solution.behavior.root ${solution.root}/Behavior

solution.web.documents.root.dir ${solution.web.root}/Documents 

solution.web.assemble.application.dir ${solution.web.root}

solution.web.assemble.application oms

solution.web.deploy.srcdir ${solution.web.assemble.application.dir}

solution.web.deploy.application ${solution.web.assemble.application}

solution.plugin.sdk.dir ${solution.plugin.root}/SDK

solution.plugin.classes.dir ${solution.plugin.root}/Classes

solution.plugin.assemble.application oms

solution.plugin.assemble.destdir ${solution.plugin.ear}

solution.model.xmlmodel omsmodel.xml

solution.model.xmlmodel.dir ${solution.model.root}

solution.model.xmlmodel.encoding ISO-8559-1

solution.model.xmltool.config config.xml

solution.model.xmltool.config.dir ${solution.model.root}

Table 70: Parameters that control the buildfile

Property Default Value
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How is the development buildfile used? 
You need a basic knowledge of ANT scripts to use the script efficiently, but it is not necessary. 
Here are the usual steps:

1. Configure and execute the create-solution-skeleton target to create the default 
subdirectories.

2. Set up your development environment. (This is the environment in which you develop, 
source control, or compile your code). 

a. Prepare the required SDKs. For example, to develop a plug-in, configure your 
compiler to create the class files in the ${solution.plugin.classes.dir} 
directory or modify the ${solution.plugin.classes.dir} parameter to point to 
the directory where your compiler outputs the java class files. 

b. To prepare the SDK, expand (unjar) the automationBuild.jar file into 
${solution.plugin.sdk.dir}, or modify this property to point to the directory 
into which automationBuild.jar is expanded. If the default values for the 
solution.plugin.assemble.application (oms) and 
solution.plugin.assemble.destdir (${solution.plugin.ear.dir}) 
properties do not apply to your environment, modify their values as well.

solution.model.xmltool.sdk.dir ${solution.model.root}/SDK

solution.model.xmltool.tool.root ${solution.model.xmltool.sdk.dir}

solution.model.import.entityconflict.action replace

solution.model.import.nonemptydatabase.action ignore

solution.behavior.ear.dir ${solution.behavior.root}

solution.behavior.sdk.dir ${solution.behavior.root}/SDK

solution.behavior.jndiname Behavior-JNDI

solution.behavior.classes.dir ${solution.behavior.root}/Classes

solution.behavior.assemble.application oms-behavior

solution.behavior.assemble.ejbname Behavior-EJB

solution.behavior.assemble.ejbclass com.mslv.oms

solution.behavior.assemble.destdir ${solution.behavior.root}

Table 70: Parameters that control the buildfile

Property Default Value
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3. If your component development environment needs extra processing before running 
CMT’s assemble targets, place an ANT build.xml file under each component’s root 
directory. All the "assemble" targets run this file before executing their own tasks.

4. Select and execute a sequence of targets.

How does the development buildfile create solution archives?
The development build-solution-jar target collects all the components that it finds under 
components’ root directories and creates a jar archive. This means the following files are 
bundled together:

The first XML file under the solution.model.xmlmodel.dir
All .ear files under the solution.plugin.ear.dir
All .ear files under the solution.behavior.ear.dir
All .jar files under the solution.web.assemble.application.dir

Build-solution.jar also adds a file called solution-inf.xml to the archive that carries the 
namespace and version of the entire solution archive. It does not matter if one or more 
components do not exist in the solution archive. The build-solution-jar target only archives the 
components it finds and the solution archive is still valid.

The build-solution-jar target only archives the result of all of your development activities. It 
does not compile, assemble, deploy, or ejbc any components. Therefore, the assembled (or 
exported, in the case of the XML model) components should exist in the locations shown 
above to become part of a solution archive.

Table 71: Properties for different solution components

Property Default Value By default maps to

solution.model.xmlmodel.dir ${solution.model.root} ./XMLModel

solution.plugin.ear.dir ${solution.plugin.root} ./Plugin

solution.behavior.ear.dir ${solution.behavior.root} ./Behavior

solution.web.assemble.application.dir ${solution.web.root} ./Web

solution.resources.root ${solution.root}/Resources ./Resources
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OSM CMT – Production Environment FAQ

How does the production buildfile work?

By default, the production buildfile extracts all the components from a solution archive file 
and deploys them into their corresponding destinations. This means that it expands a solution 
archive, then deploys the first XML file it finds under XMLModel directory database schema, 
all the EAR files (*.ear) found under Plugin and Behavior subdirectories to WebLogic 
Server, and all the jar files (*.jar) under web to the OMS EAR file’s WAR component. The 
entire build process stops and fails when any of the above operations doesn’t succeed. 
Production buildfile does not deploy the OMS EAR file to WebLogic server after updating its 
WAR component. This should be done manually from the WebLogic console or by 
customizing the buildfile.

Which ANT targets does the CMT provide for a production 
environment?

The deploy target is the default target of the buildfile. Therefore, if you type only ant at 
command prompt, the buildfile deploys everything and registers the plug-ins. 

The undeploy target undeploys everything except the customized web documents that was 
deployed to OMS EAR’s WAR component by ‘deploy’ target.

Which properties are configurable? 

The production buildfile contains fewer properties than the development buildfile. The most 
important ones are listed below:

solution.jar

database.username

database.passwod

Table 72: ANT targets for a production environment

General XML Model Plug-ins Behavior Web Resources

init

main

clean

solution-unjar

deploy

undeploy

xmlmodel-deploy

xmlmodel-undeploy

plugin-deploy

plugin-register

plugin-unregister

plugin-undeploy

behavior-deploy

behavior-undeploy

web-deploy resources-
deploy
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database.rul

weblogic.url

weblogic.passowrd

weblogic.username

weblogic.domain.server

web.deply.mosear.destdir

model.xmltool.root

There are no default values for these parameters. You must configure all of them before you 
run the script. You can configure them:

In the build.properties file.

At the command prompt.

Inside buildfile itself.

How are WebLogic clusters handled?

When the OSM application is deployed in a managed server or cluster environment, all plug-in 
and behavior .ear files are deployed to the Administration Server. The .ear files must be 
targeted to the managed servers where OSM is deployed. You do this via one of two methods:

Customize the scripts to run the register-plugin target with a managed server as the target 
server.
Override the build parameters (see the previous topic).

The unregister-plugin target also requires the name of a managed server as the target server 
when unregistering the plug-in .ear files. Before customizing the scripts, refer to the 
“OMSDeployPlugin task” on page 235 for additional information.
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Purging Orders

Oracle Communications Order and Service Management (OSM) provides several ways to 
remove orders:

Data Manager—lets you purge completed orders of a specific type and source or all 
completed orders in the system
XMLIE order purge—lets you purge orders using criteria such as one or more order states, 
purge before date, order source, order type, namespace, version, start date, and stop date 
(not described here, see “Purging orders” on page 208)
SQL script—lets you remove running orders from the system

Purging completed orders
If the number of completed orders in your system causes OSM to slow down or occupies a 
significant amount of disk space, you can purge them from the database using the OSM Data 
Manager.

Data Manager purges the orders in batches, which:

reduces the amount of space needed to perform a rollback.
provides you with feedback, such as the number of orders removed.
lets you stop purging orders before the specified time (see below); even if all of the orders 
are not purged.

Because the Purge operation is resource intensive, Data Manager lets you schedule it to occur 
during off-peak hours.

If you want to purge metadata, and extra tables, you must use the XMLIE database 
purge. See “Purging the database” on page 207.
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The following table describes the parameters that you can use to configure how orders are 
purged.

You can purge all completed orders by using the following procedure.

To purge all completed orders

1. From the Start menu, choose Programs, Oracle - Communications, OSM, and then Data 
Manager. The Data Manager dialog appears. 

2. From the List parameters, choose Purge. The parameters and values change in the 
Properties field.

3. Double-click the parameter purge completed before. The Value for date and time dialog 
appears.

4. Choose the appropriate date and time of completed orders and click OK. The default value 
is the current date and time.

5. If you want to specify a time for the purge to stop, double-click the parameter purge stop 
date. The Value for date and time dialog appears.

Table 73: Purge parameters

Parameter Description

Purge completed before An order must be completed before the specified date along with the 
orders that have prior IDs.

If the order source or order type is specified, only those orders prior 
to the current order must be completed before the specified date.

Purge stop date You can purge during off-peak hours. For example, if you want to 
purge at night and finish by 8:00am, you can set this parameter to 
8:00am next morning.

Order source If you enter an order source mnemonic as the value, only orders with 
that order source are purged.

Order type If you enter an order type mnemonic as the value, only orders with 
that order type are purged.
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6. Choose the appropriate date and time to stop the purge of orders and click OK. The value 
appears in the Value column.

7. Click Purge. The completed orders are purged.

You can purge completed orders of a specific type or source by using the following procedure.

To purge completed orders by order type/source

1. From the Start menu, choose Programs, Oracle - Communications, OSM, and then Data 
Manager. The Data Manager dialog appears. 

2. From the List parameters, choose Purge. The parameters and values change in the 
Properties field.

3. Double-click the parameter order source. The Value for Parameter dialog appears.

4. Type the value for order source and click OK. For example, Fax, Client Care. The value 
appears in the Value column.

5. Double-click the parameter order type. The Value for Parameter dialog appears.

6. Type the value for order type and click OK. For example, Request for Long Distance. The 
value appears in the Value column.

7. Click Purge. The specified orders are purged.
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Deleting in progress orders
An order can contain many tasks, with often hundreds running in parallel. This can make it 
difficult to cancel an order that is in progress. For example, you may need to cancel an in-
progress order if incorrect data has been used.

A script is provided in the following directory: Database/osm/maintenance/
order_maintenance. Use this script to remove a running order from OSM (stop all tasks and 
complete the order without starting any subsequent tasks).

To delete in progress orders

1. Using the Oracle Scripter, run order_maintenance_inst.sql. to load the package - 
om_order_maintenance_pkg.

2. To delete an order, run the following under SQL as:
SQL>exec om_order_maintenance_pkg.remove_order(order_seq_id);

SQL>commit;
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Appendix A: Sub-Process Examples

This appendix describes how to use sub-processes. The following sections are 
included:

Overview
Sub-process task examples

Overview
When creating a sub-process task, you can select the type and sub-process, then 
associate a list of processes and selected rules. You can create or delete combinations 
of rules and processes and sequentially order them. The first rule an order satisfies 
defines the process that is used as the sub-process.

A sub-process task has no expected duration or view associated with it. It has two 
states: Received and Completed, and may have many completion states. The sub-
process task can be the final state of the process, or it can go to another task after all 
child tasks are completed, based on the completion status. 

Conditional logic is imposed on the task or sub-process so individual processes can be 
selected at run time. 

The parent order waits at the caller task for the completion of the sub-process.

Sub-processes can be nested to any level.

When a sub-process task is dropped into a process design, the handling of sub-process 
exceptions must be defined. A Process Task/Link dialog box is opened, allowing the 
process designer to define the actions to be taken when a sub-process raises an 
exception, and what the sub-process task’s status should become. For each process 
definition or exception status combination that occurs in a sub-process, the process 
designer must provide the following information:

Action—Two options are available: 
Raise parent process exception—indicates an exception
Complete sub-process task—indicates normal flow

Parent status—The sub-process sets this status. If the action is: 
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Raise parent process exception—a list of available statuses are current exception 
process statuses. 
Complete sub-process task—a list of the available statuses are statuses for the current 
sub-process task.

Terminate—If the sub-process task is order-data, it may have started multiple parallel 
threads. Terminate defines how the invoked threads should be affected. The available 
values are: 

None—indicates that all sub-process threads should continue normal execution.
One—indicates that the sub-process thread that raised the exception should be 
stopped. 
All—indicates that all sub-process threads should be stopped.

Process Status—Process Status is a reporting status, and can be empty.

If no exceptions occur in sub-processes, and all sub-processes complete, the sub-
process task completes with a status of N/A.

If an exception is raised by a sub-process and the action for that exception is None or 
Stop Child, the sub-process task status becomes the current status for the sub-process 
task and other sub-process order threads continue to execute. 

If there are no more exceptions, the sub-process task completes, or raise an exception, 
with the set sub-process task status. 

If a subsequent exception occurs, and the exception status is of higher precedence, the 
above rules are reapplied using the new exception status. If a subsequent exception 
status is not of higher precedence, it is ignored. The highest precedence exception 
status that occurred during execution of sub-processes will determine the final 
completion or exception status of the sub-process task.

The behavior definitions for each exception status should be ordered in decreasing 
precedence. An exception status higher in the mapping list will take precedence over 
an already occurred sub-process status, lower in the list. 

A restriction in this mapping is that when a mapping is set to have an action of Stop All, 
all higher precedence mappings must also be changed to Stop All. This process groups 
the mapping into two categories: precedence levels above which all processes must 
stop, and precedence levels under which processes may continue. In the precedence 
level below the lowest Stop All action, both Stop Child and None are valid actions. 

All data based tasks or sub-processes are completed with the status N/A, except when 
a sub-process exception mapping indicates otherwise. The only exceptions to this rule 
are sub-process tasks with sub-process exceptions mapping set up. The N/A status, as 
data-based threads, are completely independent of each other, but after completion, 
they are accumulated at the parent task, and from the parent task, proceed to the next 
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task as a single thread. If a process has already used a task, that task cannot be changed 
to a data based task.

The OSM System Administrator indicates which sub-process task(s) needs to be 
updated.

Sub-process task examples
When creating a sub-process task, you can select the type as sub-process and associate 
a list or processes with selected rules. You can create or delete combinations of rules 
and processes sequentially, using similar functionality to that of order process 
association.
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The flow diagrams on the following pages provide examples of how to use sub-
processes.

Figure 38: Parallel Tasks. One task has a process exception
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Figure 39: Parallel tasks and parallel completed tasks. One task has a process exception
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Figure 40: Chain of sub-processes. One sub-process 
has a process exception in one of its tasks.
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Figure 41: Chain of sub-processes. Interruption inside the sub-process with redirection.
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Figure 42: Data based task inside sub-process 
with three instances interrupting and going nowhere
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Sub-process task examples
Figure 43: Nested sub-processes
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Figure 44: Parallel sub-processes and data based task with 
three instances. One instance is interrupted, going nowhere.
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Sub-process task examples
Figure 45: Parallel sub-processes, data based tasks with three instances. One instance 
interrupted with redirection
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Figure 46: Two parallel sub-processes mapping (complete)
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Sub-process task examples
Figure 47: Two parallel sub-processes mapping (complete)
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Figure 48: Parallel sub-processes and data based task sub-process interrupted with mapping
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Sub-process task examples
Figure 49: Nested sub-processes with interruption mapping (1)
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Figure 50: Nested sub-processes with interruption mapping (2)
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Sub-process task examples
Figure 51: Data based sub-processes
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Figure 52: Data based sub-processes interruption with one mapping
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Sub-process task examples
Figure 53: Nested data based sub-processes interruption with one mapping
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